WYFR: Talking to the World on Shortwave

Also in this issue:
- We Review: New All—Mode Communications Terminal
- Spy Radio Signals
- Scanning the VA
- Radio in the Coast Guard Communications

Plus: CB, Nostalgia, Telephones, Ham Book Reviews and More!
KW 1000 . . .
58% BETTER THAN THE K40*

KW 1000 has 58% more power gain than the K40*

- Proven by tests at Lockheed Corporation Antenna Test Laboratory.
- KW 1000 transmits farther than the K40.
- 1000 Watt power handling capability (ICAS).
- 5 year guarantee
- Made from GE Lexan Thermoplastic (Same material used for bullet-proof windows).
- Silver-plated coil and internal connections.
- Exclusive low loss coil design (Patent Pending).
- 17-7 PH Tapered spring stainless steel whip.
- Stainless steel trunk mount
- Frequency range 26.9MHZ to 28.5 MHZ.

KW 1000
CB & AMATEUR ANTENNA

Wilson ANTENNA INC.

#3 SUNSET WAY
COMMERCE CENTER, A10
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89015

FOR YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED KW 1000 DEALER CALL
1-800-541-6116

*Based on Lockheed Test Report at 27405 MHZ plus or minus 1 DB Measurement accuracy.
### SMALL PORTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIPLOMAT 4950</td>
<td>$69.95 + $4 UPS</td>
<td>FM, AM, Shortwave bands, Stereo headnet, OPT. AC adapter, Sony AC-39, FM-AM, or ACW3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANGEAN ATS-801</td>
<td>$99.95 + $4 UPS</td>
<td>FM, AM, SW, 25 Memories, Digital readout, Clock &amp; timer, OPT. AC adapter, PA6N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSHIBA RP-F11</td>
<td>Still $79.95 + $4 UPS</td>
<td>International &amp; Tropical Bands, &quot;S&quot; Meter, Safety Lock, OPT. AC adapter, PAP6N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC RF-B60</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
<td>AM, FM, SW, 24 Memories, Scanning, 4 hour clock, OPT. AC adapter, PAP6N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC RF-B40</td>
<td>$179.95</td>
<td>FM, AM, 6 SHORTWAVE BANDS, Micro 4.5/16 X 2 3/8 X 7/8.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LARGER PORTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATS 803A</td>
<td>$189.95 + $6 UPS</td>
<td>FM, AM, SSB &amp; CW LED readout, Clock/Timers, 9 Memories/Scanning, Stereo headset out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNAVOX D2935</td>
<td>$179.95 + $5 UPS</td>
<td>AM, FM, SSB, LED readout, Signal meter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNAVOX D2999</td>
<td>$299.95 + $8 UPS</td>
<td>AM, FM, SSB, CW/16 Memories. Continuous AM tuning 146 kHz-30 MHz. LCD readout/Quality 2 speaker sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY ICF-7700</td>
<td>$239.95 + $4 UPS</td>
<td>FM, LW, MW &amp; 12 Shortwave bands, Clock, LCD readout, 15 Memories. OPT. AC Adapter, PA6N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC ICF-7700</td>
<td>$239.95 + $4 UPS</td>
<td>FM, LW, MW &amp; 12 Shortwave bands. Clock, LCD readout, 15 Memories. OPT. AC Adapter, PA6N.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESK TOP RADIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRD-525</td>
<td>$179.95 + $10 UPS</td>
<td>90 kHz - 34 MHz. 200 Memories! Options for SSB, CW, SSB, RTTY. Dual Dial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENWOOD R-5000</td>
<td>$849.95 + $10 UPS</td>
<td>100 kHz - 30 MHz. 100 Memories! Options for SSB, CW, SSB. Dual Dial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENWOOD R-2000</td>
<td>$629.95 + $8 UPS</td>
<td>150 kHz - 30 MHz. 10 Memories. Options for SSB, CW, SSB. Dual Dial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FRG-8800</td>
<td>$649.95 + $8 UPS</td>
<td>150 kHz - 29.999 MHz. 12 Memories. Options for SSB, CW, SSB, RTTY. Dual Dial.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO

#### NEW 1988 EDITION!

Listen to the world ... hear the voices of people making history: eyewitness on local programs from around the globe. Gain a new perspective on international events. Guides to English broadcasts. Station information including frequencies, transmitter powers, operating times, languages, addresses, etc. Stations listed by frequency in order to help you identify them more easily. The other Shortwave Listener's Bible!

**ORDER: WRTVH...$19.95 POSTPAID!**

- We ship world-wide
- Shipping charges not included
- Prices & specifications subject to change without notice

**FREE EEB CATALOG!
36 Pages over 300 items for the SWLer!**

**NEW FOR 1988!
Many items found only at EEB!**

**CALL OR WRITE TODAY!
GET ALL THE DETAILS!**

**Electronic Equipment Bank—Order Toll Free 800-368-3670**

ORDER DESK HOURS (Eastern):
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
SATURDAY 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Technical and VA orders call (703) 938-3350

**STORE HOURS (Eastern):**
Same as order desk hours
Closed Mondays
Thursday 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.

ORDER: WBR...$14.95 + $1.95 UPS
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GALAXY V

DELUXE AM/SINGLE SIDE BAND MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

GALAXY V, Courier's top of the line professional AM/SSB Mobile Transceiver for personal or commercial two-way communications. Its advanced high tech circuitry is designed to meet the requirements of the most discriminating CB enthusiast. Superb adjacent channel rejection, automatic gain control to prevent "overloading" of strong signals and noise blanker/noise limiter for reducing background noises — all provide the clearest reception possible. Convenience features include day-night channel reading with large, easy to read digital LED channel indicator plus channel selector dial, channel 9 priority, RF/MIC gain controls, volume/squelch controls, clarifier control, S-RF/SWR meter, SWR calibration control and PA capability. All combined, COURIER GALAXY V is the optimum in superior quality performance and reliability.

14281 Chambers Road, Tustin, California 92680
(714) 669-9890
FAX: (714) 669-1081
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It Gets Curiouser and Curiouser

For several years we have been running a regular schedule of radio history and nostalgia features written for us by an author who has chosen to use the pen name Alice Brannigan. Oddly, speculation as to the real name and true identity of this author has always been high, attracting as much mail (including requests for photos of Alice) as the mass of historic items submitted for use in the section she writes for Pop'Comm.

A popular theme running through such letters expresses doubt, or outright disbelief that "a woman could write this type or material," although not one single person has yet attempted to offer any explanations as to why. The editor of a leading scientific journal tells me that because of similar reader letters he received in response to material he publishes from women authors, he once suggested that those authors might wish to either use male pen names, or else initials instead of spelling out their first names. All flatly refused. Shades of Mme. Aurore Lucile Aurore Dupin (1804-1876), who became a world-famous novelist only after she started writing under the pen name George Sand. There are so many women active in communications today, it seems strange to encounter a common belief that only a man would have an interest in exploring radio history, and the ability to put it on paper.

Other correspondents either object to, or question, Brannigan's use of a pseudonym, although there haven't been any reasons set forth. Have these readers also complained about the professional use of pseudonyms by the people known to the public as Cyndi Lauper, Diane Keaton, Ann Landers, Madonna, Bernadette Peters, and Angie Dickinson? In our own pages, Harry Cau is a pen name, so is Havana Moon, yet there has never been any mail demanding to get to the bottom of their actual identities. Was there ever a fuss at QST with readers asking about the use of the pen names The Old Man and Larson E. Rapp? Does anybody really care to learn the actual name of a west coast publisher of police frequency directories? Who was CQ's popular Scratch?

We have always invited our authors to use pen names if they feel more comfortable using them. Probably 20% to 30% of the material in any given issue appears under pen names, yet Brannigan is the only one that has triggered such a lively and spirited series of speculations and investigations. We at POP'COMM are far more interested in the content of material considered for publication than we are with what name the author (for his/her own reasons) uses.

I won't even attempt to describe all of the complex schemes and extraordinary efforts employed by some to unravel what they feel is the perplexing challenge of Alice's identity. There have been innumerable cryptologic attempts at discovering messages suspected to have been hidden within her name. This, despite the fact that the name has already been described herein as a anagram, and its meaning revealed. Further to that, Alice has written of an article she had previously authored in another national publication under her real name. Her photo appeared with the story. Hardly seems very mysterious to me.

Other readers have written us to tell how they are maintaining lists of tidbits of information about Alice gleaned from her writings over a number of months. These mor-
THE CIA SUBSCRIBES.

SHOULDN'T YOU?

The CIA, in fact, has several subscriptions to Monitoring Times. That's because every month Monitoring Times offers the latest in:

- International Broadcasting
- Utility Monitoring
- Scanners
- Shortwave and Longwave
- Satellites
- Electronic Projects
- Listening Tips
- Frequency Lists
- Broadcasting Schedules
- News-breaking Articles
- Features
- Exclusive Interviews
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Jammed with up-to-date information and concisely written by the top writers in the field, Monitoring Times is considered indispensable reading by top government agencies.

From longwave to microwave, if you are interested in communications, Monitoring Times is your foremost guide to international broadcasters; new equipment and accessories; profiles of government, military, police and fire networks; home projects; and tips on monitoring everything from air-to-ground and ship-to-shore to radioteletype, facsimile and space communications.
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Your authoritative source, every month.
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Spotlight On Sunspots
I keep reading about the improving DX conditions, and I agree that I'm hearing more DX than I did a year ago. I also understand that improved DX conditions are the result of cyclic fluctuations in the number of sunspots. What nobody has yet said, or written, is how much longer good DX conditions will last, and if they'll be any better than they are now.

Paul Liu, KH6CX, Honolulu, HI

DX conditions, caused by the eleven year cycle of increased sunspot activity, began improving about a year ago. Although it's mostly a matter of educated guesswork, DX conditions should continue to be reasonably good for about six years. They're expected to continue to substantially improve, peak in 1990, then slowly taper off. Even as DX conditions diminish, by 1993 they'll probably be at least as good as they are now. About 1995, DX will again cool down until the following sunspot cycle begins in early 1997. — Editor

Guess We're On The Right Track
Dexter's quarterly listing of Selected English Language Broadcasts is great. Please keep them coming. Also, we need more pictures of Alice Brannigan!

Jimmy H. Keys, Houston, TX

Good magazine! I've been reading it since the first issue. Keep it up.

Leon Kelln, Jr., KB5BYB, Amarillo, TX

Let me compliment everybody on the POPCOMM staff for the fine work done ever since the first issue in 1982. The information in your pages has opened a new world for me. I especially enjoy the information you've presented on HF aircraft frequencies and have spent many hours monitoring these communications.

William Riley, Taylor, MI

Words cannot describe the fantastic response we have received from Popular Communicators. The response to our Signal Intensifiers was thought to be “un-top-pable,” but the response to your mentioning our Vak-Tenna was truly astounding. We are grateful for your efforts and thank you for your support.

John Martin, Pres., Electron Processing Inc., Medford, NY

Opening Pandora’s Box
I understand that inside my epoxy-sealed cable-TV control box there are trimmers that can be adjusted to bring in scrambled channels. Is there any way to get into these boxes without breaking the epoxy seals?

Orrin Young, Dallas, TX

Inside the box, the individual trimmers may also be sealed in epoxy. Probably the best approach would be to dissolve the epoxy with a solvent. A rather effective epoxy solvent is made by Testron, Inc., P.O. Box 130, Floral Park, NY 11002. It's not inexpensive (about $39 per quart, plus shipping), but it does a good job and doesn't harm plastic. — Editor

Open The Information Valve, Please!
I was intrigued by your April editorial regarding restrictions against domestic media use of USIA material. These restrictions have been in force since 1948 when Congress passed the Smith-Mundt Act. This Act has been challenged numerous times by individuals and the media alike. Some Congressmen have even questioned this law.

I am the News Director of KZFX-FM and have occasionally used information from VOAs broadcasts and USIA RTTY feeds in news and public affairs programs. It calls me to no end that I could be prosecuted for violation of a federal law simply because I think it’s important for my listeners to know what our government is saying about the country overseas. I find the VOA’s America File and Europe File quite informative. For some VOA GS employee to claim that material in the “A” and “E” Files isn’t propaganda is absurd. Besides keeping embassy staffs worldwide informed of official positions on world issues, USIA RTTY transmissions are FILLED with propaganda. And why not? “They” do it, so “we” have no choice but to do it, too. No one else is going to do it for us and, besides, the battle for hearts and minds has been going on long since before the Vietnam War popularized the phrase. If adult Americans can’t tell the difference between impartial news and propaganda by now, then maybe it’s high time the Smith-Mundt Act was modified or repealed so the people of this country could get a chance to make the distinction.

Please call upon your readers to write to their congressional representatives to get the Smith-Mundt Act modified or repealed. This archaic law serves only to frustrate journalists who are trying to do what they’ve been trained to do—report on the facts and let the public draw their own conclusions. Not all reporters and journalists are jerks, bubbleheads, or subversive agents. Some of us are hard-working, normal, fairminded types working in a field we love.

You don’t know how important your magazine is to me. I learn something from every issue—frequencies, new products, even info on how to cut down on computer hash interfering with RTTY reception. I used to buy POPCOMM on newsstands but soon I found that a subscription was far more practical.

KZFX-FM (“Z-107”) is a classic rock station. The latest ARB says we’re #4 in Houston with the 25 to 54 adult group.

Brian K. Hill, News Director, KZFX-FM, 3050 Post Oak Rd., Suite 110, Houston, TX 77056

Pro-2004 Modification Comment
I was at a local Radio Shack and was discussing monitoring with the salesmen there. I pointed out that the PRO-2004 scanner could easily (and at no cost) be modified to reinstate the missing portions of the unit’s 800 MHz coverage. I ended up giving him four copies of the POPCOMM August '87 feature on modifying the PRO-2004. He promised to give them to those who purchased PRO-2004 scanners and was interested in restoring those frequencies. What I am saying is that there are lots of ways of getting people into our hobby. Let’s all use them. Keep up the good work.

Thomas A. Frank, KA2CDK, Newport, RI
NEW
POCKET SIZE
SIZE: 4” H x 3.5” W x 1” D
MADE IN USA

$99.95 - $150.00

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
TO 1.3 GHz

8 LED DIGITS • 2 GATE TIMES
ANODIZED ALUMINUM CABINET
INTERNAL NI-CAD BATTERIES INCLUDED
AC ADAPTER/CHARGER INCLUDED

EXCELLENT SENSITIVITY & ACCURACY
AC-DC • PORTABLE OPERATION

Small enough to fit into a shirt pocket, our new 1.2 GHz and 1.3 GHz, 8 digit frequency counters are not toys! They can actually out perform units many times their size and price! Included are rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries installed inside the unit for hours of portable, cordless operation. The batteries are easily recharged using the AC adapter/charger supplied with the unit.

The excellent sensitivity of the 1200H makes it ideal for use with the telescoping RF pick-up antenna; accurately and easily measure transmit frequencies from handheld, fixed, or mobile radios such as: Police, firefighters, Ham, taxi, car telephone, aircraft, marine, etc. May be used for counter surveillance, locating hidden "bug" transmitters. Use with grid dip oscillator when designing and tuning antennas. May be used with a probe for measuring clock frequencies in computers, various digital circuitry or oscillators. Can be built into transmitters, signal generators and other devices to accurately monitor frequency.

The size, price and performance of these new instruments make them indispensible for technicians, engineers, schools, Hams, CBers, electronic hobbyists, short wave listeners, law enforcement personnel and many others.

STOCK NO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1200HKC</td>
<td>Model 1200H in kit form, 1-1200 MHz counter and complete including all parts, cabinet, Ni-Cad batteries, AC adapter/battery charger and instructions</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1200HC</td>
<td>Model 1200H factory assembled 1-1200 MHz counter, tested and calibrated, complete including Ni-Cad batteries and AC adapter/battery charger</td>
<td>$147.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1300HC</td>
<td>Model 1300H factory assembled 1-1300 MHz counter, tested and calibrated, complete including Ni-Cad batteries and AC adapter/battery charger</td>
<td>$180.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCESSORIES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#TA-100S</td>
<td>Telescoping RF pick-up antenna with BNC connector</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#P-100</td>
<td>Probe, direct connection 50 ohm, BNC connector</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#CC-70</td>
<td>Carrying case, black vinyl with zipper opening. Will hold a counter and accessories</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPTOelectronics inc
5821 N.E. 14th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33334

FLA (305) 771-2050
1-800-327-5912

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

1.3 GHz
#1300H

AVAILABLE NOW!

Orders to US and Canada add 5% of total ($2 min., $10 max) Florida residents add 5% sales tax. COD fee $2.
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Now Your 2-Way Has a New Way to Communicate!

Introducing the first digital audio recorder for 2-way radio.

With the new Palomar VC-300, you can now record, broadcast and receive any type of message—up to 34 seconds—with any type of 2-way radio...amateur, marine, commercial or CB.

It's Like a Telephone Answering Machine for 2-Way Radio. And when used by both sender and receiver, the VC-300 is the ideal way to get messages to truckers having breakfast, wrecker operators hooking up a car, fishermen landing the big one, amateur ham operators away from the shack or RV club members out on the road.

Only With the VC-300. Perfected after two years of intensive development, the VC-300 is manufactured in Japan exclusively for Palomar, known worldwide for innovative 2-way radio products.

One D-Ram (256K) Memory or 8.5 Seconds Recording Time. For only $9.50 each, we can supply you with up to 3 more D-Rams for a total of 34 seconds. Or purchase them at any electronics hobby store.

Call, Write, or Fax. And we'll send you a free VC-300 descriptive brochure, a Palomar product line catalog and the name of your nearest area distributor. Or visit your local 2-way radio retailer. Suggested retail is $239.95.
A Roadmap For Communications Disaster

We've commented on the vulnerability of telephone communications before in this column. Now, as this column is being written, a real life example is being played out in our backyard. SCAN has been without telephone communications for a week (except for sporadic service within our own exchange). It is impossible to reach even the nearest hospital, which happens to be in the neighboring town of Hinsdale, Illinois. Even phones in a neighboring Area Code were knocked out and the latest reports are that it could be another month or so before full service is restored! During this phone communications blackout, several friends and neighbors have commented, "you sure are lucky to have a cellular phone in your car", as though it had some magic way to communicate. But the cellular phone is useless, too, just as we predicted in a previous column that it would be, because it relies on connection to the wireline phone network. Even car to car cellular communication is nonexistent because of the reliance on the phone network. As an emergency communications tool, except in rare instances, cellular phones are useless. What I am "lucky" to have in my car, is a two-way radio that doesn't rely on the phone network! Whether it be Amateur, GMRS, CB, police, fire, ambulance, or even delivery truck two-way radio . . . this is the communications glue holding us together. The hospital even equipped their personnel with portable two-way radios for communications from floor to floor if necessary. The "network" had failed us.

What sort of natural disaster caused this catastrophic failure? A tornado? Flood? Earthquake? No, early reports are that it was simply a short circuit in the unmanned Hinsdale "gateway hub" office that started it all. You would think that a single fire in one small switching office building in the suburbs would be a minor event. This is no longer the case with the modern telephone network. The map helps illustrate the road to communications disaster.

The real culprit is the system which routes all calls through so-called "hubs". Despite what many of us have been led to believe about the system, it is not very flexible. All those stories about rerouting calls to avoid overloads and busy signals sounds great. On a large scale, however, the network isn't flexible at all. Each office on the map serves an area of usually more than a single town. All calls to numbers out of that immediate office area gets forwarded to a "hub" and then onto a "gateway hub" or super hub. Unfortunately, the super hub in Hinsdale was destroyed and there were no provisions for another hub to take up the slack. Because cities as far away as Joliet, Illinois (which even has a different Area Code) have the misfortune of being tied to the Hinsdale super hub, the phone blackout area was huge.

All sorts of communications other than ordinary phone circuits have been affected. Cellular phone, although transmitted by regular radio, goes to the super hub after reaching the wireline part of the network. Also gone were air traffic control links from O'Hare and Midway airports . . . they also fed into the Hinsdale super hub to reach the air traffic control center in Aurora (far left side of the map). Automatic teller machines, state lottery machines, school computer systems, and the Illinois Department of Transportation expressway monitoring system all went down as well. We'll live on over the current phone blackout problems, but a lingering concern is in the minds of many people: What if this had been a wide spread disaster taking out two, three, or half a dozen of these super hubs?

Our Mailbag Overflows . . .

The response of SCAN members and POPCOMM readers continues to amaze us. The other day there was so much mail that it didn't fit into our large oversized postal box and the post office had to put in sacks for pick-up! We really appreciate the comments—both positive and critical—even though we find ourselves unable to personally answer them. Of course, the response to our call for volunteers is most gratifying. Recently we called for volunteers for the next update of the SCAN frequency file and received an avalanche of applications from qualified members with 800 MHz monitoring capability. If you are one of these volunteers, you will be hearing from us shortly. We also received a number of applications from highly qualified experts to be part of our revitalized SCAN Technical Advisor Service. In both cases there are individuals willing to share their knowledge and donate hours of their time to make scanning better for all of us. They do so without any expectation of renumeration, just the satisfaction of doing a good job helping others. Our hats off to them!

Speaking of the Technical Advisor Service, thanks to those experts who have volunteered, we are now able to start taking inquiries from those of you who need answers to scanner related questions. Here are the ground rules:
1. Please print or type your question clearly. (You'd be surprised how difficult it is to decipher handwriting—even if it's clear to you)
2. Enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope. (Business size preferred.)
3. Try to be brief and specific. If you've tried some things that didn't solve your problem, be sure to mention them
4. Please confine your inquiry to one question. If you have more than one question, please mail separately
5. Be sure to mail your inquiry to SCAN Technical Advisor Service, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558

(Continued on page 75)
Most shortwave stations in the United States, and its possessions, are still wearing short pants. A few aren’t even out of the crib yet. Only one or two—maybe three—can brag about having a real history. One of them is WYFR—Your Family Radio, based in Oakland, California.

WYFR can trace its beginnings back to the early days of shortwave radio broadcasting in this country. All the way back to 1927, when station WIXAL began experimental shortwave broadcasts from Boston, featuring a schedule of educational and music programming. In 1936, the station was moved to Scituate, Massachusetts some 20 miles south of Boston. It operated there out of what was once a powerhouse located on the grounds of a test facility the military had used in WWI. Three years later, the station took the call letters WRUL, which stood for “World Radio University for the Listener.”

During the Second World War, the government took over all US shortwave broadcasters for transmissions by the newly formed Voice of America. In some cases, the VOA continued to control these transmitters beyond the end of the war.

When WRUL returned to its own programming in the late 1940’s, it was using the slogan “the “Voice of Freedom” (that was still in the thick of the cold war). Headquarters were later moved from Boston to New York City.

Around 1960, the station was carrying some anti-Castro programming. It is now believed, by many, to have had links with the CIA and its Radio Swan/Radio Americas operation on Swan Island, both before, and after, the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.

During the decade that followed, the station was passed to ownership of CBS, and then the Mormon church. The call letters were changed again—to WNYW (Radio New York Worldwide). In 1967, a fire at the transmitter site destroyed a great deal of the station’s equipment.

In 1973, WNYW was purchased by the Family Stations group and the call letters were changed to today’s WYFR—Your Family Radio.

Family Radio was founded in 1958, and had its first broadcast—on KEAR in San Francisco—the next year. Today, Family Radio owns AM or FM stations in San Francisco, Sacramento, the San Joaquin Valley, Long Beach and San Diego all in California, plus Shenandoah, Iowa, Philadelphia, New York City and Baltimore.

Family Radio’s programs are also aired by a number of other non-owned stations, including Radio Angelina on 690 kHz in the Caribbean.

Program time on WYFR taken by religious programming not produced by Family Radio is given free to these broadcasters. All operating expenses of the various stations are covered by listener contributions. Family Radio is a non-profit organization.

Family Radio feeds its programming via satellite to many stations, holds Bible conferences, and sponsors overseas tours for its listeners (China last year). It now provides a 24 hour network news service to its stations, although the news personnel also babysit the satellite feeds and must monitor transmitter readings for several Family Radio stations via remote control.

The organization soon discovered that the Scituate site would have to be replaced. The forty acre site had, over the years, been tightly surrounded by residential neighborhoods. The nine rhombic antennas were positioned too closely together and, in short, the site simply wasn’t capable of fulfilling the needs Family Radio wanted to accomplish with the station.

A new site was located some twenty miles north of lake Okeechobee in Florida. Its 664 acres of flat, grassy, partly swampy land have proved the perfect answer.

The first WYFR 100 kW transmitter went on the air from the Okeechobee site on 23 November, 1977. Broadcasts from Scituate continued until 16 November, 1979 when the last transmitter was closed down and moved. Since then, WYFR has added several more transmitters to its collection. Today there are eight—one 100 kW transmitters and 2 of 50 kW. There are ten double-homboid and nine log periodic antennas which can pump out a signal in a variety of directions.

WYFR’s programs are produced at the group’s Oakland headquarters and aired in English, French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese, Hindi and Mandarin, aimed at Europe, Africa, the Americas, Canada, India and China.

Round the clock programming began in December, 1984. This means that some of the transmitters are in use for up to 22 hours per day which makes it difficult to keep them maintained as thoroughly as the engineering staff would like.

On 1 January, 1982 shortwave listeners were startled to suddenly hear the Voice of Free China loud and clear on their radios.

---

**WYFR — Spanning The World By Shortwave**

*This Modern Powerhouse Station Has 60 Years’ Experience!*

**BY GERRY L. DEXTER**

---

**WORLD WIDE BROADCASTING CORPORATION**

**INTERNATIONAL RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS**

**WRUW WRUS WRUL WRUA WRUX**

**Hatherly Beach, Scituate, Mass., U. S. A.**

Your report dated September 4, 1947 received. Thank you.

All "short wave listener reports" will receive prompt attention.

Issued To: Thomas Kneitel

---

Forty years ago, WYFR was known as WRUL. (Courtesy Tom Kneitel.)
A look inside the master control room of WYFR. Running the show at his desk is David Budenham.

An interesting look at WYFR's dipole curtain antenna. It's passive reflecting screen is aimed at Europe.

Transmitter engineer, Edward Marcy, takes a reading off WYFR-1 in transmitter hall.

The reason was soon discovered. A two month trial exchange of transmitter time between WYFR and VOFC. That trial marriage has become permanent. VOFC has vastly improved its reception by listeners in North America and also uses the facility to broadcast to Europe, the mideast, Africa and Central and South America. Common WYFR frequencies which carry VOFC in various languages are 5985, 7355, 9555, 9850, 11740, 11805, 15130 and 15215.

WYFR, in turn, uses VOFC transmitters on Taiwan to beam programs in Mandarin to China from 2100 to 0000 and 1100 to 1605. Commonly used frequencies include 5275, 6210, 6300, 6565, 9465, 9930, 9955, 11550 and 15055. Since these broadcasts are beamed away from the US, however, they aren't as often reported by US listeners, though they certainly can be heard here. With the VOFC facilities available, WYFR says it can now reach over half the world with its signal.

WYFR verifies correct reception reports, which may be sent to 290 Hegenberger Road, Oakland, CA 94621. Visitors to the Florida transmitter site are generally welcome. The technical office is located at 10400 NW 240th St., Okeechobee, FL 33472.

THE SHORTWAVE PROPAGATION HANDBOOK Second Edition

George Jacobs, W3ASK
and
Theodore J. Cohen, N4XX

You have a receiver—you've got an antenna—now let the experts share with you the secrets of long-distance communications. Take advantage of signal propagation techniques. Whether you are tuned in with a scanner, a communications receiver, a Ham or CB rig, this is the vital information you need to have.

The all new revised 2nd edition of The Shortwave Propagation Handbook is here. Authors W3ASK and N4XX explore the whys and wherefores of how radio signals between 3 and 300 MHz travel over long distances under the influence of sunspots, the ionosphere, meteor trails, auroral ionization, sporadic-E, scatter phenomena, and other factors. Through fascinating text, amply supplemented by many charts, photos, and illustrations, you find out how to predict and use to your communications advantage the various types of skip openings—whether you're using a scanner to monitor the low or high VHF bands, an HF communications receiver or transceiver to pinpoint that hard-to-hear station, or are a 27 MHz operator or an Amateur operator looking for that rare country—the information in this book will tell you what you need to know so that you can take the fullest advantage of your communications facilities.

The all new 2nd edition of The Shortwave Propagation Handbook is only $8.95, postpaid (sent by Book Rate Mail—allow time for delivery). Order now.
This Important New Terminal Reads Everything: CW, RTTY, FAX, TDM, FDM, SITOR, ASCII, AND Packet!

It stood to reason that eventually some design engineer was going to figure out how to evolve an RTTY/CW reader to the point where it can copy just about any type of non-voice signal you're likely to encounter. Universal Shortwave Radio (1280 Aida Drive, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068) just introduced such a unit, the M-7000. I was able to get my paws on one to see what it was able to do. The one I got was one of the first off the production line, the operating manual was still in its formative stages at the time.

Impressive? No doubt about it. Imagine a unit that weighs only 9 lbs. and is the same size as the earlier M-600A and M-6000 designs (16” by 3” by 13”). You unpack it from its carton, connect it to your receiver with a single patch cord (no tools required). You then hook a video monitor and/or a printer to the M-7000 by means of another one or two plug-in patch cords. The whole operation takes only a few minutes. Then you plug the power cord into 115 or 230 VAC (50/60 Hz) and you’re ready for action.

And the action, in the case of the Universal M-7000, is wide ranging. It will copy CW from 5 to 120 w.p.m., plus RTTY signals between 45 and 250 baud (having any shift from 30 to 1200 Hz). It copies ASCII signals from 75 to 1200 baud, plus SITOR Modes A and B (commonly referred to as ARQ and FEC). It will read Packet Radio (AX. 25) signals. It reads four different channelization modes of Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM), also Time Division Multiplex (TDM)—also called Moore Code—in two and four channel, 86 through 200 baud. It copies four drum speeds and three I.O.C.’s of FAX for your printer, or (with an optional internal accessory) it can put a reduced resolution FAX image on your video monitor’s screen.

It does fancy stunts, too. Like being able to run the RTTY Third Shift Cyrillic Alphabet from Soviet ships in its authentic form on your video monitor. Another trick—when you tune in an RTTY station (by means of an indicator that advises when you’re properly tuned), you can press a button on one of the keypads and the M-7000 will figure out the proper shift and baud rate (sometimes even the correct polarity) and adjust itself accordingly. On your video monitor there’s a status line that advises you of the baud rate, shift, and polarity selected. Or, you can manually shift it through all of its available baud rates and shifts. Preset shifts of 60, 85, 170, 850, and 1200 Hz are programmed in for convenience, but the M-7000 may be manually set for any shift from 30 to 1200 kHz. Same with baud rates. The most common ones—45, 50, 57, 75, and 100—can be quickly selected, or you can tune the entire 45 to 250 baud range.

As If That Weren’t Enough!

But wait, there’s more! You can place the Universal M-7000 into a “Literal” mode and it will display non-printing control characters (bell, space, etc.) on your monitor. If you switch the M-7000 into “Data Bit” mode it will display the incoming bit pattern as binary data (1’s and 0’s). There’s a scroll up/down that lets you search through four standard pages of video memory, then print what ever is on the screen on your printer.

It decryps bit inversion security traffic. The M-7000 has provisions for two receiver inputs to allow diversity reception. An audio tone (beep) has many functions, such as confirming instructions you feed the M-7000, or when there’s an RTTY signal for the bell. Of course, you can shut off the beeper if you’d rather not hear the thing.

In fact, you can readily access the
With a push of a button, the M-7000 can be made to put Cyrillic (Soviet) characters on your video monitor. This RTTY transmission was from a Soviet ship.

M-7000's software and reprogram it to customize many of its functions to suit your requirements and preferences. That's how you shut off the beeper, or set the (optional) date/time accessory, or program in eleven recallable memories, and many other operations.

Front panel switches activate the M-7000's squelch, user-programmable selective calling function, printer, gain, and certain keyboard functions. A switch permits manual selection of wide/normal/narrow filters in the event the user doesn't agree with the filter automatically selected by the M-7000. You can also switch to mark-only or space-only operation.

Furthermore, there's a scope output on the rear panel, and you can operate the M-7000 via a remote terminal interface to a computer or dumb terminal.

Fact is, these are merely the major highlights of this amazing hunk of hardware. It's a sophisticated piece of equipment that is

A weather forecast in CW mode is easily copied by the M-7000.

We copied this FEC (SITOR-B) transmission on 8053 kHz.

This Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) test transmission can be received only on a sophisticated communications terminal such as the M-7000.

So far as we know, the M-7000 is the only reader that can put FAX transmissions up on a video monitor. This weather chart (actually, two charts side-by-side) is proof.
scheduled for use by federal agencies as well as at many commercial communications facilities. For the hobbyist, it’s a major boon.

However...

While the Universal M-7000 can be hooked up for operation in only a few minutes, it’s important to realize that this highly versatile and complex piece of precision communications equipment is going to take some time on the part of the user to achieve its maximum potential. In other words, you should expect to spend some (if found most enjoyable) time relaxing with the M-7000 as you use the operating manual and experiment with the many things it can do.

Unlike some less-sophisticated terminals which let the user become adept at all aspects of their operation within a couple of hours, getting the most out of what the exotic M-7000 has to offer will need more time and effort. The operating instructions provide plenty of information, but you’ll want to be sure to read the material carefully for best results.

Let’s face it, there are two sixteen-button keyboards offering the equivalent of sixty-four buttons with which to deal. (Note that several of the buttons remain unassigned for future expansion of the M-7000’s potentials as new decoding functions and software is devised or at some point in the future.)

Fred Osterman, at Universal Shortwave Radio, has prepared an introduction in a manual aimed at the hobby user that makes operating the M-7000 as relatively simple as possible, considering the sophistication of the unit. I’ve seen a portion of this material in its early stages and it’s excellent.

Like A Kid In A Candy Shop

When I got ahold of the M-7000, I didn’t know what to try first—here was an array of potential delights having instant dazze appeal. Having had several years’ experience with an RTTY reader made figuring out the CW, RTTY, ARQ, and FEC mode functions rather easy. Still, I wanted to dig into FAX, FDM, and whatever else the M-7000 offered that I’d not previously explored.

It wasn’t long before I found one of those wide buzzsaw signals that denote FDM operation. With a little tinkering and the help of the M-7000’s manual, I was able to bring up a stream of AP/UPI news briefs with the unit set in FDM Mode C, Channel 8. Several others at duplicating this feat on other frequencies were successful on a basic level, although I’ve still to master the nuances of FDM reception beyond these basics.

FAX reception also produced a number of weather charts without any inordinate amount of fussing. Since I was using a video monitor rather than a printer, the clarity of the charts was less than a hardcopy rendition would have offered. But you could easily see that they were weather charts, with weather fronts and other symbols defined. FAX signals sound like a wagon wheel that needs oil to stop the squeaking, and the M-7000 has indicators that let you know when they’re tuned in properly. Thusfar, although I’ve copied weather charts, I haven’t come across a station transmitting news photos. Haven’t yet gotten around to working with the TDM mode, but then I’ve only had the unit for a relatively short time and I’m still becoming familiar with its operation on other modes. In general, I’d have to say that I haven’t had so much fun since the hogs ate my brother.

Universal’s got a definite winner in their new M-7000. If you’re into "ute" monitoring, or are thinking about delving into those realms, then I’d certainly suggest looking into what this exciting and important new piece of equipment has to offer you.

Reviewed by Tom Kneitel, K2AES, Editor

\[ \text{Standard ARQ (SITOR-A) transmissions are read by the M-7000, like this one from station GFL in England.} \]

\[ \text{M - 7000} \]

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{BI MAN} & \text{FRAME LEFT} & \text{FRAME RIGHT} \\
\text{BI AUTO} & \text{BIT/CHAR UP} & \text{BIT/CHAR DOWN} \\
\text{SPLIT SCREEN} & \text{DATABIT LITERAL} & \text{PROGRAM HELP} \\
\text{SHORT} & \text{LINE/GRAY} & \text{STATUS PRINT} & \text{SCREEN PRNT} & \text{CW} \\
\text{SHIFT UP} & \text{SCROLL UP} & \text{UP/SAPR I/O} & \text{SIOR} \\
\text{SHIFT DOWN} & \text{SCROLL DOWN} & \text{CASE CHG DIRECTION} & \text{ARQ} \\
\text{ASCII} & \text{SCREEN CLEAR} & \text{BAUDOT} & \text{FAX} \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{The Universal M-7000 has what amounts to four programming keypads. It’s a versatile, although sophisticated, piece of equipment that requires some effort on the part of the user to explore all of its many functions and potentials. But it’s easily worth the effort when you see the results.} \]
The New AOR Scanners.
Far more performance in a lot less space.

Smaller... The new AOR scanners are very small. But don't confuse small size with small performance. Because these units offer you lots of performance. For example, there's the world's smallest hand held scanner. Or, there's the broadest coverage receiver available. And if space is limited in your car; we have the solution with our ultra compact new synthesized mobile unit. Sound interesting? Then read on.

Smallest... The new AR800 is the smallest hand held synthesizer scanner. Yet it offers you all the PSB listening, including 800-950 plus Aircraft. The performance inside this rugged radio case comes complete with two antennas, charger, rechargeable battery, and durable steel belt clip. Extras like keyboard lockout and LCD sidelight enhance your listening to 20 CH. Not one frequency has been cut out. Optional case and earphone available. Order yours direct and freight prepaid, only $259.00.

The most... Our AR2002 offers the most usable frequency coverage of any scanner on the market. From 25-550, and from 800-1.3GHz. In wide, and narrow FM, plus AM. Great sensitivity (<3μV in NFM) is unrivaled. AC power and DC cord included. External base or mobile antennas, mobile mount, plus RS-232 computer interface options available. Order direct, we pay the freight. Only $499.00.

But far less... A compact synthesized scanner like our AR160 is far more likely to fit your car. Red LED's scan 16 channels over the three basic scanner bands. Plus there's search, bank select, and lots of audio power. Comes complete with DC power cord, all mounting hardware, plus external antenna and AC adaptor to insure versatility at home and on the road. Order direct & freight prepaid. Only $189.00.

Smaller... Our AR2002 offers the most usable frequency coverage of any scanner on the market. From 25-550, and from 800-1.3GHz. In wide, and narrow FM, plus AM. Great sensitivity (<3μV in NFM) is unrivaled. AC power and DC cord included. External base or mobile antennas, mobile mount, plus RS-232 computer interface options available. Order direct, we pay the freight. Only $499.00.

But far less... A compact synthesized scanner like our AR160 is far more likely to fit your car. Red LED's scan 16 channels over the three basic scanner bands. Plus there's search, bank select, and lots of audio power. Comes complete with DC power cord, all mounting hardware, plus external antenna and AC adaptor to insure versatility at home and on the road. Order direct & freight prepaid. Only $189.00.

Smaller... The new AOR scanners are very small. But don't confuse small size with small performance. Because these units offer you lots of performance. For example, there's the world's smallest hand held scanner. Or, there's the broadest coverage receiver available. And if space is limited in your car; we have the solution with our ultra compact new synthesized mobile unit. Sound interesting? Then read on.

Smallest... The new AR800 is the smallest hand held synthesizer scanner. Yet it offers you all the PSB listening, including 800-950 plus Aircraft. The performance inside this rugged radio case comes complete with two antennas, charger, rechargeable battery, and durable steel belt clip. Extras like keyboard lockout and LCD sidelight enhance your listening to 20 CH. Not one frequency has been cut out. Optional case and earphone available. Order yours direct and freight prepaid, only $259.00.

The most... Our AR2002 offers the most usable frequency coverage of any scanner on the market. From 25-550, and from 800-1.3GHz. In wide, and narrow FM, plus AM. Great sensitivity (<3μV in NFM) is unrivaled. AC power and DC cord included. External base or mobile antennas, mobile mount, plus RS-232 computer interface options available. Order direct, we pay the freight. Only $499.00.

But far less... A compact synthesized scanner like our AR160 is far more likely to fit your car. Red LED's scan 16 channels over the three basic scanner bands. Plus there's search, bank select, and lots of audio power. Comes complete with DC power cord, all mounting hardware, plus external antenna and AC adaptor to insure versatility at home and on the road. Order direct & freight prepaid. Only $189.00.

Ordering Information:
For fastest service, call 800-445-7717 from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. E.S.T. Send mail orders to: Ace Communications, 10707 E. 106th Street, Indpls., IN 46286. Credit card orders and certified or cashier's check or money order shipped within 48 hours of receipt. Orders received with personal or business checks are held 3 weeks for clearance. If we are out of stock, we will backorder and notify you of delivery date. Purchase orders accepted from Government agencies. IN residents add sales tax. COD is $3.00 extra.

Prepaid Shipping and Rush Service
All units shipped freight prepaid via UPS surface at no additional charge. Rush 48 hour Air service available.

Warranty Information
All units covered by One Year Limited Warranty. Extended warranty service available at the following rates. AR2002: $453-3 years. $50-2 years. AR160: $30-3 years. $20-2 years.

Satisfaction Guarantee
If, for any reason, you; the original purchaser, are not satisfied with the unit purchased a full refund of the purchase price will be issued if the unit and all accessories are returned to us undamaged within 25 days of the date of original purchase. This policy excludes any additional freight that may be incurred, and in no event modifies or limits the limited warranty.
"Spy Numbers" Anomalies

One of the more common anomalies associated with the five-digit Spanish apparent spy transmissions is what appears to be severe overmodulation, distortion or a somewhat "muddy" sound. It's often impossible to obtain a clear copy on many "numbers transmissions" in the AM mode. And—at many times—the sideband mode only provides slight improvement.

Here's a possible theory. A sideband can be superimposed on an existing carrier by a different transmitter. And—if you dare—you might try this experiment: Find an existing carrier in the 7 MHz portion of the spectrum. Seven MHz seems to be a haven for unmodulated carriers and heavens knows what else. It just seems that this frequency range is somewhat akin to a bad neighborhood. Anyway, tune your SSB transmitter to either 1.4 or 1.3 kHz above or below the carrier frequency of the unmodulated carrier frequency and transmit.

If you have a friend in another city, have this friend listen to the carrier frequency. This friend will hear what appears to be a severely overmodulated or distorted AM signal with only one sideband—the upper or whichever you have chosen.

Now, what if the carrier is being transmitted from Bauta, Cuba, and information is
Selected Frequency List

**German “Two Letter Phonetic” Sign-On**
- 3228 kHz 7404 10740
- 4543 9450 11545

**German Three / Two Digit**
- 4395 kHz 5315 6708
- 4397 kHz 6802

**Selected Warrenton / Remington Frequencies**
- 4397 kHz 6802
- 4670 (Also Jupiter, Florida) 6840
- 5090 10665
- 5812 11532

**Selected Five-Digit Spanish Frequencies**
- 3090 kHz 4445 6810
- 3280 4780 6815
- 3690 5080 7527
- 4125 5135 8090
- 4030

All frequencies are plus or minus 2 kHz.

Now Novices and Technicians can enjoy their new 10 Meter phone privileges and DXing with our new Ranger AR 3500 Mobile Transceiver!
- Two Models to Fit Your Budget & Power Needs: 30 Watt & 100 Watt
- Microprocessor Controlled Circuitry • Exceptional RX Specifications
- Very Compact • Manufactured in Japan & Quality Checked in U.S.
- Low Breakthrough Price • New Optional Scanning Microphone
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Organize and Protect Your Copies of POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS

Now there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your favorite magazine readily available for future reference.

Designed exclusively for PC by Jesse Jones Industries, these custom-made titled cases and binders provide the luxury look that makes them attractive additions to your bookshelf, desk or any location in your home or office.

Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have a storage system that's durable and well organized to help protect your valuable copies from damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Binders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$52.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add $1 per case/binder postage and handling. Outside USA $2.50 per case/binder (U.S. funds only.)

Magazine: Popular Communications
Address: Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. P-Com
499 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134

Print Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip: ____________________________

No P.O. Box Numbers Please

PA residents add 6% sales tax

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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Scanning The Veterans Administration

The First Trial Compilation of This Federal Agency's Communications System

BY TOM KNEITEL, EDITOR

The Veterans Administration (VA) has thusfar been somewhat left in the shuffle and clamor to monitor federal communications. Other than scattered and isolated individual mentions of frequencies at specific VA facilities, this organization's communications have been left out in the cold. This has been pointed out to me by many scanner owners who tried to get the ball rolling by passing along whatever information they had on these operations. Mark J. Landgraf, of Albany, NY provided me with a considerable amount of data he had put together.

More than 105-million veterans and their dependents are potentially eligible for VA services. These services and benefits extend through many levels of insurance, loans, educational benefits, vocational training, disability compensation, etc.

From a communications standpoint, the most relevant VA facilities encompass the agency's hospital and medical care facilities, which comprise the largest health care system in the free world. More than 90% of the VA's employees are associated with medical care in one of the agencies 172 medical centers (hospitals) or related activities. In addition to medical centers, the VA's health care system includes nursing homes, domiciliaries, and clinics. On an average day, almost 100,000 inpatients (plus thousands of outpatients) are under the care of the VA health system. The VA also operates the 109 National cemeteries.

While some VA medical centers are located in the midst of urban areas, others are placed in large and sprawling suburban, or rural sites. In addition to two way communi-
Atop this central building at a VA medical center are a number of communications antennas.

Closer view of the antennas capping the tallest building at a VA medical center.

cations between these facilities and their associated ambulances. VA sites use communications for their own police and fire departments, for maintenance of the physical plants, and other general operations. Some medical centers also have one-way radio paging transmissions.

What we have done here is collect and assemble as much information as we have thusfar encountered and been sent. Where possible, the known, presumed, or suspected use for each frequency shown is given. Where the use of a frequency hasn’t been determined, it is listed under the general category heading of “OP” (Operations). Note, that although not shown here, some VA medical centers are understood to have helicopter landing pads, with related communications on 123.05 MHz.

The listed VA facilities are shown here accompanied by code letters indicating the type of activity at that location.

Being a trial compilation of communications facilities, no claims are made for completeness or accuracy. Obviously there is information than can be added to what’s presented here, as well as some corrections. The hope is that this information will serve as a basic framework upon which, with your help, a more complete and accurate listing can be compiled. Therefore, it is hoped that those who can add frequencies and activity information to this listing will send in whatever data they wish to share.

Abbreviations

AM  Ambulances
CL  Clinic
DO  Domiciliary
EM  Emergency
FD  Fire Department
MC  Medical Center
NC  National Cemetery
NH  Nursing Home Care
PA  Paging
OP  Operations
PD  Police Department

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Little Rock MC NH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham MC AM 155.34</td>
<td>AM 155.28 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery MC AM 155.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscaloosa MC NH AM 155.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP 163.00 163.375 171.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuskegee AM 155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PD 155.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP 154.98 162.225 163.375 173.7125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix MC OP 164.175</td>
<td>Fresno MC AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescott MC DO OP 164.10</td>
<td>PD 163.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson MC NH OP 164.175</td>
<td>PA 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Livermore MC AM 155.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayetteville MC AM 155.28</td>
<td>OA 164.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OP 154.98 162.225 163.375 173.7125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>PA 171.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez MC</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>167.825 419.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palo Alto MC NH</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>155.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bruno MC</td>
<td>OP 170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>155.175 155.325 155.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego MC</td>
<td>PA 165.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>163.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepulveda MC</td>
<td>OP 171.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver MC</td>
<td>PA 164.9625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Lyon MC NC</td>
<td>OP 168.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Junction MC NH</td>
<td>PD 164.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>PA 164.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newington MC</td>
<td>OP 166.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Haven MC NH</td>
<td>169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>154.77 154.905 154.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington MC</td>
<td>OP 164.9625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>168.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Pines MC DO NH NC</td>
<td>168.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gainesville MC NH</td>
<td>PD 163.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake City MC NH</td>
<td>PA 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami MC NH</td>
<td>OP 163.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera Beach CL</td>
<td>AM 155.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa MC</td>
<td>PD 163.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>PA 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augusta MC NH</td>
<td>167.1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin MC DO NH</td>
<td>OP 164.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>170.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu NC</td>
<td>OP 163.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>AM 155.28 155.34 155.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boise MC</td>
<td>OP 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>AM 155.28 155.34 155.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago MC</td>
<td>PD 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM 168.40 409.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danville MC NH</td>
<td>OP 165.6875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downey</td>
<td>166.20 166.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hines MC</td>
<td>OP 166.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeside</td>
<td>166.20 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion MC</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>AM 155.28 155.34 155.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis MC NH</td>
<td>OP 165.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion MC NH NC</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines MC</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa City MC</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington MC NH NC</td>
<td>164.175 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>168.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavenworth MC NH NC</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka MC NH</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth</td>
<td>164.175 167.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita MC</td>
<td>36.16 164.175 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>153.77 154.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington MC NH NC</td>
<td>OP 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville MC NC</td>
<td>168.525 171.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>164.50 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria MC NH NC</td>
<td>153.98 168.525 171.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans MC</td>
<td>OP 165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreveport MC</td>
<td>169.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togus MC NH</td>
<td>OP 163.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore MC CL NC</td>
<td>164.9875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Howard HO NH</td>
<td>PD 46.28 46.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry Point MC NH</td>
<td>OP 46.18 46.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>164.35 164.9875 173.6375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford MC NH</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston MC CL</td>
<td>PD 162.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockton MC NH</td>
<td>AM 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northampton MC NH</td>
<td>PA 166.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Roxbury MC</td>
<td>170.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>AM 155.16 155.28 155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Park MC NH</td>
<td>PA 164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.americanradiohistory.com">www.americanradiohistory.com</a></td>
<td>168.00 168.525 408.425 409.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Frequency (MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Arbor MC</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Creek</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Mountain MC NH</td>
<td>160.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saginaw MC</td>
<td>162.225 164.175 168.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>155.28 155.34 155.40 149.60 163.25 164.175 164.175 168.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha MC</td>
<td>158.76 163.375 168.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>162.225 164.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque MC</td>
<td>160.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton MC NH</td>
<td>163.375 168.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City MC</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar Bluff MC NH</td>
<td>163.00 164.9625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis MC NH NC</td>
<td>163.375 168.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Harrison MC</td>
<td>155.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles City MC NH</td>
<td>164.175 166.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillipsburg</td>
<td>164.9625 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Island MC NH</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha MC</td>
<td>158.76 163.375 168.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>162.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester MC NH</td>
<td>164.175 169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>164.9625 168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Orange MC NH</td>
<td>160.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyons MC NH</td>
<td>163.375 168.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville</td>
<td>164.175 169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland MC</td>
<td>164.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roseburg MC NH NC</td>
<td>164.175 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White City DO</td>
<td>165.61 168.91 169.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta NC</td>
<td>163.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler MC NH</td>
<td>163.00 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatesville MC NH</td>
<td>164.175 168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie MC NH</td>
<td>163.00 164.20 169.85 169.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon MC NH</td>
<td>165.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia MC NC</td>
<td>163.05 164.9625 169.85 169.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh MC NH</td>
<td>164.70 166.225 168.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>CAT#</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilkes-Barre</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.16</td>
<td>155.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>164.9625</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan MC</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>162.225</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td></td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence MC</td>
<td></td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>171.3875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston MC</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>154.015</td>
<td>164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia MC NH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Ft. Meade MC NC</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>164.125</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Springs MC DO NC</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>162.225</td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux Falls MC NH</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>153.815</td>
<td>163.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Chattanooga CL NC</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis MC NH NC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Home HO DO NC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>163.00</td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murfreesboro MC NH</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville MC NC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Amarillo MC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>163.00</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Spring MC NH</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonham MC DO NH</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
<td>163.375</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas MC</td>
<td></td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Sam Houston NC</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>167.975</td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td></td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerrville MC NH NC</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>164.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>162.225</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>166.20</td>
<td>169.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td>169.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>169.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.373</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>162.225</td>
<td>164.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.50</td>
<td>169.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.225</td>
<td>164.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.50</td>
<td>169.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>163.375</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td>169.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>155.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.9875</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.9875</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>163.00</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>164.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>168.525</td>
<td>169.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.175</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>163.00</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.16</td>
<td>164.9875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>170.175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>166.475</td>
<td>166.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>168.00</td>
<td>168.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>409.325</td>
<td>409.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>414.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164.9875</td>
<td>170.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.**
**FREE CALL OR WRITE FOR A *DISCOUNT PARTS* FREE 52 PAGE CATALOG**
WE HAVE OVER 4000 PARTS AVAILABLE!!

**FULL WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIERS**
**10 AMP 200 P.I.V. 5/8 SQUARE**
CAT# FWB-1020 $1.00 each + $0.50 for $9.00
**25 AMP RATING**
**1 1/8 SQUARE**
**malta epoxy filled case**
**200 P.I.V. $2.50 each**
**400 P.I.V. $3.00 each**
**600 P.I.V. $3.50 each**
**F.W.B. 251**
**F.W.B. 254**
**F.W.B. 254**

**ITT PUSH BUTTON**
**ITT N.P.L. series 3/4" X 1/2" gray rectangular key cap**
**S.P.S.T. N.O. Push to close RATED:**
1 amp switching,
0.25 amp carry current, P.C. mount
CAT# PB-8 65c each
10 for $0.50 - 100 for $5.00

**10 AMP SOLID STATE RELAYS**
**ELECTROL® 52161 CONTROL Rated 5.5 to 10 Vdc will operate on 3-35 Vdc**
**LOAD: 10 Amp @ 240 Vac**
**2 1/4" X 1/4" X 7/8"**
CAT# SSRLY-10B $9.50 each
10 for $8.50 each

**OPTO SENSORS**
**TRI® DPBR15 U shaped opto emitter and sensor unit CAT# OSU-3 2 for $1.00**

**PHOTO RESISTOR ASSEMBLY**
**Center-tapped Photo resistor mounted in plastic case (can be easily removed) 700 ohms light, 35K dark, 1/4" diameter**
**CAT# PR-4 $1.00 each**
10 for $8.50

**ALL ELECTRONICS**
**P.O. BOX 567**
**SAN VUYS, CA 91408**
**MAIL ORDERS TO:**
**TELEPHONE: (213)1380-8000**
**VAN NUYS**
**6280 SEPULVEDA BLVD. VAN NUYS, CA 91411**
**CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD**

**TOLL FREE 800-826-5432**
**INFO: (818)904-5024**
**FAX: (818)781-2653**

**MINIMUM ORDER $15.00**
**QUANTITIES LIMITED**
**CALIF. AND RALIS TAX**
**USA SHIP FREE**
**FOREIGN CUSTOMERS SEND $1.50 POSTAGE FOR FREE CATALOG**
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Talking On A Star

BY MSgt. GEORGE W. CRAWFORD

When you hear "meteor burst communications," it sounds like a term in the latest science fiction novel. But it isn't really new—or novel. After all, star dust has been around a long time and the meteor burst program literally uses this dust to fill a void in military communications in Alaska. Civilian amateur radio operators were using this concept to transmit data forty years ago!

When Alaskan Air Command, with headquarters at Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, decided it needed a reliable backup communications system, it called in its experts, the people at Air Force Communications Command's 1931st Communications Wing, also at Elmendorf. The 1931st CW deputy for plans and programs, Lt. Col. Sky Tudor, said, "The person who guided this program from conception to installation is Forrest Rogers, my assistant deputy. He is still involved in this program which has provided an outstanding backup system in case the regular system that AAC uses should fail."

A commercial satellite system provides the bulk of AAC's communications. Radar data from AAC's 13 long range radar sites, scattered throughout Alaska, is fed to the satellite position 23,000 miles above the equator. The data is beamed back to earth, to the Region Operations Control Center at Elmendorf.

However, the earth stations at the radar sites are subject to natural disasters, officials said. In addition, the stations are difficult to protect due to terrain and geographical locations; also, during wartime, they could be jammed or completely incapacitated.

If the earth station at a radar site failed, a link in the vital network would be lost. The site would become isolated and its critical radar data could no longer be fed to controllers at Elmendorf. Prior to meteor burst, there was no backup system.

In 1983, the people of the 1931st began testing meteor burst as a backup system. They selected meteor burst because its inherent characteristics, combined with state-of-the-art computer technology, make it a system which can survive the worst of conditions; in fact, the system actually improves under some conditions. It is also difficult to jam and intercept. Another plus is that, unlike other communications, it continues to work during heavy sunspot activity. Another plus is the system isn't costly.

The concept relies on ionized electrons in meteor trails to reflect radio waves in the low to very high frequency range. Trails are used to reflect hundreds of brief radio messages each hour at distances up to 1,380 miles. With the number of usable meteors entering the earth's atmosphere—upward of 100 million to three billion each day—the probability of hitting a suitable trail is very high.

The system mechanics are simple. Radar data is collected in meteor burst data buffers at the radar sites. The buffers store the data and wait for a meteor path. Meteor terminals at the sites and the central collection station at Elmendorf continually probe the sky for usable meteor trails. When a trail becomes available, the stored data is transmitted. Computer systems at the collection station assemble and collate the data. The system is designed with a message-holding instruction which allows the radar terminals to retransmit a message if it's received incomplete at the collection station.

Tin City AFS, on the Bering Strait about 90 miles north of Nome, was chosen as a test site. Equipment was installed there at AAC headquarters and testing began in January 1983. Following a full year of successful testing, the 1931st wrote specifications for the system to be installed at all 13 sites and a request for proposal was issued. The 1931st's experts evaluated the proposals and an Anchorage firm, Alaska Communications, was selected to install the system.

People at ALASCOM conducted in-depth surveys at each site to determine what was needed and began design and development of the Meteor Burst system. Actual work began at all sites in May 1985.

The ALASCOM people went to Meteor Communications Corporation in Kent, Wash., for the design, development and manufacture of the communications hardware and computer software. Software had never been developed for such a large and complex Meteor Burst system, and since it's software driven, the project was a major undertaking. Transmitters, receivers and software were built from "scratch." In October 1985, installation of equipment at the sites began.

With the equipment in place, testing began at each site and on Dec. 17, 1986, AACs and the 1931st accepted the system and put it on line. Since then, whenever the satellite system has been down for maintenance, Metro Burst has been pressed into service.

In April 1987, AAC commander, Lt. Gen. David L. Nichols and ALASCOM executive vice president and general manager, George Shaginaw, officially put the system into use.
Radio Recalled
Leafing Back Through Wireless and Radio History

BY ALICE BRANNIGAN

Time has a way of letting all sorts of unusual facts drop to the floor and roll behind the furniture where they are lost for long periods of time. So it was when I was digging up some information on two major 50 kW American broadcasting stations.

One such case was that of WCFL, Chicago, IL. That's the 50 kW station on 1000 kHz. WCFL went on the air in 1926, as The Voice of Labor, being owned by the Chicago Federation of Labor. At that time, it ran 1 kW on 610 kHz, later moving over to 970 with 1.5 kW, then 5 kW. Just before WWII, WCFL moved to 1000 kHz with 1 kW, then (from its Downers Grove transmitter location) it increased power to 10 kW. Later the station began running 50 kW.

A strange tidbit about the beginnings of WCFL appeared in Radio Cast Weekly of July 4, 1926. The publication noted that the proposed station, WCFL, was one of twenty-four Chicagoland applicants for a new radio station to operate on a wavelength of 491.5 meters (610 kHz). Because of frequency congestion in the Chicago area (about thirty stations were already in operation by 1926), "no additional channels were available," and therefore all of the applicants were "denied a broadcasting license."

The publication went on to observe, "It is understood, however, that WCFL will go on the air soon, with or without a license and that it will use the channel now shared by KGW, Portland, and WEAF, New York." I suppose that in those days, a station could get away with making such a threat. Since WCFL was soon licensed on 610 kHz, it looks like the threat caused the Department of Commerce to back away from its intransigent position on station licensing.

Thanks to Richard Ipken, Napa, CA for rooting out the information on this well-manicured 50 kW station that, more than sixty years ago, managed to get a broadcasting license by sheer force of determination, threat, and bluff.

**Hard To TOP That Tale**

Next, we get to Washington, DC's 50 kW station, WTOP on 1500 kHz, long owned by CBS. It may have some odd ancestors locked away in its attic.

What eventually became WTOP, started life in 1928 as WTFF, with a potent 10 kW signal on 1480 kHz from its transmitter in Mount Vernon Hills, VA and studios at 339 Pennsylvania Avenue, in Washington, DC. The licensee of the station was the Independent Publishing Company.

By 1931, Independent Publishing had changed the station's callsign to WJSV, and moved to 1460 kHz, where it shared an uncomfortable co-channel situation with 10 kW station KSTP in St. Paul, MN. WJSV was negotiating with NBC to become its local Blue network outlet (in 1931, NBC's station WRC in Washington had been carrying both the Red and the Blue network programming). For some reason, WJSV didn't finalize arrangements with NBC.

In 1932, WJSV relocated its transmitter to Alexandria, VA. More than a relocation, it was essentially a totally new facility. Even when running at less than full power, and using only a single vertical wire for an antenna, WJSV was being reported by listeners throughout North and South America, Europe and Australia.

By the mid-1930's, WJSV's ownership changed to the Old Dominion Broadcasting Company (located in the Earle Building) of Washington. It was a "basic station" of the CBS network. Immediately prior to WWII, WJSV's ownership again changed, this time to CBS itself. The station was then running 50 kW on 1500 kHz. CBS also changed the callsign from WJSV (A Voice From The Heart of The Nation) to WTOP, since it operated near the TOP of the broadcast band.

The unusual ancestor that fell out of WTOP's family tree when we gave it a shake was the anonymous-sounding Independent Publishing Company. This company was actually the publishing arm of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK)! Of course, that was so long ago, that it's been covered over by many layers of the sands of time. Still, it's a relative that's even tackier than my Uncle Mike, and for years, nobody's admitted knowing him, either.

On September 21st, 1939, WJSV recorded (on transcription discs) its entire broadcast day from sign-on to sign-off. I haven't the slightest idea why they did this, and I know of no other station from the 1930's that ever did anything similar. This was more than eighteen hours of programming, which included Arthur Godfrey, the Louis Prima Orchestra, and a special Congressional address by President Roosevelt. The whole thing has recently been transferred to twelve audio cassettes and packaged in a bookshelf album called "Septem-
December 21, 1939: A Day From The Golden Age of Radio,” a/k/a Catalog #28352. It’s being offered for $29.95 (plus $3.75 shipping) from Wireless, c/o Minnesota Public Radio, 274 Fillmore Ave. East, St. Paul, MN 55107. If you live in MN, please include $1.80 sales tax.

Music From The Starlight Roof

Speaking of radio’s “Golden Era,” live performances of dance bands playing at hotel ballrooms were heard after dark from almost every point of the compass. Indeed, in order to facilitate such broadcasts, many hotels either owned radio stations, or else arranged for them to be located on the premises. Not only did the transmission towers sprouting from the roof add a distinctive and impressive look to the structure, the broadcasts from the hotel each evening provided free coast-to-coast publicity.

Hence the popularity of hotel orchestras such as Isham Jones, and Elmer Kaiser’s Radio Melody Masters. One of the many stylish hotels widely known on the airwaves was the 500-room, 11-story Hotel Alms, located on Victory Parkway at McMillan in Cincinnati, OH. That was the location of WKRC for many years, and the station’s beautiful premises. Not only did the hotel stations have an impressive look to the structure, the Hotel Alms...<br><br>Frank Orfutt restored this mid-1940’s National HRO-STA1 communications receiver. He says that he’s making the world safe for old radios.

A Canadian CKPR was a hotel station at one point in its past. (Courtesy Joe Hueter.)

Frank Orfutt restored this mid-1940’s National HRO-STA1 communications receiver. He says that he’s making the world safe for old radios.

A 1931 QSL letter from WKRC gave due mention to its hotel address and also displayed the trademark of the Gruen Watch Company. (Courtesy Joe Hueter.)
First radial group of vertical shortwave antennas of Westinghouse station 8XS in 1928. This was at Saxonburg, near Pittsburgh, PA. Station 8XS was the shortwave relay of AM station KDKA.

Interior of 2XI as it looked in early 1924. This experimental shortwave relay station was operated by General Electric on Van Slyck Island, NY.
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A 1928 shortwave broadcast verify letter from the BBC’s 5SW in Chelmsford, England. The 1929 QSL card is from W6XN in Oakland, CA. W6XN was the shortwave relay transmitter of GE’s AM station KGO.

In June of 1933, CKPR changed frequency to 780 kHz where it topped its power to 100 watts. That didn’t last very long because by early 1934, the station was told to cut back to 50 watts. By March, CKPR had hopped over to 930 kHz, and in February of 1935, it had again increased its power to 100 watts. A year later, CKPR took its 100 watts and changed over to 730 kHz. In December of 1938 there was a major change as CKPR shifted to 580 kHz with 1 kW.

Although still in Fort William by the mid-1940’s, CKPR checked out of the hotel and moved its studios to Radio Hall on South May Street. At that time, the transmitter site was on Memorial Avenue in Port Arthur. Dougall Motor Cars still owned CKPR.

Eventually the station increased power again to 5 kW (1 kW nights) and, by the late 1960’s, relocated to Thunder Bay, Ontario. It’s still in Thunder Bay, where it continues operation on 580 kHz with 5 kW/1 kW. A QSL card we have from CKPR is dated 1932 during its stay at the hotel. Thanks again to Joe Hueter for sharing this QSL and view of the hotel.

He Fixed It Up

Frank Occutt, of Alameda, CA sent along a photo of a National HRO-5TA1 communications receiver. His hobby is restoring classic communications equipment, and then using the finished product.

The National HRO-5TA1 was originally manufactured in 1946 and 1947 and sold for $275 at that time. It’s an 11-tube receiver covering 500 kHz to 30 MHz via plug-in coils. The set was designed with a separate power supply. Frank got this garage tweaked and peaked, and reports that it’s just like new again!

Pioneer Shortwave Stations

Many who write to this column generally regard shortwave broadcasting as a 1930’s development. Yet, in 1920, when Dr. Frank Conrad of Westinghouse began broadcasts from Pittsburgh over 8XK, 8ZZ, and KDKA, he also ran experiments with a shortwave transmitter from his home using the callsign 8XS on 2 MHz. Later in the same year, a more or less regular schedule was maintained on frequencies as high as 5 MHz.

The success of those experiments led to the establishment of shortwave relay transmitters at the sites of various Westinghouse broadcast band stations. In 1923, KFKX (1040 kHz, 5 kW) in Hastings, NE was licensed to function as a relay station for rebroadcasting the 8XS shortwave signals from Pittsburgh. Eventually, signals from 8XS were rebroadcast by stations in London, Melbourne, and Johannesburg. The BBC’s rebroadcast of 8XS on New Year’s Eve, 1923, was probably the first special international broadcast.

Meanwhile, General Electric in Schenectady, NY was also experimenting with shortwaves. In 1923, GE had a 3 MHz 20 kW transmitter in operation using newly designed water-cooled transmitting tubes. This station was located on Van Slyck Island in the Mohawk River and was licensed as 2XI.

The first shortwave broadcaster on the Pacific Coast was GE’s station W6XN at Oakland, CA. It commenced broadcasting in 1928, relaying signals from KGO (780 kHz, 5 kW) in Oakland on 9145, 12850, 13605, and 18290 kHz using 10 kW into an omnidirectional antenna.

The first known European shortwave broadcaster was PCJJ at Eindhoven, Holland. The station began operating in 1927 on 9590 kHz and evolved into station PCJ or, as it is presently known, Radio Netherlands. In the fall of 1927, just after PCJJ started broadcasting, the BBC established station 5SW at Chelmsford on 12 MHz with a 7.5 kW transmitter. This transmitter was later shifted to 11750 kHz and became 25 kW station GSD in Daventry. That was on December 18th, 1931.

On a more modest scale, station NRH (later TI4NRH) at Heredia, Costa Rica began broadcasting on May 4th, 1928. A frequency of 7690 kHz was used with a QRP 7.5 watt transmitter. Still, it received reports from throughout the world. TI4NRH was on the air for many years and it, as well as its operator (Amando Cespedes Mann), be-
came famous within, and much revered, by the DX community. TI4NRH deserves a special story and we hope to prepare just such a feature at some time in the future.

**UHF Police, Sort Of**

In the 1930's, most police communications took place between 1500 and 2500 kHz. Since those were all one-way dispatching systems, new 30 MHz two-way systems were being developed and tested. The equipment used on 30 MHz was still considered experimental in the early 1930's. At least one bold police department tried forcing the frequency frontier to new heights. That was in the community of New Rochelle, NY. In 1934, the police there obtained a license for experimental station W2XAT to be used for police communications on 60 MHz. Not only was the frequency outrageous, the entire W2XAT system was years ahead of other contemporary police radio facilities.

This system used two frequencies and permitted full-duplex AM-mode operations so that the officer in the patrol car and the dispatcher could converse simultaneously, just like over a 1980's cellular telephone. A 'phone patch at headquarters could also permit cars to communicate directly with any telephone subscriber. Another feature of the base station was the "candlestick" type telephone used as the microphone. By lifting the earphone piece from the hook that supports it when not in use, the transmitter would be activated. French type telephone handsets in the police cars were also able to activate the transmitting equipment when lifted from the cradle.

There was a dial on the mike/telephone at headquarters that could be used to select any one of several remote transmitter/receiver sites for improved coverage. Another unique feature of this system was that the mobile installations were all suitable for undercover surveillance work since there were no antennas to be seen.

While the mobile units of 30 MHz systems had required the use of 7 ft. whip antennas, the 60 MHz system was designed to be used with the vehicle's rear bumper as a disguise antenna. During the installation of the transceiver in a vehicle's trunk, the rear bumper was re-installed using insulated bushings to separate it from the frame of the car. The lead from the radio equipment was then attached through one of the bushings. Apparently, the fact that such signals were horizontally polarized, didn't create much of a problem for the 15-watt mobile rigs since the system worked well. Maybe in 1934, nobody had told them that it was a bad idea!

As I said, the whole experiment was very advanced for 1934. It incorporated useful features included only in modern systems used today by a few larger metro police departments.

See you next month? Hope so!
An Overview

The Art and Science of Radio, by Linda Busby and Donald Parker is an interesting overview of broadcast radio. In 214 pages, containing many photos and charts, the authors cover all of the important aspects.

Beginning with the development of radio, the authors discuss the technical basics of radio and signal propagation. They then delve into the equipment and systems used in broadcasting. Also included, is how to get into writing for broadcast, broadcast journalism, elements of programming, station ownership and operation, radio sales and promotion, government regulations relating to broadcasters. The book is topped off with predictions for radio’s future.

This is a hardcover book with a bibliography and suggested discussion topics at the end of each chapter. One of the authors is on the staff of a university, the other is an industry executive. The book was probably written for the primary purpose of being a basic introductory college-level text on broadcasting. As such, it is an excellent way for the average communications hobbyist to explore the many facets of the fascinating broadcast industry. For any person who is considering the possibilities of embarking on a career in radio broadcasting, this would make a fine primer.

The Art and Science of Radio comes from Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 7 Wells Avenue, Newton, MA 02159. Check with the publisher for details of availability.

Early Radio Manufacturers

The 1920's were the years when the foundations of America’s great radio industry were being laid; a time when ambitious folks were jumping into the business to seek their fortunes in that wonderful new gadget known as “radio.”

A new series of books is being issued to chronicle the leading radio manufacturers of the early era. This represents a life-long interest on the part of author Alan Douglas. His extensive reference library is the source of the information contained in his series, which is called Radio Manufacturers of the 1920's. Arranged alphabetically (by company name), the first of a projected three-volume set has just been issued. The other two volumes will follow in the near future.

Volume 1 covers A-C Dayton to Ferguson. Every firm of any significance is examined, and we assume that when Volume 3 comes out it will end with Zenith. Each company included is covered in considerable depth, with many photos of its products, facilities, founders, etc. This is supplemented by reproductions of ads for the firms’ equipment. The book's text covers the entire history of each company, including its founding, successes, problems, and eventual fate.

Many wonderful anecdotes are included, such as the fact that the Don Juans of the 1920's (known at the time as “sheiks”) were the inspiration for the development of the single-knob tuning control. They didn’t want to have to use both arms to tune their radios.

Volume 1 of this series contains hundreds of photos. It is a 225-page large format book printed on high quality slick paper.

This volume contains a wealth of information for persons interested in that era of radio equipment production. It’s beautifully done.

Volume 1 of Radio Manufacturers of the 1920's is available for $19.95 for the softcover edition, $29.95 for the hardcover edition. Postage/handling in the U.S.A. is $2, or $2.50 to Canada; N.Y. State residents add sales tax. Order from Vestal Press, P.O. Box 97, Vestal-123, NY 13851-0097.

Fee Fi Fo FM

It was almost two years ago that Bruce Elving prepared the 10th Edition of his popular FM Atlas and Station Directory. Since then, many stations have changed callletters, some have gone silent or changed equipment parameters and/or program formats. During that period, 480 new FM stations and 390 new translators became active in the 88 to 108 MHz band. These many changes called for a total revision of the FM Atlas, and that has just appeared in the new 11th Edition. Whether a person is an FM DX enthusiast, or someone who enjoys FM broadcast listening strictly for its entertainment and educational value, or if a person is an active member of the broadcasting industry, the FM Atlas is the authoritative directory of stations and their operations.

While the previous edition was 164 pages in length, the 11th Edition fills 176 pages. The atlas section has FM Maps showing the exact locations of stations, frequencies and callletters for American and Canadian stations. The directory listings show American, Canadian, and Mexican FM broadcasters, as well as American translator stations. Ar-
ranged by locations, and cross indexed by frequency, information given includes call signs, antenna height/polarization, whether commercial or non-commercial, if the station transmits an SCA/SCMO subcarrier, whether the station shares time on its frequency, programming and SCA formats, transmitting power, and if it transmits in stereo or mono. There isn't much more than that anyone would ever need to know.

Bruce also devotes editorial space to a basic discussion of the present state of FM broadcasting, as well as trends for the future. He also allocates space to current FCC attitudes towards FM broadcasting and stations. In all, the new FM Atlas is an up-to-date information source on everything taking place in the 88 to 108 MHz portion of the spectrum.

The new revised 11th Edition of The FM Atlas can be ordered from CRB Research Books, Inc., P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725. Price is $9.95 per copy, plus $2 postage/handling to addresses in USA/Canada/APO/FPO. New York residents please add 75 cents sales tax.

They're Here!

MODERN ELECTRONICS

FUN PROJECT BOOKS

You'll want these two exciting project books, packed with complete plans for building a wide variety of useful electronic devices. The First and Second Books of Modern Electronics Fun Projects, both Howard W. Sams publications, are now available.

You'll find all the how-it-works information, schematics, photos, drawings, printed-circuit guides and parts sources to make it a snap to build almost 50 useful, unique electronic devices at modest cost.

Discover how these circuits and modern electronic devices perform their magic. Learn practical electronic technology the painless way and have fun doing it!

All projects are based on material published in Modern Electronics, with updates and revisions. They've been built and tested by the original authors. Chapters are divided into Intro To Electronic Projects, Home Electronics, Audio/Video Electronics, Security Electronics, Computers, Test Equipment, and Electronic Designing. There's something for everyone!

Look at what you can build & take pride in:
* Computer system power controller
* Dual-pulse generator
* Surround-sound audio enhancer
* Security—telephoned status reporter, alarm control center
* Home convenience—selectable phone ringer musical tunes, touch-sensitive light controller.
...

The Fun Projects are captivated by introductory information on building projects and kits (tools needed, parts sources, etc.) and advanced design techniques that illustrate how a designer thinks and plans when putting together a practical end product.

From beginning to end, MODERN ELECTRONICS FUN PROJECT BOOKS are for you! Order them today for a fast start in the world of electronics.
Having been an avid public safety band monitoring enthusiast for over fifteen years, and a professional public safety dispatcher for over seven years, I routinely listen to my scanners over 100 hours per week. Since I spend a great deal of time traveling in and around Denver, much of my monitoring is done from a mobile standpoint.

Over the years, I have tried a multitude of mobile antennas, some of them factory made and some home made. One of the most efficient antennas that I have used for simultaneous monitoring of the three primary business and public safety bands (30 to 50 MHz, 144 to 174 MHz, and 440 to 512 MHz) is also one of the most simple and least expensive, the harmonic tuned whip.

If properly tuned, a single whip antenna can provide good efficiency on all three bands at once and, in some cases, can rival the performance of even the most expensive factory made single band gain antennas. This multiband performance is ideal for todays multiband scanner’s. Here is how it works and how you can build one.

It has been well known for many years that a dipole antenna, operated at a higher odd multiple of the design frequency, will exhibit current distribution and reactance patterns acceptably similar to that of a half wave dipole tuned to the actual operating frequency. This is known as harmonic operation. A common example of harmonic operation is the long wire antenna used by many hams and SWL’s. A long wire antenna is essentially one half of a dipole antenna with a good ground system taking the place of the ‘missing’ half. Although these antennas are usually externally tuned to resonance by some type of antenna tuner, they often exhibit a good match and offer high performance at the higher frequencies without an external tuner. This occurs because these antennas are several times longer than the ‘half dipole’ they replace resulting in harmonic tuning at the higher bands.

What makes harmonic operation of particular interest to the monitor or scanner enthusiast is the simple coincidence (or is it) that the center of the VHF high band and the center of the UHF band are exactly odd multiples of the top of the VHF low band. Therefore, a ¼ wave whip antenna tuned to the top of the low band at 50 MHz, which will give good performance over that entire band, will also be resonant as a ¾ wave antenna at 150 MHz (the 3rd multiple of 50 MHz) and as a ¾ wave antenna on 450 MHz (the ninth multiple of 50 MHz).

Using the standard formula ‘234 + F (frequency in MHz) = length (in feet)’, we find that a ¼ wave antenna tuned to 50 MHz is 4.68 feet in length or approximately 56 ¼ inches.

For those who have no need for high performance on the VHF low band, or those who don’t desire a long whip on their vehicle, the same technology could be used to tune a ¼ wave whip to the VHF high band.

Photos show a tri-band harmonic tuned whip antenna in use on the author’s vehicle. The thicker section directly above the spring is a commercial ‘slider’ unit that allows the whip length to be adjusted for fine tuning.
and also use it as a 3/4 wave whip on the UHF band. Such an antenna would be only 18 3/4 inches in length.

Harmonic operation is nothing new, but is rarely applied to use in the higher frequency bands, although, this author has witnessed the use of harmonic operation by a law enforcement agency. Several years ago when I was a public safety dispatcher in north-central Illinois, a rural county sheriff’s department near my home upgraded their radio system and switched from low band simplex communications, to a high band repeater system. Being a small department with a limited budget, their patrol cars were expected to last for a longer period of time than those of most agencies. The sheriff didn’t like the idea of pulling off the old low band whips which would leave gaping holes in the side of his almost new cars. And then, to add insult to injury, new holes would have to be drilled in the roofs for the new high band antennas. Besides, the sheriff reasoned, the old low band whips were still in perfectly good condition. The county radio technician satisfied both the desires of the sheriff, and the requirements of the new radio system, with harmonic operation. The low band whips were left in place and simply retuned to act as 3/4 wave antennas on the new high band frequency. This actually gave excellent performance because the older antennas actually provided a small degree of antenna gain. It also had the interesting side effect of confusing the local monitoring enthusiasts who couldn’t figure out why the department had shifted off of their old low band frequency and why we couldn’t find their new low band frequency!

This author has been using a harmonic tuned antenna for several years, and I have found it’s performance to be excellent. In the mountainous terrain in and around Denver, signal strengths can vary greatly as a mobile unit passes through valleys and weak signal ‘shadow’ areas. The apparent gain that this antenna supplies on the VHF high band and UHF frequencies seems to help me receive some signals in areas that I previously could not. And performance is more than acceptable on the VHF low band where signals tend to follow the terrain and ‘bend’ into the valleys and around obstructions. For it’s low cost and simplicity and it’s high performance on the three major bands, this antenna has my vote as the best for mobile monitoring. Why not try it for yourself?

The author has been a monitor enthusiast since the late sixties and has been employed as a public safety dispatcher for over 7 years. He is currently employed by the City of Federal Heights Colorado as a COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST. He is a member of the Associated Public Safety Communications Officers, Inc. (APCO) and of the American Radio Relay League (ARRL). He is also a frequent photographic contributor to POP COMM. In February of this year he was chosen as Colorado Dispatcher of the Month by the Colorado chapter of APCO.
DX, NEWS AND VIEWS OF AM AND FM BROADCASTING

There is another new network on the horizon, actually it has already dawned. January 4th, 1988, saw the beginning of the Sun Radio Network on a 24 hour basis. This is a talk radio network based in Tampa, Florida. The network actually began several months earlier, operating usually less than 24 hours. At the middle of March, the network had grown to about 140 affiliates, adding about three a week. The birth of Sun was through the efforts of Chuck Harder, who has a talk show called For The People. He helps consumers solve different problems they might encounter, from the quite simple, to a complicated rip-off. Chuck also does a daily two hour show on WMCA in New York. Through the use of satellites, it sounds like he is in the studio of WMCA even though he may be sitting in the studio of SUN Network overlooking a swimming pool, or gazing onto the Gulf of Mexico from the window of his home in Cedar Key, Florida.

The Sun Network's "home" is a converted house which has been modified many times by Chuck's right-hand man, Bill Muncy. The house has a center "court" between the two wings, which has the swimming pool, and a large patio for the employees and guests to enjoy. The front part of the house has the bookkeeping and offices for the "For The People" organization and the back half contain two studios and master control for the operation of the programming. Behind master control is network and affiliate operations. It is really fun to see a small staff of people actually make a 24 hour network operation run. Knowing how the New York operations works, makes this upstart network really exciting. One fun item to throw out is the rent Sun pays for their "house". It is less than a top New York based network executive would pay for a parking place.

Of the 140 + stations on the Sun "line", about a dozen are with them 24 hours. The vast majority of the other stations are with them over 30 hours per week. At this point in time, they have about twice the number of affiliates as ABC Talk radio! Check around the dial and tune in on one of the newest national networks, operating from your neighborhood garage. It's called yankee ingenuity and we'll see how far it will carry. They've made a big dent in talk radio so far.

By the time you read this, I'll be putting the final touches on my DX'ing plans for a trip to Florida this July. Not only will it be necessary to check on old friends, but I'll also have more new ones to find this year. There continues to be more new stations coming to the airwaves all the time.

When I take a trip, even if it's over a route I've traveled many times before, I always check for new stations. There is the possibility that one was missed in updating a list. If you are driving, just make minimum written notes so as not to endanger the passengers. At the top of a small note pad write the current location (5 mi south of Mytym, Md.). Then if you're using an ETR, write the frequencies in a vertical list. If you hear a call mentioned, or other type of ID, write it beside the frequency. Maybe you can ask someone else in the car to do the writing for you. Remember, the search buttons on the ETR's are not the way to DX. They will not stop on every station, the weaker ones will never be heard. With the MTR radio, the best thing to do is start at one end of the dial, and work your way to the other end. The approach I take with any radio is to know what stations I want to hear, search them out first, in order from top to bottom, or vice-versa. Make a list in order of frequency and check them off as you pick them up. If you want to make programming notes while traveling please use these hints. If you are driving, either stop the car, or have someone else drive. Have someone else take the notes or dictate to them or to a tape recorder. These procedures apply to AM or FM.

The new terms mentioned in the preceding paragraph should be added to your vocabulary. ETR stands for "Electronically Tuned Radio" (digital) and MTR is the "Manually Tuned Radio".

For a rough guide, plan to hear one kilowatt AM'ers about 20 miles either side of the highway you travel, five kW up to about 30 miles, and 50 kW's over 50 miles. For FM, the three kW stations are generally good for about 20 miles, 20 kW stations up to 40-50 miles, and 100 kilowatts over 50 miles. However, with the FM stations, their tower height and the terrain affect reception tremendously. The quality of the radio will also determine the distance you will be able to hear a station. If you use an auto radio, any noise from the engine or nearby power lines will also reduce the hearing distance (DX).

Each month there are questions about catching more stations when DX'ing. If you go back through some issues of the last year or so, there were other tips on DX'ing. A lot of us. I'm sure, do not have access to a car radio while on vacation. One may not have control of the auto radio (Dad does) or the spouse (orMom or Dad) is driven nuts by the constant "station hopping". "Why can't you settle on one clear station?" Even though they don't understand, I do. This month let's spend a little time trying to catch the stations we can with the radio we have.

Here's how: The best answer is perseverance. You have to hang in there, sometimes for long hours waiting to hear a certain station. This separates the DX'ers from the listeners. I have found the best way to DX with an average radio is with a station listing book. When I started as a kid back in the 40's, I used White's Radio Log. I never have kept a separate log, just underlined the stations in the book. Today, there are several inexpensive guides available. While I am speaking of AM DX'ing, bear in mind that most of these techniques apply to FM and SW as well.

With the station listing in hand, one can determine the "general range" of one's radio by looking at the power listing of the different stations in the guide. For FM, not only the power, but the antenna height is important. Here's why it's important. A 10 kW FM station with an antenna at 1000' will be heard a much greater distance than a 20 kW station whose antenna is only 200' high. Without the tower height, it is difficult to determine which station is the more powerful.

The antenna "pattern" holds the same mystery on AM, however, this is much more complicated than listing the height of a tower. Whether a station is DA-1 or DA-2 still doesn't tell you in which direction the power is going. It would be very difficult to
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### Call Letter Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM Stations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarasota, FL</td>
<td>WWZZ</td>
<td>WSGX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>WKL5</td>
<td>WNIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elkon, KY</td>
<td>WSRG</td>
<td>WOAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria, LA</td>
<td>KBDS</td>
<td>KRVR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Cloud, MN</td>
<td>KNSI</td>
<td>KCLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camdenton, MO</td>
<td>KADI</td>
<td>KFXE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>WOUC</td>
<td>KRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulton, NY</td>
<td>WOSC</td>
<td>WZZZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome, NY</td>
<td>WKAL</td>
<td>WFRG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, PA</td>
<td>WBLQ</td>
<td>WLKX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux Falls, SD</td>
<td>KYKC</td>
<td>KFKN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan, TN</td>
<td>WXYK</td>
<td>WWHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cibolo, TX</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>KWRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroe, TX</td>
<td>KMUV</td>
<td>KPHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Valley City, UT</td>
<td>KRG0</td>
<td>KZQQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crozet, VA</td>
<td>WKZJ</td>
<td>WLJL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agudilla, PR</td>
<td>WUNA</td>
<td>WNOZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FM Stations</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mena, AK</td>
<td>KUOL</td>
<td>Kena-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry, AK</td>
<td>KSER</td>
<td>KWCRK-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
<td>KLZI</td>
<td>KESZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester, CA</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>KRRQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaside, CA</td>
<td>KMBY</td>
<td>KMBC-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalchella, CA</td>
<td>KCHV</td>
<td>KRCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>KKCY</td>
<td>KHIT-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesup, GA</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>WLPT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Best of Both Worlds

Fying the station since you will know what the call letters are. Check with our update section for recent changes.

A big help in hearing stations is a pair of headphones. It is difficult to hold a radio to your ear and see the dial at the same time. The headphones also eliminate outside noises and allow better concentration on the job at hand. All portable radios of today have built-in loop antennas which are directional. In order to hear a station which is close to a stronger station it is sometimes better to turn the radio so that the loop "nulls" the stronger station. If the desired station is in the same direction than that won't work. Normally the loop is in the same plane as the long side of the radio. This means that stations off the ends of the radio will be favored and those to the front and back will be in the "null". The directional pattern of the loop is a figure "8" with the "X" centered on the radio. Picture laying the "X" on top of the radio with the two loops of the eight extending off the ends of the radio. The loops are the favored directions. Tune in a station at random on the radio. You should hear the signal fade and get stronger as the radio is turned. If you can make the signal fade completely, then leave the radio in this position and tune slightly to either side of the station and see if you can find a station you haven't heard before. Try this trick on all your local stations. By moving the rod antenna on a portable FM radio to "null" the station the same trick might be applied.

Joe Means sent a bunch of coverage maps to me that I'll share with you in the months ahead. Two this month are quite interesting. WOW and KFAB, both of Omaha, Nebraska. WOW is on 590 with 5,000 watts while KFAB is on 1110 with 50,000 watts. Study the maps closely and notice which station has the greatest coverage. Which station has the most power and which station has the lower frequency?

Martin Biaze claims qualification for the AM/FM DX'ers club by having people call him a . . . well I won't say what he did! In the list of stations he recently heard from 165 miles out is the same situation I just mentioned above. WOAI on 1200 with 50,000 watts and KTSA on 550 with 5,000 watts, both in San Antonio. Martin reports hearing KTSA, weak and WOAI, very weak. On the FM band, he reports hearing one station KRTS, on two frequencies! They are probably using a translator to provide better coverage in an area where they might not have a good signal. Normally the frequencies are a bit closer together but you might call the station and ask them. The difference between 104.9 and 92.1 is 12.8 which is not a normal IF frequency, but there is still a chance there might be something strange going on with your radio.

Well, that's about all the tape I have this month.
Andy’s Having A Ball . . .

and you can too!

Andy is a Ham Radio operator and he’s having the time of his life talking to new and old friends in this country and around the world.

You can do it too! Join Andy as he communicates with the world. Enjoy the many unique and exclusive amateur bands . . . the millions of frequencies that Hams are allowed to use. Choose the frequency and time of day that are just right to talk to anywhere you wish. Only Amateur Radio operators get this kind of freedom of choice. And if it’s friends you’re looking to meet and talk with, Amateur Radio is the hobby for you. The world is waiting for you.

If you’d like to be part of the fun . . . if you’d like to feel the excitement . . . we can help you. We’ve got all the information you’ll need to get your Ham license. Let us help you join more than a million other Hams around the world and here at home. Who are we? We’re the American Radio Relay League, a non-profit representative organization of Amateur Radio operators.

For information on becoming a Ham operator circle number 110 on the reader service card or write to:

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE Dept CQ, 225 Main Street Newington, Conn. 06111.

This space donated by this publication in cooperation with the American Radio Relay League.
An interesting variety of RTTY stations, many of a diplomatic nature that are rarely seen by North American monitors, made their appearances recently over shortwave radio at my listening post. "DMP80" popped up on 18052.8 at 1512, 425/100N, with RY's and foxes (see fig. 1). No listing for this callsign appears in any of my references so I am assuming that it is either MFA, Bonn, West Germany, or a West German embassy. Its test tape continued until 1515 when it delivered a five-letter-grouped message. It signed off at 1518 with "AR AR." DHO91, MFA, Bonn, West Germany, was found with RY's and callsign on 13934 at 2011, 170/75N.

At 1626 on 18054 a station was found sending five-letter-grouped messages with routing indicators in Turkish (see fig. 2) at 850/100R. The messages appeared to have been relayed through Warsaw, Poland, or were being sent directly from there because of the Turkish word "VARSOVA (Warsaw)" that was seen in some headers. "DISILERI" (not DISILER) as transmitted may be a typo. "PARAS" being what was meant: BRUKEI is Turkish for "Brussels (Belgium)." The message ended with "N4NN" plus "SAYGILARIMLA ARZEDERIM," meaning "respectfully." Other five-letter-grouped messages followed this one. By 1650 the transmission started to fade rapidly and everything became garbled, so no further identity could be learned.

Remember "The Shadow" radio program from long ago? Well, the Shadow is alive and well, and apparently working for the Cuban Government. He was the recipient of encrypted messages from CLP1, MFA, Havana, Cuba, in a transmission monitored on 11628.1 at 0453, 425/45R. Traffic in the clear read, "AL SOMBRA DEL JAGUAR," with "Sombra" being Spanish for "Shadow." Meanwhile, "AL JAGUAR DEL LEON (lion)" appeared on 6616 at 2230, 425/45N.

Money was deposited into an account at the Central Bank of Syria, Damascus, from a bank in Berlin, East Germany, on 10439.9 at 1408, 425/50N, on a RTTY circuit that links the two cities. Can you imagine some type of atmospheric disturbance coming along while the guy's trying to make a deposit? And instead of depositing 10,500 marks, it comes out to 105,835,690 marks? Or he makes a withdrawal and the same thing happens?

Romanized Japanese appeared in a transmission on 18037.2, ARQ at 1726, and was the first such logging for my records. "TAISHI IVY MATA TOTYUDE KIREMISTANE... ITWI SAYSYOKARA KAKEMASU..., " was found in one message, apparently destined for Gabon. There was also a five-letter-grouped message signed "DAJJIN."

RY's from "FLLS" appeared on 11443.3 from 2209 to 2315, 425/50R (see fig. 3). FLLS is the ICAO location indicator for Lusaka International Airport, Zambia. "N4S" requested an ID from another station, "2CX," before sending a five-letter-grouped message. Simplex traffic in French between the two stations was worked in FEC on 13941.5 at 1750.

The only station listed by the ITU on 13941.5 is a telephone circuit from Saint Denis, Reunion, to Dzaoudzi, Mayotte Island, one of the Comoros Islands. I can only surmise that "N4S" and "2CX" are with the French military somewhere.

On 10099.6 at 0633 a RTTY station transmission gave this "footprint" at 100/500R: 2DHNVFVJLGEZWAY. It was constantly repeated on every line. I'm still trying to figure out what causes this output. A number of U.S. military and non-government stations are on this frequency.

Amsterdam Island is a tiny spot of land on the other side of the world at latitude 37.42 south and longitude 77.32 east. It was from there that a RTTY signal from FJ4, Martin de Vivies Radio entered by receiver at 0321 on 11550. Logged was coded weather at 425/75R. The station left the air at 0330.

One way of learning about planned missile tests, or rocket launchings by the United States, is to monitor the aeronaunical RTTY stations overseas. For instance, CSY, Santa Maria Air Radio, Azores, received a NOTAM (notice to airmen) that said international flights were to be rerouted by KMAI (Miami International Airport, Florida), and KJFK (Kennedy International Airport, New York, NY) because of operations in the Eastern test range under the flight control of KJAX (Jacksonville International Airport, Florida).

The NOTAM was issued on 14498 at 1229, 850/50N. The same NOTAM was seen again at 1511 being sent by STK, Khartoum Air Radio, Sudan, on 18164.6 at 425/50R.

An award for persistence should go this month to the Swedish Telecommunications Administration. A transmission to Ho Chi Minh Ville, Vietnam from Stockholm on 18295.1 at 1531, TDM 425/96A, read, "PLS RERUN HOS8465 SOONEST RECEIVED GABERED HERE THIS IS 25TH RQST."

NBA, the U.S. Navy facility at Balboa, Panama, usually occupies 20350 kHz either with encryption or RY's. One day, however, it was not on the air and the frequency was found in use at 1614 on USB by a YL delivering a five-figure-grouped message in German. The message, with a 555 signal at my QTH, ran until 1618. Question: Why was this particular frequency chosen and how did the sender apparently know that NBA would not be transmitting that day?

Associated Press domestic news broadcasts now can be found on two transponders of the Spacenet III R-Geostar R01 satellite, owned by the GTE Spacenet Corp. The satellite was placed into orbit 22,554 miles above the Equator last March by the European Space Agency's Ariane 3 rocket from the Kourou space center at French Guiana. The AP is expected to provide service from the satellite for the next ten years.

This month marks the third anniversary of my writing this column. My thanks to POP- COMM editor Tom Kneitel and his staff, and the many contributors and letter writers. Now on to the RTTY loggins.

---
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HAM RADIO IS FUN!

It's even more fun for beginners now that they can operate voice and link computers just as soon as they obtain their Novice class license. You can talk to hams all over the world when conditions permit, then switch to a repeater for local coverage, perhaps using a transceiver in your car or handheld unit.

Your passport to ham radio adventure is TUNE-IN THE WORLD WITH HAM RADIO. The book tells what you need to know in order to pass your Novice exam. Two cassettes teach the code quickly and easily.

Enclosed is my check or money order for $15.00 or charge my ( ) VISA ( ) Mastercard ( ) Am. Express Signature ____________________________

Acct. No. ____________________________

Good from ______ to ______

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State _______ Zip ____________

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
225 MAIN STREET
NEWINGTON, CT 06111

www.americanradiohistory.com
Since 1967, CRB Research has been the world's leading publisher and professional books and Information including:

- Scanner Frequency Guides
- Shortwave Frequency Guides
- Military/Federal Communications
- Broadcast Station Registers
- Undercover Communications
- Survival Communications
- Cover Operations
- Electronic Espionage
- Surveillance

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Choosing a Scanner Antenna
For monitoring nearby stations, especially strong repeaters, nearly an omnidirectional antenna is the plug-in whip. But for reception of distant stations, especially on today's new generation of wide-frequency coverage receivers, you need a quality outdoor antenna.

Tip: The Grove ANT18 Scanner Beam is the highest gain, wide-frequency-coverage antenna available for scanners. You can rotate it to improve reception and still receive local signals all around. Always use good, low-loss coaxial cable like RG-6/U not RG-58/U.

By Bob Grove
WA4FYQ

Tips from the expert on boosting the performance of your radio equipment.

The Grove Scanner Beam (Ant-1B) provides unexcelled 30-50 MHz low band, 106-136 MHz aircraft, 136-174 MHz band, 225-400 MHz military aircraft and satellites, 400-512 MHz UHF, and 800-960 MHz microwave mobile reception. Balun transformer, offset pipe and mounting hardware included. Requires TV type F connector on your coax. Only $49

Grove Enterprises
plus $3 UPS shipping (US)

140 Dog Branch Road
Brassett, NC 28020
(704) 837-9200 or (MC, Visa & COD only) 1-800-438-8155

CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Paramedic Rescues Child From Submerged Car

Paramedic Richard Strange of Rowlett, Texas, knew there was a child in the submerged car, but his arms and legs were numb after twenty minutes in the icy waters of Lake Ray Hubbard. The car was laying upside down with only its wheels above the water surface, and Strange hoped that the child was still breathing in an air pocket.

The child, 4-year-old Morgan Murphy, had been travelling to the babysitter with her mother, Karen, 7-year-old sister, Leslie, and 2-year-old brother, Stewart.

Karen Murphy was driving her Toyota Corona along a snowy road when she came upon a patch of ice at a 90-degree turn in the road.

"I put on my brakes but I just kept going straight and went into the lake," Murphy told the Dallas Times-Herald. "It turned over when I hit the water. It happened so slow it was like I was standing there watching it. Morgan was still in the car. She said she heard Strange, a firefighter for nine years but a paramedic for only four months, was among the first to arrive on the scene. He was summoned by a nearby resident who saw Murphy rescue Leslie and Stewart.

"When I got there, the mother called to me immediately," Strange said. "Running down the hill, she told me the child (Morgan's) was crying and rang straight into the water.

Karen Murphy said that as her car slowly sank, she thought about other people who had gone into the lake, including a mother and two children who had died a month earlier in a similar accident.

She said that as the water came into the car, she had time to think about how to get out. She crawled out of the window, waded around to the passenger side, and was able to open the door and pull out her daughter, Leslie. After putting Leslie on top of the car, she was able to get Stewart out, but couldn't find Morgan.

She screamed for her daughter, and heard her reply "Momm! Momm!"

"I was yelling, trying to get her to reach for me and tell me where she was," Murphy told the Times-Herald. "I had pointed where I thought she was, but she wasn't there."

Then there were no more cries of "Momma!" That's when Murphy began to get scared.

As motorists stopped to help, Strange and other paramedics arrived. Strange jumped into the lake and frantically groped and kicked through the open door as he tried to find Morgan.

I wasn't coming out until I found that kiddo," Strange said. And he did find Morgan, stuck between the back and front seats with her head in a pocket of air.

But Strange was almost immobilized by the minus-17-degree wind chill and the cold water, so he was unable to reach in and rescue the child. Paramedics Earl Gregory and Bill Bonny, two other Rowlett firefighters, broke a window and reached in and plucked the four-year-old to safety. Morgan was not injured.

"I only did what anybody would have done," Strange said. "It was a team effort. I didn't have time to worry about me. There was too much to do."

For his large role in the rescue of Morgan Murphy, Firefighter Richard Strange will receive the SCAN Public Service Award, which consists of a special commendation plaque and a cash prize. For making the nomination, John L. Crist of Dallas, Texas, will also receive a plaque. Congratulations to both of you.

Best Equipped

The marine ship-to-shore bands and RTTY are among the favorite targets of R. Kelly of Oakland, California.

His well-equipped shack includes a Realistic Pro-2004 scanner, Regency HX-1200 handheld scanner, Cobra 2000, Icom R-7000 and Kenwood TS-440S AT Specialized equipment in the shack consists of an Info-Tech M-6000 multi code unit, M-605 FDM unit and an M-800 fax unit.

The antenna lineup comprises a Delta DX sloper, D-130 discone, Sigma 4-11-meter vertical, homemade 11-meter four-element beam, CLP-5130-1 log periodic 50-1300 MHz beam, and a good old 100-foot longwire.

The computer? It's an Atari 800 terminal used with an Advanced PK-232 terminal unit and the M-6000. An Atari 520 is also used but the 800 emits less RFI.

Best Appearing

Thomas Henderson of Newark, Ohio, says that he never leaves home without a pocket scanner. Judging from this photo, he never stays at home without one either.

Thomas uses a Bearcat 180, Bearcat 145XL and Sears 10-channel hi/low VHF- UHF scanners. He also has a Cobra 28 CB radio and 12-volt converter, and Bearcat Weather Alert radio. As far as the pocket scanners are concerned, Thomas has Realistic and Sears models, along with a Bearcat 50XL programmable that isn't shown here.

He also mentions that the scanners operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, but doesn't say whether he sleeps with any of these scanners!

Winners in the Photo Contest this month receive the BMI "NiteLogger" tape recorder activator. Plugged into a cassette recorder and a scanner, it gives a complete record of all communications with no "dead time" on the tape. If you would like to enter the contest, just send a sharp black/white print to SCAN Photo Contest, P.O. Box 414, Western Springs, IL 60558.
While you are away on vacation this summer, did you wish there was a way to monitor your scanner at home so you could keep abreast on what is going on around town? Do you wish there was a way to hear ambulance calls for your town while you are at work? Is there a way to keep an easy log of all fire calls, even if you’re watching TV or mowing the lawn?

Sure, there's a way. And it's the laziest way, too. It's called tape recording. And while you can't exactly plug your cassette recorder into your scanner and expect it to work, there are techniques to refine scanner recording.

First of all, if you were to hook up your scanner directly to your tape recorder, and set it to record, there would be a lot of dead air on that tape about a half-hour later. In addition, when you listened to the tape, you'd have to listen to all that dead air as well. In order for you to eliminate all that dead air, you need to set up the recorder so that it will switch on the record only when it heard a transmission on your scanner. By recording only when there is a transmission, you cut out all the dead space in between transmissions. While a police officer in your town may get dispatched to a call by radio at 10:30 a.m., he or she may not call in their arrival on the scene until 10 minutes later. If you were recording in true time, you'd have to listen to 10 minutes of dead air. But by recording voice-actuated (also known as VOX), you crunch out the dead time and hear only the transmissions that were made over the radio. In other words, you'd hear the officer being dispatched and immediately after, his or her arrival on the scene.

If your scanner listening time is limited, and you don't listen while working around the house or if your employer doesn't like you listening while at work, recording your favorite channels can inhibit your listening time to just minutes a day. For instance, if you were to record your local fire dispatch channel, at the end of each day you could sit down for a few minutes and listen to all the fire calls that were called in throughout the day. If your time is very limited, this is an excellent time-saver.

There are a couple of basic ways in which to get scanner calls onto your tape recorder. On some scanners, there is a TAPE OUT, or RECORD jack, on the front, or back, of the radio. These jacks provide high-level audio, and its level is unaffected by where you set the volume control on the radio. Even if you turn down the audio all the way on the scanner, there is a set level that is being piped through the TAPE OUT or RECORD jack. This level is enough to drive a VOX recorder or VOX unit hooked up to a tape recorder.

Registered Monitoring Station - KAR5AZ -

YOUR QSL APPRECIATED BY THIS STATION 73's

WORLD WIDE UNITY & FRIENDSHIP THRU COMMUNICATIONS

DXING THE WORLD!
All Frequencies - All Countries

Station card made up by E.E. Dye, Registered Monitor KAR5AZ, Russelville, AR

If you already have a cassette recorder, you have half the equipment you need. If you aren't into building your own circuits or relays, the easiest way to get audio from your scanner to your recorder is use of the BMI Nitelogger device. The Nitelogger comes fully equipped with all wiring and plugs. You simply take the single plug and plug it into the EXTERNAL SPEAKER or HEADPHONES jack on your scanner (not the TAPE OUT or RECORD jack, the device’s instructions warn), and plug the other two dual jacks into the REMOTE and MIC jacks on the cassette recorder. Turn up the volume on the scanner to a good level and you’re all set to record.

There are two controls on the Nitelogger: monitor volume and delay time. The monitor volume simply allows you to listen to what you are recording through the external speaker on the device. In fact, for unattended recording, you can turn the volume all the way down. The delay time control allows you to adjust the time from which the recorder will stop recording after it hears a transmission on the scanner. The time varies from a second to several seconds. By setting it for a couple of seconds, it allows the recorder to catch reply transmissions without missing the first syllable or word. A VOX light on the unit also lets you know the unit is hearing audio from the scanner. It’s quite easy to adjust the audio by tightening the squeal so you get static and watching for the light to flash or by tuning in an active channel such as the weather frequency on your area.

If you don’t already own a cassette recorder, you may want to consider purchasing a VOX tape recorder. They’re made by various manufacturers, however, the easiest to obtain is probably from Radio Shack. You can run a jumper cable (easily made by purchasing a couple of plugs and some...
For 25 years, our people have endured long hours and tough working conditions for no pay.

And 9 out of 10 would do it again.

TO FIND OUT WHY

call
(316) 263-2100
or write

REACT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
242 Cleveland
Wichita, KS 67214
Imagine yourself aboard the space shuttle, 200 miles above the surface of the Earth and traveling at 17,000 mph. You rapidly pass from sunlight into total darkness and back again. Your synthetic environment keeps both decks of the shuttle livable. The lower deck contains crew lockers, the upper and aft deck contain both the cockpit and the mission operation controls. Both decks are crowded with equipment. Up to eight astronauts working in shifts occupy the shuttle.

With the noise of equipment, experiments and the occasional sound of retro-rockets, the crew requires a dependable means of communicating with each other and ground control. The first crew comm system consisted of a light weight headset and boom mike which was connected to a switchbox carried on the crew belts. This unit had volume and channel controls. The drawback was that they connected into the Shuttle’s audio distribution system by a long cord. While this system was dependable, it also limited movement.

To overcome this restriction, NASA designed a wireless RF crew comm system which is presently used on all shuttle's. It has the same boom mike headset, but the switch box on the hip has been replaced by what Johnson Space Center Engineer, Nancy Olsen, calls a high power RF transceiver. In this case though, the high power is only a few watts. This cordless system was a welcome improvement for the astronauts, but it too, has it’s limitations. The biggest for the crew, is a problem common to VHF/UHF communications, dead spots. Places where the RF signal is simply blocked.

The Defense Department has a much greater concern than the dead spots. In fact, it’s the exact opposite, leakage. Though the RF can be easily stopped by some of the shuttles onboard equipment, it can also escape the crew compartment. This leaves crew communications open for intercept by hobbyist, like us, and waiting Soviet spy satellites and ground stations. Both trouble DOD officials.

Though I talked to eleven NASA employees, 2 project directors, 3 engineers and 6 secretaries, no one would specify the power or frequencies used by this system. I did find one employee who would tell me that the crew comms are conducted on frequencies between 340 and 389 MHz. Now, at least, we know where to look. The frequencies used during EVA have been known for some time. Each space suit has one transmitter and two receivers built-in. For example, the shuttle transmits on 279.0 MHz and...
Infrared Crew Communications Unit

receives on 259.7 and 296.8 MHz, the frequencies used to transmit from the space suits. Each EVA pack is tuned to receive the other and the shuttle at the same time. Ground control monitors both 259.7 and 296.8 MHz for direct signals from the EVA pack in case shuttle communications are lost. Each pack can also transmit on 243 MHz if an emergency should arise. With this information, you now know how to program your scanner during shuttle missions.

In order to get the crew comm system to meet DOD's TEMPEST security requirements, a digital encryption system was added. It places its digital information on a FSK signal. This insures security at the expense of intelligible communications. A small price to pay to keep the Soviet's from monitoring crew comms when a 'HOT' payload is about to be released from the cargo bay. But it seems that astronauts are not unlike Secret Service and DEA agents. Both are known for not using encryption equipment during portable and temporary operation because of the poor audio quality. This caused NASA to go back to the drawing board. JSC's sub-system manager, Paul Shack, and Richard Armstrong, among others, are working on a new infrared crew comms system. It will use low power IR frequencies. This will provide the crew with cordless, reliable, and secure communications during DOD missions.

The only real difference in the crew equipment will be the IR sensors in their belts. These will work as separate transmitting and receiving antennas. This system will require that several transceivers of the IR variety be mounted along the walls of each shuttle compartment. These wall units (as shown in the diagram) connect all these transceivers to the Shuttle's audio distribution system which connects, in turn, to the Shuttle's S and Ku-band radio equipment. The crew units transmit on a frequency of 140 kHz. The wall mounted transceivers transmit on 200 kHz. Even if the IR experiments (tested on STS26) prove successful, it will be sometime before the fleet switched to the IR units. In fact, IR may only be used on DOD missions, leaving other crew comms open for intercept.

When the American and European astronauts move into the US space station, sometime in the late 1990's, the problem of intercepts will no longer concern DOD. According to Nancy Olsen, of Johnson Space Center, a new space suit and communications system is being built for the space station. She says the suit will incorporate the latest technology. This means that the voice communications will use Quadra Phase Shift Keying for encryption. Simply put, the signals from the EVA packs will be broken into two digital elements and transmitted 90 degrees apart using phase shift modulation. This format includes both time and frequency inversion. This will keep the people in the Pentagon happy, but it does little for our enjoyment of the hobby. But until then, we still have some listening to do. So, program those scanners and turn on those pre-amps, America is back in space.
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NASA News

GAMBIA—is the site of NASA's latest emergency landing strip for the Shuttle. An agreement was recently signed which allows NASA to use Gambia's international airport. Look for ground comms facilities here.

JPL—The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has announced plans to engineer mini-satellites for space exploration. This cost cutting move would use the latest micro electronics inside a spacecraft the size of a coffee can. One of the new micro systems, the optical recorder, can handle data at a rate of many gigabits per second. This single chip uses a 20 GHz transmitter which is a micro monolithic integrated circuit built on a single crystal of Gallium Arsenide. It measures 1/8 by 1/4 inch and develops 200 milliwatts of RF. The SDI office will develop an Earth orbiting railgun from which to launch these spacecraft into deep space. The Army is now working on a ground based railgun for the system.

Ten years ago—The International Ultra Violet Explorer (IUE) was launched. It is still sending data back to Goddard Space Flight Center on 136.860 MHz. It is in a polar orbit at 31 degrees inclination.

TDRS—The next TDRS launch has been moved up. Now STS-29 will be launched following STS-27. STS-27 is a possible KH-12 launch which would greatly benefit from a second TDRS support satellite. STS-28, also a classified mission may carry the Navy's new spy sat, Teal Ruby.

US/SOViet cooperation—The USSR sent up a Mars probe in July. It carried a plaque honoring an American Astronomer, Asahp Hall. He was the first to discover the twin moons of Mars, one of which, Phobos, this mission is named after.

Well, that's all for this go-round. See you next month.
The All-New TM-721A FM Dual Bander

The wide range of innovative features on Kenwood's new FM Dual Bander include a dual channel watch function, selectable full duplex operation, 30 memory channels, extended frequency coverage, large multicolor dual digital LCD displays, programmable scanning, and more with 45 watts of output on VHF and 35 watts on UHF. Other features:
- Extended receiver range (138.000-173.995 MHz) on 2 meters, 70 cm coverage is 438.000-449.995 MHz. (Specification guaranteed on Amateur bands only. Two meter transmit range is 144-148 MHz. Modifiable for MARS/CAP. Permits required.)
- 30 multi-function memory channels. 14 memory channels and one call channel for each band store frequency, repeater offset, CTCSS, and reverse. Channels "A" and "b" establish upper and lower limits for programmable band scan. Channels "C" and "d" store transmit and receive frequencies independently for "odd splits."
- Dual frequency display for "main" and "sub-band."
- Automatic Band Change (A.B.C.) automatically changes betweenmain and subband when a signal is present.
- 45 Watts on 2 meters, 35 watts on 70 cm. Approx. 5 watts low power.
- Call channel function. A special memory channel for each band stores frequency, offset, and sub-tone of your favorite channel. Simp by press the CALL key, and your favorite channel is selected.
- Balance control and separate squelch controls for each band. Very useful feature that provides a way to "emphasize" either the VHF or UHF band.
- Dual watch function allows VHF and UHF receive simultaneously.
- Full duplex operation.
- CTCSS encode/decode selectable from front panel main knob or UP/DWN keys on microphone. (Encode built-in, optional TSU-6 needed for decode.)

Suggested retail price $649.95. Contact your nearest Authorized Kenwood Dealer for more details, or circle 104 on our Readers Service card.

Compact Multi-Band Radio

Panasonic's RF-B40 compact multi-band radio offers outstanding sensitivity, stability, and selection by combining a microcomputer-controlled PLL quartz synthesized receiver and a double superheterodyne system.

The microcomputer-controlled integrated circuitry of the receiver synthesizes the exact frequencies required for clear reception of FM/LW/MW/SW stations. The quartz crystal reference frequency helps to assure dependable performance.

The RF-B40 uses an up-conversion double superheterodyne receiver, providing two intermediate frequencies to help lessen the first and second interference characteristics, while image rejection is lessened by raising the initial IF to 55.845 MHz.

The RF-B40 also features a five-way tuning system to offer a full range of tuning options and to make keying in exact frequencies quick, accurate, and easy.

Included in the system is 27-station preset tuning, allowing the user to easily program up to 27 stations for instant recall using the corresponding memory recall keys.

With frequency direct access tuning, the user employs the numeric keyboard located on the front of the unit to simply tap in the frequency of the desired station.

If the user knows the meter band of a desired station but not the exact frequency, they can use meter band direct access tuning to call up the lowest frequency of that particular band. Once they have reached that point, they can use either of two tuning systems, up/down manual or auto-scan to fine tune.

For programming accuracy, an LCD multi-information readout displays all functions selected. Additional features include an operation hold switch and 1 kilo-Hertz-step fine tuning for LW/MW/SW. The unit operates on 4 "AA" batteries (not included).

Suggested Retail Price: $199.95

For more info, circle 105 on our Readers' Service card.

New For TS-940 Owners — Ref* 493 IRI Bank Controller I

International Radio is proud to announce the addition of a new product to their line of useful Kenwood Accessories... IRI Bank Controller I.

IRI Bank Controller I allows front panel memory bank control on your TS-940S, thus eliminating the need to go to the top of your TS-940 and slide open the hatch every time you want to change the memory bank. IRI Bank Controller I is a direct, plug-in substitution for the Voice Synthesizer, and will allow you to use the front panel "Voice" button to step through all four memory banks.

It is a fully assembled plug-in device, eliminating the need for soldering or modification. Using CMOS circuitry, it presents virtually no power drain to the radio, and absolutely no power drain to the memory back-up cells. It comes wired and tested with detailed instructions and a six (6) month warranty.

Available exclusively through International Radio, Inc., 751 South Macedo Blvd., Port St. Lucie, FL 34983, for only $24.95 plus $5.00 for shipping and handling. For further information, circle number 103 on our Readers Service card.


The Light In Your Future
Fiber Optics For Your Grandchildren And You

If you take a close look at any suburban house today, you will notice that it is "Plugged into the city". This means it depends on outside suppliers of electricity, water, gas, TV signals, telephone and sometimes central heat and alarm cables. Today, all of these utilities have absolutely nothing in common. Some of them, such as water and electricity, may be supplied by the same utility company, but that's where the similarity ends.

Each utility has advanced, or stagnated, on its own. In the future, the differences will blur. Fiber optic cables will tie all these things together and automate the running of a modern house beyond recognition. One skinny fiber optic cable, thinner than a pencil, will deliver telephone service, cable TV, computer data, fire alarms, burglar alarms, and remote meter reading. But wait, there's more! Utility bills, real estate tax bills and house payments will also be delivered along the same cable. Payment via your bank will be made along the same cable. Science fiction you say. Sorry, but all of these things have been done, although not at once. As costs come down and technology goes up, all of this will come to your home. Not all at once, but expect parts of it to arrive soon.

Consider the home of the future, no need to mess with a VCR, or schlepp down to the local mall to rent a tape, dial up the local library on your TV remote control and look through the movie catalogue. Pick a movie and push the button. Sent to your home is the movie you want. If there is a charge, you will be billed directly to your TV account.

So with TV programs selected by the viewer, you in fact have a two way system. If it is a two way system, the local alarm company can also install cameras on your premises and turn them on when the alarm goes off. Live, from your kitchen, they get to see who set the alarm off. If it is just Fido coming through the doggie door, no need to roll the battle cruiser.

Every meter, for every possible utility, would be "plugged in". The utility companies could then call up their meter in your house and read it at the dead of night. One less tradesman for Fido to chase. One less cause of billing disputes.

The "home computer" will no longer mean a cheap and nasty little plastic box with a crummy keyboard. It may, in fact, no longer have a keyboard. This is a monster control system. It watches the house and controls everything, from the thermostat to the dishwasher. It will be in charge of the house and do a better job than a combined housewife and handyman. You will be able to call it up by remote, so if you are out late, or away, the house will get on fine without you. Yes, the home computer will ensure that Fido is fed on time. Besides that, the home accounts and records will also be on the home computer. Bank accounts, school report cards, phone directories, time cards, payroll records and airline timetables will either reside in the home system, or will be accessible via the fiber optic cable coming into the house.

All this talk of computers, cable TV, utility bills and security, where does the phone come in? Well yes, there will be telephones attached to the fiber optic cable and you will be able to have as many lines as there are people living in the house plus some. In the future, every citizen will have a telephone number that will be theirs for life, but that is another story. The phone company, of course, owns and maintains the fiber optic cable and handles the routing of the myriad of signals coursing along it. You need not be an accountant to see that one day in the future, telephone calls, as we now know them, will become a small part of the phone company's revenue. The phone company will earn money from every signal that runs down their fiber optic highway. (See Fig. 1.)

Poor Fido won't be able to chase the postman anymore as he tries to stuff your magazine into the mail box. Because there is one other thing that would be coming down the cable to your home: Your copy of Popular Communications. It would arrive overnight and store itself in the home computer. The magazine will not be an "electronic edition" as it would be today. It won't even look like a Fax machine copy, which looks like a fuzzy photocopy. It will be a full magazine, in color with pictures and ads. Speaking of advertisements, if you see something in your

---

Figure 1: Fiber Future
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- **Electronic mail**
- **Thermostat**
- **Answering Machine**
- **Home security**
- **Home video**
- **Home computer**
- **Optical network interface**
- **Fiber optic cable**
- **Electric meter**
- **Gas meter**
- **Water meter**
- **Telephone**
"Home delivered" issue of Popular Communications that you would like to know more about, no problem. Just push a button and the advertiser will be informed that you want more info. No postcards to fill out. No waiting with Fido for the postman to stroll along with your catalogue. The catalogue will arrive the same way as the magazine.

The single biggest expense with providing service for telephone subscribers today, is that each "phone number" requires a pair of copper wires running all the way from the exchange to the subscribers premises. Imagine this as a big tree with subscribers at the ends of the twigs. Everyone is connected to everyone else and they are switched down at the roots. The tree analogy is apt, because this type of distribution is often referred to as the "tree system", it is also sometimes called a "star network". (See Fig. 2.) With this type of distribution, each new number means a new pair of wires. The investment that AT&T used to have in copper must have been staggering, possibly worth more than the proverbial gold in Fort Knox.

With fiber optics, rather than have a pair of wires to each number, you can have a single cable to each neighborhood block. The cable will run around the houses just as cable TV is today. It will pass each house and a spur, or tap, will go into each subscriber. This type of distribution is called either the "daisy chain" or "ring main" (See Fig. 3). The fiber optic cable obviously has the bandwidth to handle that many signals, but how does it know the difference, between your call to your girlfriend, and the next door neighbor's pizza order? This is done by putting an "address" on each signal, just as you put an address on the envelope of a letter. If it isn't addressed to you, you won't receive it. All this will work, various parts of this system work now. It will keep working unless Fido decides to dig in the back yard. Fido can put the whole neighborhood out of commission. But one broken cable is better than the situation today. If the back hoe putting in the pool hits the phone cable, the neighborhood goes out and it takes days to reconnect thousands of pairs of wires.

It may seem complex now, but have no fear, the implementation of such systems will be painless. Subscribers had to learn to live with automatic dialing and made the transition well. Moving to the plugged in and switched on house will be just as easy. The big loser in future will be Fido, no strange people will need to come on his territory anymore. Curing dog boredom may be a whole new growth industry.

It's Back!
THE AMATEUR RADIO VERTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK
CAPT. PAUL H. LEE, USN(RET), NSPL

Capt. Paul H. Lee's Vertical Antenna Handbook became a classic in its first printing. Out of print for several years, this Second Edition has been brought out in response to your demand and the needs of the service. Among the topics covered are vertical antenna theory, design, installation, and construction. Specific information is given on vertical arrays, feeding and matching, short verticals, ground effects, and multiband and single-band verticals, plus there is a section that answers many of the most commonly asked questions about vertical antennas for the amateur. The Second Edition features an addendum on antenna design for 160 meters, the band that finally is coming into its own.

Order your copy now.
South America is not a continent which could be said to be abuzz with clandestine broadcasting activity. Broadcasts by guerrilla groups often take the form of brief, armed takeovers of radio stations (usually medium wave) so the group can get its message on the air. Occasionally, though, there is actual clandestine activity over a shortwave transmitter.

In mid-March, the Colombian guerrilla group, FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) began Sunday only broadcasts at 1330 on 6835, 1600 on 10257, 2130 on 7422, 2300 on 14285 and also at 1630 but on an undetermined frequency. So far, the only confirmed usage is at 1330 on 6835, with a broadcast of approximately 15 minutes length and consisting of a news bulletin prepared by the “National Secretariat of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, the People’s Army Guerrilla Coordinators.”

If this station holds to the pattern of earlier clandestine broadcasting tries out of Colombia, it may, in fact, have already discontinued broadcasts. The last clandestine activity from this country was about two years ago and lasted only for a few broadcasts.

Another new station is something called Arabic Freedom, reported from about 1530 to 1600 sign off on 17540, all in Arabic. The transmitter in question seems quite likely part of the team which airs broadcasts of the anti-Afghan Voice of Unity. 17540 is normally used to carry the "Unity" broadcast, in parallel with 12230 and 15685 at this hour. But on two dates in late January and early February Mathias Kroph, the clandestine column editor of the bulletin of the Danish Shortwave Clubs International, noted Arabic Freedom Radio on 17540 while "Unity" was running on the other two frequencies. A check at our monitoring post found identical programming on 12230 and 15685 and an Arabic speaker on 17540, although the latter outlet was not identified.

Another new outlet is also being noted by Kroph, this for the Voice of the Palestine People's Revolution, which he hears on 18000 from 1330 to 1400 (but perhaps beginning at 1300). Kroph says that a couple of different station ID's seem to be aired and theorizes that it may be the same station or program as the Voice of the Popular Revolution in Palestine. This latter one is, we believe, normally only on MW and/or FM locally. The odd 18000 frequency has recently been reported carrying Libyan broadcasts in single sideband mode.

Radio Bardai, the station (ostensibly) of the Chadian Transitional National Unity Government (GUNT—the folks supported by Libya) has returned to the air after several months of silence. Radio Bardai uses 6009 for broadcasts in French and local Chadian languages from 1100 to 1300 and 1800 to 2000 (usually closer to 2030). During our winter months, the tail end of this latter schedule can sometimes be heard in the east and midwest. Despite years of effort, we have failed to turn up a workable mailing address for this one.

Clandestine enthusiast and friend, George Zeiler of Ohio, reports in A.C.E. on some interesting aspects of the contra's Radio Liberation. George has what he terms a "very reliable anonymous source" who says that the audio feed for Radio Liberation's shortwave service is carried by the "Satcom F4 transponder #4 vertical audio subcarrier at about 5.8 MHz." This satellite feed originates from the Lynchburg, Virginia uplink of Jerry Falwell's Liberty Baptist Network television service. It comes into the Lynchburg satellite uplink facilities though an unmarked phone pair.

George's report goes on to say that another source who is with the Bell system, and familiar with telephone line links to satellite transmitters, notes that not marking a phone pair is an unusual practice. Such pairs are normally marked with the station name for identification purposes.

David Sabo in California monitors the Korean clandestine Voice of the People (in Korean: In-min-se So-nil) on 6605 from 0900 to 1000 in Korean with political commentary and seeming North Korean propaganda, along with some traditional Korean music. The station gives this schedule on the air: 912 at 0500-0600 and 2000 to 2100 6600 0300-0400 and 0900-1000.

David was recently in Korea, and notes that the schedules we recently gave for the other Korean clandestines Voice of National Salvation and Echo of Hope pretty much agree with what I logged in Korea. He notes that, locally in Korea, 4450 and 4457 are usually hit by jammers (presumably from the South) shortly after sign on. Thanks for the great data, David!

Guy Atkins in Washington state hears Iran's Flag of Freedom Radio on 9035 at 1629 sign on to tune out at 1645, in Farsi but also with an English ID at sign on.

Atkins also notes the Voice of Democratic Kampuchea on 9440 from 0005 tune to 0026 sign off in presumed Khmer with ID by woman as "thinh samleng diphit Kampuchea Pracheathipat" just before sign off. Good level in California.

Tom Vega-Byrnes in Illinois catches Radio Venceremos on 6611 from 0217 to 0217, then on 6628 from 0221-0227, then to 6647 from 0227 to 0303. The station suf-
tered from jamming by a continuous tone and also by an unknown Spanish speaking station on 6648. Sign off at 0303 with ID "Radio Venceremos, transmitiendo de Morazan" with frequencies and an address in Mexico City announced.

Robert Ross in Ontario received a QSL card from Radio Halgan, the Somali opposition station, written on a postcard showing St. Stephens Church in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It was signed by Abdirashid A. Sed (P.O. Box 1686 Addis Ababa) who gave the schedule as 1700 to 1753 on 9590 and said the station broadcasts from a mobile transmitter, to which Robert notes that he thought the program was via the Voice of Ethiopia. Radio Halgan would probably like us to believe the "mobile broadcaster" fiction.

Robert also reports his reception of the anti-Chilean government, Radio Magallanes, broadcast via Radio Moscow on 9640 from 0329 to 0334, in Spanish with interval signal and ID as "Aqui Radio Magallanes" by man and woman announcers.

Thanks to all who had a hand in providing some excellent information this time. Keep it coming, please! We need your clandestine station background information, loggings, schedules, QSL copies, literature from groups operating stations and any other information you might run across or have access to. If you wish, we can keep you identity confidential.

Join us again next month. Until then, good hunting!

---

**POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS**

Here's what you've been looking for—
an all new hard-hitting monthly magazine which gives a unique insider's view of what's really going on in the world of communications.

POP' COMM is your primary source of information—bigger and better than any communications magazine, with exciting coverage of scanners, shortwave broadcast & utility stations, spy stations, pirate and clandestine broadcasters, RTTY monitoring, survivalist communications systems, FCC news, wiretapping and bugging, voice scrambling/unscrambling, surveillance/undercover communications, satellite & cable TV, sophisticated telephones, & more. What you've been looking for all along! Take advantage of substantial savings over the newsstand price by subscribing now. Don't miss out on even one single issue of POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS—order your subscription now.

---

**NEW SUPER LONG PLAY TAPE RECORDERS**

12 Hour Model — $105.00* Uses D-120 TAPE

Modified Panasonic Slimline, high quality AC/DC. Records provide 6 continuous hours of quality recording, playback, 8 tracks, built-in features include: Built-in level control. Digital counter, etc. TDK DC-120 Cassette furnished. Only $24.50!

**PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER**

Records calls automatically. All solid state connects to your telephone jack and tape recorder. Starts recording when phone is lifted. Stops when you hang up.

**VOX ACTIVATED CONTROL SWITCH**

Solid state. Self contained. Adjustable sensitivity. VOX can be used with other sound recorder. Uses either 12VDC or 120VAC control or remote microphone. Only $24.50*

*And for now & bring Phone Adapter & Vox $15.00 additional. 

---

**SUBSCRIBE NOW & SAVE!**

**POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS**

76 N Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801

Yes! The NEW POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS is just the magazine I've been looking for! Start sending it to me now! I understand that I may cancel at any time for any reason, and receive a full refund on my unused subscription.

Paid by: [ ] Check [ ] Money Order [ ] MasterCard [ ] Visa

My account number is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Canada and Mexico: one year $20.00 US, two years $39.00 US, three years $58.00 US.

Foreign: one year $22.00 US, two years $63.00 US, three years $94.00 US.

---

**A Great Gift Idea**

Sent the following gift subscription to my friend at my expense. Please indicate your name above. A gift card will be sent.

Paid by: [ ] Check [ ] Money Order [ ] MasterCard [ ] Visa

My account number is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Canada and Mexico: one year $20.00 US, two years $39.00 US, three years $58.00 US.

Foreign: one year $22.00 US, two years $63.00 US, three years $94.00 US.

---
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No more winding up the mike cord in the steering wheel! That's the promise of the new Cobra 33-PLUS CB mobile transceiver. They can make that guarantee because the rig in question doesn't have a mike cord, even though it has a hand-held push-to-talk mike. Surprised? So were we!

The Cobra 33-PLUS is an idea that evolved from the manufacturer's involvement with cordless telephone development. The mike of the Cobra 33-PLUS utilizes innovative infrared technology. With a standard PTT button, the compact cordless CB mike transmits the user's voice to a IR window in the CB unit's front panel. The system has a wide-angle, line-of-sight range of about six feet. The mike has batteries that are maintained at full charge by a low-profile cradle connected directly to the vehicle's power supply.

With this arrangement, the CB rig can be mounted in virtually any convenient location, while the small cordless mike can be placed anywhere within arm's reach. The rig itself is a full-powered 40-channel AM unit. It features a bar-graph signal-strength meter in three colors, up/down electronic tuning, a large LED channel display (with dimmer), and an Instant Channel 9 button. An universal multi-position mounting bracket with a theft-preventing quick-release feature is included.

For clearest possible reception, there's a tone control plus a combo noise blanker/limiter. By the way, a standard mike (with cord) can also be used in place of the cordless mike for those occasions when that form of operation is preferred. The suggested retail of this rig is $239.95.

The Cobra 33-PLUS comes from Cobra Consumer Electronics Group, Dynascan Corp., 6500 West Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60635. You can get info on this set, or find out where your nearest Cobra dealer is, by calling the following toll-free number: 1-800-COBRA-22. Or, you can circle 101 on our Readers Service.

The Enforcer

Inasmuch as questions about FCC enforcement on 27 MHz are always plentiful, this is probably a good opportunity to offer some words on the topic. The words, of course, are merely my own personal views, observations, and opinions.

Until the early 1980's, the FCC seemed to be attempting to regulate and CB, and enforce its rules with an iron fist. Their efforts were never very successful for numerous reasons. When CB'ers realized that they placed themselves in harm's way each time they announced their FCC-assigned call letters, that ended the use of the callsigns—thus giving the FCC yet one more rule violation to be unhappy with CB'ers about.

The FCC mindset in those years was to expect that all licensees in all radio services would respect the agency's regulations with uniform vigor. That concept may have worked in virtually all other services, but CB'ers were too unique to comfortably fit into the FCC's mold. These were, after all, average citizens, who jumped at the opportunity to have fun talking on the radio over low-powered transceivers. To these people, there seemed as little sense in all of the complex FCC rules on the use of the radios, as there would be in regulations for talking on the telephone, or over the back fence. Eventually, many entering CB didn't even bother with taking out the necessary FCC license.

For whatever reason, and with tens of millions of unlicensed stations on the air, the FCC took a more realistic look at dealing with the CB service. The need for licenses was dropped, the rules and regulations were simplified and liberalized into something that vaguely resembled what everybody was doing anyway. This isn't to say that (given the FCC's budget, manpower limitations, and priorities) the agency abandoned 27 MHz enforcement altogether.

The FCC still monitors and pursues stations operating on unauthorized frequencies above and below the edges of the forty-channel CB band. The agency is responsive to the public's complaints of interference coming from CB stations. Most interference complaints probably come as a result of operators running far more transmitter power than the FCC allows on 27 MHz.

Operators who get snagged on any of these violations will probably also be charged with ignoring many additional regulations. Sometimes, the FCC will show up in a community where serious CB violations are especially rampant. The FCC will track down a couple of offenders as an example to other area operators. They'll also attempt to find the local source of illegal equipment (linear amplifiers, export transceivers, etc.) and put it out of commission.

Those who don't fit into any of these high-profile categories will probably have little occasion to hear from the FCC, based upon the agency's recent track record of 27 MHz enforcement. Still, the agency's hope is that 27 MHz operators will, in general, observe the present version of the CB regulations.

Mailbag

Craig Fair, Benton Harbor, MI writes to say that he's been on 27 MHz for more than twenty years. He got started with a Heath
Walter, SSB Network member SSB-83A6, looks like he’s relaxing in the sun.

GW-11, the famous “Lunchbox” rig with the superregenerative receiver. Still owns it, too! Craig also owns an unmodified Tram D-201A deluxe AM/SSB base station rig made about ten years ago. Mostly, Craig wants us to know that he likes CB Scene.

Ron McCracken, of Keswick, Ontario is the Canadian Liaison of REACT International. He comments that while there are plenty of CB mobile units on the air, there is a definite shortage of base stations. Without base stations, particularly in emergencies, mobile units can do little more than talk to one another. That doesn’t do much good in contacting the police, or an ambulance, or the fire department, or a tow truck.

REACT membership, says Ron, rose by 1,000 last year after several years of non-growth. The organization, naturally, wants to continue expanding its network of CB Channel 9 monitors. They also understand that not everybody wants to either join REACT, or monitor Channel 9, but even non-members with base stations standing by on any channel benefit the entire CB service. This will avoid the commonly-heard mobile unit complaint, “I couldn’t raise a base station on any channel.”

Another point Ron brings up is that almost half the mobile emergency calls aren’t responded to as quickly as possible (or fail altogether) because the mobile operators fail to provide sufficient information without regard for a base station reply. The mobile unit may not be able to copy the base station asking for more information, therefore, none is forthcoming. Whether or not a base station has been heard asking for full details, mobile units seeking aid should transmit their identification, specific and exact location, the details of the problem, the nature of any injuries, and what assistance is required.

From reader Chet Smith, R.D. #1 Box 30, Verona, NY 13478 we received a request to ask if any of our readers can furnish him with a schematic for a Formac 40. This is an off-brand import rig that he’s attempting to repair for a neighbor.

Bill, SSB-9475G, P. O. Box 404, Bellemead, NJ 08502, would like to put together a directory of active 27 MHz DX enthusiasts, showing ID’s, first personals, and mailing addresses. Any who would like to be included in such a directory should send their information directly to Bill.

Will Harmon, SSB-18D, Houston, TX drops a note to say that he first found out about our CB Scene column when he read about it in a copy of Tomcat’s Big CB Handbook obtained at a local communications store. Says now that’s he’s found us, he likes what he sees. Will hopes that we’ll regularly remind our readers that local AM and SSB operations don’t easily mix on the same channels. Sidebanders usually congregate on a few channels between 32 and 40, seldom straying down to the AM-only channels between 1 and 29. Unfortunately, Will notes, AM operators don’t seem to be quite as willing to extend the same courtesy.

Will’s point is well taken, and we hope that readers will heed these words of advice in the name of improved communications. By the way, Tomcat’s Big CB Handbook has turned into a runaway bestseller and has already had to be reprinted.

Why not send us a photo of your CB shack?

Most operators should have little reason to have a hostile face-to-face with an FCC field engineer.
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Our foreign QSL of the month is from Svein, SSB Network member SSB-29N, who hails from Norway.
Man Sentenced For Smuggling Illegal CB Radios

A Brooklyn, NY man was sentenced to five years probation, a $10,000 fine, and 300 hours of community service for importing illegal citizens band radios and linear amplifiers, the Federal Communications Commission said. Nachman Brach, president of Granada Electronics Inc., Brooklyn, NY, was convicted of one felony count in U.S. Eastern District Court on November 5, 1987. Brach was in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 2 and 545 which prohibit the smuggling of goods into the United States.

The smuggled CB transmitters and linear amplifiers were not authorized for sale in the United States. The radios operated on frequencies outside the CB Service with unauthorized emissions and excessive transmitter power. This illegal equipment was capable of causing harmful interference to essential public safety and emergency radio services as well as to home electronic entertainment equipment, according to the FCC.

Electronic engineers from the FCC's New York Office and U.S. Customs agents cooperated in the investigation which led to the conviction of Brach. Brach's conviction is part of an ongoing investigation into illegal marketing of radios that earlier led to the October 1986 conviction of Lawrence Wallach, Lynbrook, NY, and Gerard Punnhagen, East Rockaway, NY.

New Experimental Licenses

The Commission took the following actions:

KA2XTF, INTERNATIONAL MOBILE MACHINES. Mobile within 15 mile radius of Philadelphia, Penna., station to operate on 454.275, 454.375, 454.525, 454.625, 459.275, 459.375, 459.525 & 459.625 MHz for development of ultraphone system. The alternative to conventional wireline.

KA2XTN, SPORTSBAND NETWORK, INC. Fixed and mobile within Continental United States, station to operate on 62.0-64.0, 68.0-70.0 & 450-456 MHz to demonstrate the technical feasibility of broadcasting a focused FM quality signal to attendees at live sporting events without causing interference to any authorized radio transmissions and without contributing to frequency congestion.

KA2XTO, SPORTSBAND NETWORK, INC. Fixed and mobile within Continental United States, station to operate on 176-186 MHz to determine the technical and economic feasibility of conducting an on-site, subscription-type, FM quality broadcast to attendees at live sporting events.

KA2XT, AMERICAN ELECTRONIC LABS, INC., Lansdale, Penna., station to operate on 225, 300, 350 and 400 MHz to test antenna under U.S. Government contract.

KA2XTR, TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. Fixed transportable, New York, NY, station to operate on 14,000-14,500 MHz for development and demonstration of Ku-band fly-away earth station for video and audio transmissions.

KA2XTS TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC., Transportable, New York, NY, station to operate on 14,000-14,500 MHz for development and demonstration of Ku-band fly-away earth station for video and audio transmissions.

KA2XTU, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY, El Segundo, Calif., station to operate on 1535-1660 and 6500-8600 MHz for use as an antenna test range.

KA2XTW, MOUNTAIN SIGNAL MEMORIAL, Mount Hood, Oregon, station to operate on various 168 MHz frequencies to aid in search and rescue, locating individuals trapped in and under snow.

KA2XTX, GENERAL ELECTRIC RADIO SERVICES, INC., mobile within 50 mile radius of Syracuse, NY, station to operate in 1215-1400 MHz band as required by U.S. Government contract.

KA2XTY, HOWARD A SINE, North Star County, Alaska, station to operate on 26.9 and 219.9 MHz to detect animals in an area currently under development to determine potential changes in number and movement of animals.

KA2XTZ, DYNETICS, INC., Huntsville, Alabama, station to operate on 9500 MHz for performance testing as required by U.S. Government contract.

KA2XUA, ALASKA, UNIVERSITY OF., Mobile State of Alaska area of Fairbanks, station to operate on 3192.5, 5736.5, 9941.5 & 12256.5 kHz to provide a communication link between field parties and university for safety purposes.

Propose Reorganizing Amateur Radio Service Rules

Because technological advances and operational changes have made the current Amateur Radio Service rules difficult to apply to modern amateur radio communications, the Commission has proposed creating a regulatory environment that will encourage modern techniques, technology and uses of amateur radio.

The Amateur Radio Services consists of the Amateur, Amateur-Satellite and Radio Amateur Civil Emergency services.

Part 97 of the rules governing the Amateur Radio Service has not undergone a major restructuring since 1951 when most communications systems in the service were using high-frequency, hand-keyed telegraphy and amplitude-modulated telephony. Since then, a host of emerging technologies, such as single-sideband and frequency modulated telephony, VHF and UHF repeaters, radioteleprinting, satellite transponders, digital communications, television, etc., have become popular with amateur operators. While rules have been modified or added to accommodate these technologies, the result has been a patchwork quilt of rules surrounding an antiquated structure that is often confusing, particularly to a prospective licensee.

The Commission pointed out that amateur operators have continued to find new ways to use their stations in communications systems, particularly for serving the public during communication emergency situations. Moreover, legislation has made it possible for the FCC to accept the voluntary services of amateur operators in functions formerly done by FCC staff. Amateur operators serving as volunteer examiners prepare, administer and coordinate operator license examinations and assist the Field Operations Bureau in monitoring. Since these trends are likely to continue, it is necessary to reorganize and clarify the rules in recognition of these advancements and to shape the framework upon which future advancements can be incorporated, the FCC said.

FCC Upholds $250 Forefeiture

The Commission has upheld a $250 forefeiture levied against the party boat "FIRST STRING," owned by Paleface, Inc., for not
maintaining a listening watch on VHF distress frequency 156.8 MHz.

"FIRST STRING is an ocean-going, charter fishing boat. Because it carries more than six charter passengers, the boat must be equipped with a VHF marine radio. Under FCC rules, such vessels must maintain a listening watch on 156.8 MHz when the radio is not being used for authorized traffic. On August 3, 1986, FCC personnel in the Los Angeles/Long Beach harbor area determined that the "FIRST STRING" was not maintaining its radio listening watch.

Paleface's president, Russ Izor protested the $250 forfeiture, contending that the Commission had done nothing about the other boats that also were violating the rules. In response, the FCC said: "While our limited resources may result in some violators going unpunished, that does not mean that we cannot impose sanctions against those violators we do find."

**Authorize Additional Modulation For EPIRBs And ELTs**

The Commission authorized additional types of modulation for Emergency Position Indicating Radio beacons (EPIRBs) and Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs) in the maritime and aviation services.

Last May 27, the FCC proposed amending the maritime and aviation services rules (Parts 80 and 87) to add continuous wave (CW) telegraphy and voice (telephony) modulation to the emission classes authorized for use by EPIRBs and ELTs. EPIRBs and ELTs are small battery-powered transmitters carried aboard ships and aircraft to permit search and rescue units to home-in on a vessel or plane in distress. They operate on 121.500 MHz and 124.000 MHz.

ARNAV Systems, Inc. has developed an ELT which transmits a digitally synthesized voice signal, as well as the compulsory swept-sound audio signal. ARNAV's ELT automatically interrupts the swept-sound audio signal every three minutes with the digitally synthesized voice, which provides the aircraft identification number, the time the ELT was activated and, in some cases, the aircraft coordinates. ARNAV has applied for type acceptance of its device and requested authorization for ELTs that meet FAA technical standards.

Additionally, at the request of the parties participating in this proceeding, the power distribution and frequency shift of the transmitter carrier have been changed to facilitate the reception of EPIRB and ELT signals by the COSPAS/SARSAT satellites. For newly manufactured EPIRBs, the frequency shift and carrier power distribution requirements become effective April 1, 1988; July 2, 1988, for newly installed Class A EPIRBs; and August 2, 1991, for those Class A EPIRBs used to satisfy U.S. Coast Guard requirements. Also, the FCC required newly manufactured ELTs to meet the frequency shift and carrier distribution standards after April 1, 1988.

---
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YOUR GUIDE TO SHORTWAVE "UTILITY" STATIONS

Andy Gordon, CT has furnished another MARS callsign—NNNOCYU which is assigned to the USCG Cutter Vigilant WMEC-617. Andy also sent along the callsign NJAC which has been assigned to the USS San Jacinto CG-56. This is a newly commissioned (1988) Guided Missile Cruiser of the "Ticonderoga" class.

Trevor Stanley, AZ tells us he is a first time reporter to the column and he uses a NRD-515 and a Sony 2010. His antennas are a Dressler ARA-30 active antenna and a 60' long-wire.

"Finally got my act together and typed up my loggings." So writes Terry O'Laughlin, WI who added he only sends beacon loggings if the station is 25 watts or less and over 500 miles distant. His shack consists of an ICOM R-71A, Motorola built R-390A, and R-390, Hanmarlund SP-600 and SP-400VLF with a dipole on the roof of his apartment building. He also has a homebrew LW active antenna and homebrew LW/MW loop with internal preamp.

Clem Arnold, MO wrote "I recently started listening to long waves and am amazed at what I am finding." Clem pointed out that those interested in weather from other parts of the country can find it for the East on 194 kHz, the South on 206 kHz, the Midwest on 338 kHz and central Canada on 248 kHz. Clem commented that his new antenna "gets me hundreds of signals, where before, I could hear just a handful."

GD of NY recently made a trip to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and while there had the experience of being in the eye of a hurricane. During his stay in Rio, he did some monitoring with his Sony ICF-4910.

From Patrick O'Connor. NH we received some more QSL addresses:

VIS—Sydney Radio, Box 7000 GPO, Sydney, NSW 2001, Australia
FDY—Radiostation de Forces Aerienne, Le Chef des Transmissions, Escadron Electronique 1/800, F-45000 Orleans, Bricy, France.
HO-9919—"Bigorange XII", Swire Pacific Offshore, 7th Floor, Swire House, 9 Connaught Rd., GPO Box 1, Hong Kong.

Patrick also provided a correction for an item in the March column for the 12432 kHz entry. "The ship WGWC is named 'OMI Wabash'; a few years back 'Ogden Marine' changed hands and name to 'OMI Marine'; most of the ships named 'Ogden . . . ' were renamed 'OMNI . . . ' Only 'Ogden Exporter' retained the original prefix; the rest were renamed.

A newcomer to the hobby is Marty Blaise, TX who uses a Realistic DX-400 with a 120-foot indoor longwire antenna. Ed. Note: If that antenna is inside, it must look like a pretzel!

Comparing a few unidentified loggings from readers, with some I had copied, revealed they were the same activity—namely a link which reportedly serves the Cuban Military Forces in Angola. To give you some background, we have to go back a number of years when an anonymous reader informed me that the Cuban Ministry of Defense, Maritime Forces had a long-distance link to Angola...

One of the few uses QSL's ever known to emerge from the USSR. Tom Kneitel earned this prepared reply when in 1956 from CW station LYG (5940 kHz). LYG was in Kaunas, Lithuanian SSR. The station was monitored on 1 December and the QSL was promptly mailed back to Tom on 23 December.

Flip side of Tom Kneitel's QSL from station LYG showing the official Soviet postal cancellations dated only 3 weeks after Tom's reception.

When Steve McDonald, BC, Canada had his PFC returned he also received a photograph of the ship.
Mr. Patrick O'Connor,  
Capt. H. G. Carter,  
"Bigorange XI1"  
Swire Pacific Offshore,  
7th Floor,  
Swire House,  
9, Connaught Road,  
GPO Box 1,  
Hong Kong.  
17 January 1988

Dear Sir,

many thanks for your letter of 19th December 1987, concerning the reception of my radio transmission to Portland Radio (U.K.).

The vessel was at that time at the southern end of the Red Sea being on passage from Jabel Ali in the United Arab Emirates (Persian Gulf) to Augusta, Sicily. The radio being used was a Sailor (Danish) 80 watt T127 SSB transceiver with a whip antenna, and I would also like to mention that at that same time I was receiving a lot of radio interference from Honolulu Coastguard which although was many thousands of miles away was being received as "clear as a bell", there must have been gnomes in the ionosphere that night.

The vessel "Bigorange XI1" is an oil well stimulation ship on charter to Dowell Schlumberger concerning with increasing the production of oil wells in the Persian Gulf area, operating in the Mediterranean area, the gross tonnage of the vessel is 855 tons and, to the untrained eye resembles an ocean going tug, however she is fitted with many kinds of specialist machinery including chemical tanks.

Yours sincerely,

H. G. Carter,  
"Bigorange XI1"

Patrick O'Connor, NH received this interesting letter in reply to his reception report.

Foreign Affairs (MINREX) RTTY traffic often had message headings encrypted in a simple monoalphabetic system. He sent along the recovered plaintext values and some further details regarding a Cuban Military link between Cuba and Angola including several frequencies.

In checking out these frequencies it was noted that some message headings were encrypted by the identical system used for some RTTY MINREX message headings. This RTTY traffic was readily identifiable due to the appearance of multi-Z's as heading/text separators. When sent via CW, the heading was in the clear, i.e., "151 URG DEL COBRA AL JAGUAR GR91 BT." Sometimes the headings for the RTTY messages were sent in the clear, but being encrypted. Why this was done is difficult to fathom.

To date, three modes of transmission have been seen, RTTY, CW and Voice. The usual RTTY parameters are 425/45 although some 425/50 operation has also been observed. Tuning transmissions consist of lengthy sequences of RY's with no call signs or other identification features.

Frequencies noted to date are: Cuba—6614.9, 6624, 10221, 14810, 19640 kHz; Angola—10587, 19903, 20550, 20723 kHz. Frequencies 18690 and 20106 kHz have not as yet been confirmed as to users. Contacts have taken place throughout the day and evening.

Coded address designates are employed and they indicate JAGUAR is in Angola and COBRA in Cuba. Also in Cuba, but less frequently seen in traffic, is the designator COYOTE.

The cipher system reported in use is as follows:

CIPHER ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
PLAIN ZIAMYDSPQVRJSBGP UTCHFLXWNE

You will note in the following example that because Cipher Zeqals Plain E and Z is also used as the separator, E's are omitted from the plaintext heading:

CIPHER ZZZZ YKZSBYRGZGJYRCZ PRGZVZCMOCJZCVZSN KCZPRGZKCBPZPBPRZ

PLAIN NR CINTO NOVANTA PTO DL JAGUAR AL COBRA PTO RAPIDO PTO

An encrypted text follows the 2 separators and prints out as garbage. Needless to say, the text is not encrypted by the same system utilized for the message headings!

After inserting the omitted E's in their appropriate positions and translating, the heading becomes "NR 190, FROM JAGUAR TO COBRA RAPID."

In addition to the RTTY encrypted (garbage) transmissions, some 5E traffic has also been passed via that mode. 5F and 5L groups have both been heard on CW but only 5F groups noted on voice.

Terms and abbreviations in use on the link include:

- CLA(se) - IMMEDIATE
- ENTREGA IMMEDIATE
- URG(ente) - URGENT
- RAP(pdo) - RAPID
- AVION - ROUTINE
- CTA(?) - MESSAGE
- PTO(punto) - PERIOD
- QEC(?) - Not the Q Signal.
- VOY F1 - Applies to uniden type of message
- Shifting to RTTY

In operator chatter, locations appear to be represented by numerical designators such as 185, 547, etc.

Many of the foregoing procedures, terms and abbreviations are also in use on Cuban MINREX frequencies.

Utility Station Intercepts  
(All Times Are UTC)

159: Noise bursts at 2116, 6 sec on then 17 sec off, then 13 sec on w/cycle rptd. Pulses were 1 long & 2 short. Sounded the same with reap sent to any mode (Vendetti, NJ).

204: Beacon JAU, Juckesboro, TN at 1440 (J.M., KY); Beacon EQY, Monroe Apt., Wesley, NC (Williams, SC). EQY's ID changing to TWL—Ed.  
206: Beacon GSL, Galveston, TX w/x at 0401 (Blaklaws, TX).

207: Beacon APR (possible AUR on 206 kHz from Cornelia, GA (Williams, SC).  
212: Beacon DCC, Washington, DC at 0323 (Miller, WI).

219: Beacon GEO, Georgetown, OH at 1645 (J.M. KY).  
214: Beacon GVA, Henderson, KY at 0331 (Miller, WI).

233: Beacon HEM, Sparta, TN at 0711 (J.M., KY).
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This is to confirm reception of Station:  
KK3NP  
on Frequency: 13387 KHz CW  
at DTG: 29 NOV 1987 1620UTC  

DIPLOMATIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE  
United States Department of State  
Washington, D.C. 20502  

And here is a Department of State acknowledgement received by Patrick O'Connor.

236: Beacon GHI, Grand Isle, LA at 0403 (Blaiso, CT).  
239: Beacon FE, Forestville, QUE, at 0619  
(J.M., KY).  
257: Beacon TBY, Oxford, CT at 0312 (Van Waarde, CT).  
268: Beacon T, Ambrose Light Tower, NY at 0603; Beacon MP, Montauk Point, NY at 0401  
(Vendetti, NJ).  
279: Beacon YLK, Lakehead, QUE, at 0350 (J.M.).  
303: Beacon CL, Clinton Harbor, CT at 0700.  
306: Beacon KP, Harbor Point, CT at 0619; Beacon VM, Old Field Point Light, CT at 0501  
(Blaise, TX).  
327: Beacon QX, Waterbury-Oxford Ant., CT at 0400 (Van Waarde, CT).  
331: Beacon FND, BWT Ant., MD at 0455 (Pat O'Connor, MD).  
347: Beacon ZIN, Great Inagua, Bahamas at 0434  
(Vendetti, NJ).  
369: Beacon 4X, Loc du Bonnet, MAN at 0917  
(O'Laughlin, WI).  
368.5: Beacon SE, 1710 (Vendetti, NJ).  
370: Beacon AG, Wgren, SD at 0345 (Malley).  
400: Beacon FO, Suffolk Co. Apt., Westhampton, NY at 0325 (Van Waarde, CT). This is a beacon; AAF base from WW II; still looks like it did 45 years ago. Beacon FO's transmitting site is now Ft. Noyers, NY.  
404: Beacon IUB, Baltimore, MD at 0114  
(Vendetti, NJ).  
408: Beacon LQK, Piccans, SC (Williams, SC).  
411: Beacon VFU, Van Wezel Wt, OH at 0403  
(O'Connor, NP).  
415: Beacon SLS, Salinas, Ecuador at 0412  
(O'Connor, NH).  
417: Beacon HQT, Coats, NC at 0901  
(O'Laughlin, WI).  
422: Beacon FTP, Ft. Payne, AL at 0855  
(O’Laughlin, WI).  
436: Beacon NNY (Williams, SC). Could this one be on 435 kHz, Washington, D.C.?—Ed.  
454: JEGP3, Paramaribo Flag tower, Fukuoka, wkg vsy at CW in 0322 (McDonald, BC).  
460: DFCU, Korean hulk carrier Korean Jode in CA at 0534 wkg KLB (McDonald, BC).  
500: NMP, unid sending VYV in CW at 0108  
(Vendetti, NJ). Although I don’t have a listing for NMP, my records show NMP7; 7-9, & others in this series to be USCG in Lake Michigan area—Ed.  
524: Beacon AJG, Mr. Carmel, IL at 0425  
(O’Connell, NH).  
2056: VACL, Coast Guard, Tofino, BC at 0648,  
VAG, CG at Bull Harbour, BC at 0651, VAK, CG at 0710; CG at 0725; CG at 0813 (O’Connor).  
374: Beacon AK, Little Creek (VA) at 0850  
(O’Connell, NH).  
396: Beacon YLI, YLI, YLI, YLI at 0828  
(O’Connell, NH).  
410: Beacon K, K, K, K at 0838  
(O’Connell, NH).  
747: Two USCG cutters in coms at 0732,  
shifting from slo-mo to clear USB (Fernandez, MA).  
705: YLGG repeating Papa Lima (should be Papa November); Switched to Papa November at 1805 & into 5F, Lima then came up on 1260 kHz w/tsf. Both in AM-mode (O’Connor, NH).  
743.8: USCG Comms, Corpus Christi, TX wkg LK  
(Norwegian ship at 0410; LX1W welcoming me on AM; also in AM-mode (O’Connor).  
726: YL/GG repeating Papa Lima (should be Papa November); Switched to Papa November at 1805 & into 5F, Lima then came up on 1260 kHz w/tsf. Both in AM-mode (O’Connor, NH).  
727.3: USN vessels w/tactical ID’s Sandfior & Heloe.  
Metal wkg Little Creek (VA) at 0815; LK1W welcoming me at AM (O’Connell).  
2052: VACL, Coast Guard, Tofino, BC at 0648,  
VAG, CG at Bull Harbour, BC at 0651, VAK, CG at 0710; CG at 0725; CG at 0813 (O’Connor).  
218: EJN, Mallinhead, Ireland in USB at 2355  
each ship (V#O’Connor).  
243.8: USCG Comms, Corpus Christi, TX wkg LK  
(Norwegian ship at 0410; LX1W welcoming me on AM; also in AM-mode (O’Connor, NH).  
269: Two USCG cutters in coms at 0732,  
shifting from slo-mo to clear USB (Fernandez, MA).  
270.5: YL/GG repeating Papa Lima (should be Papa November); Switched to Papa November at 1805 & into 5F, Lima then came up on 1260 kHz w/tsf. Both in AM-mode (O’Connor, NH).  
271.3: USN vessels w/tactical ID’s Sandfior & Heloe.  
Metal wkg Little Creek (VA) at 0815; LK1W welcoming me at AM (O’Connell).  
549: YL/GG in AM-mode at 0647 w/tsf (Fernandez, MA).  
549.5: Colorado Wing net CAP in USB at 1438,  
YL running the NC (Wolfeston, AZ).  
541: Extensive and continuing radio checks by a net at 1007 in USB. Included Check Point 0, 1, 7, 10, 20; vehicles Y0, Y0, Y0, Y0, & 93 (O’Connor).  
541.5: KDR, Rome, New York w/CW at 0647 (O’Connor).  
541.7: HRO, Rome, New York w/CW at 0647 (O’Connor).  
627: 1 CAP slow kW KXQ266, Dallas, TX  
(Turbine) (O’Connor).  
640: CAF, Cape Kennedy, FL at 0603  
(O’Connor).  
647: To VHF 2190, Lima, Peru at 0647 (O’Connor).
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www.americanradiohistory.com
12180: Hound sent SL cut @ gap in CW at 1407. Cut t's same as 2526 & 12160 kHz (White, ME).
12576: SBOW (un-ID but Cyprus allocation) in CW at 1397 w/marker (Kirk, CT).
12604: ICWV, ship Monte Oliveto in CW at 1926 w/marker (O’Connor, NY).
12643: ZEVA, ship Landau Peak in CW at 2027 w/marker P00 (Kirk, CT).
12677: PMGC, Pangang, Malaysia in CW at 2330 w/CQ market (Ross, ONT).
12709: HAP, Malta in CW at 1258 w/VVV markers (Ross, ONT).
12775: XPU, Varencruz, Mexico in CW at 1405 w/marker (Kirk, CT).
12877: DEFF, Manila, Philippines in CW at 2343 c/q CQ (Ross, ONT).
13211: More paid to Nutshell w/avg check & alphanumeric msg on SAC "BW/ABNCSP freq, USB at 1771 (Sabo, CA).
13275: Y7V, FMX, V7Y, Y7V, YAK, (pass USN) in USB at 1436 w/comms re missile firing (A. Novick, MO).
13312: FOX3, Boing Aeronautic, Seattle, WA to Boeing 5131 in USB at 1821. A/C talked about having trouble w/WPR switch (Sabo, CA). Note 11316 kHz correctly Ed. –
13463: Cell call in on it’s U/S NGNWTU DTU/RF continuously in CW at 1847. At 1850 changed to MIT GNW RAWUD (J.M., KY).
13603: CQ DQ CQ in 25-wpm CW at 1807. Into IFC of ZL, IL, & LA (Jones White, ME). Believed to be Vietnamese diplop (Inf. Prev note at April 1979). 13240, 13244, 13248, 13279, 13281, 13270, 13190, 13195.5, 14617, 14567, 18947, 18950 kHz. Lt O in place of Q. QRX sent as 2100G. More have seen Vietnamese P1 message in -
13637: SBW in CW at 1528 (Kneitel, NY).
13653: NMO, USCG Command Honolulu, HI w/mgr in CW at 0130 to EBCBS, Spanish Navy vessel Elcano. Mag re course locating for voyage from Tahiti to Lasapa, Peru. Based upon msg, this is a sailing vessel (Ed.).
13992: AAVAK, NCS of ARMY MARINE in USH at 2310. NCS tells Mountainier I Alfo he has Tracker AFB (OK) on the line & is trying to arrange a patch (Krammer, CA).
14408: AGADU, USAF MARIN Quinta, Ecuador which used AFA22, USB at 1405 (L.M., KY).
14441: s/nL, USB Baisindir (CCN-25) in USB at 1340 c/q any state, besides station (Cooper, CA). 13013: MACC-1C, tramp in USB from 1921-1933 w/patches thru McClayl ABF to Discord (22F/AF Ops, Travis AFB, CA). Then to Andrews AFB, MD (MAC, CP & Andrews Metro) (Sabo, CA).
14629: AAR4 & E446 w/IFC from Commander 3rd Bde to 2nd Inf at 1808 (O’Laughlin, WI).
14642: CW from sta. 1200 repeating sequence 4241 for VWP. Then NE-70B GR 43 BT, FMX, V7Y, YAK (Ed.);
14630: CW marker at 1305: 454 (sent X6) BT (sent X2), Letter is c/o 9. 1605, 16440.6: WHDS7, Defense Advisory Systems, MD being called by a ship w/callsign WXY5, USB at 1452 (Ed.).
14642: PFF2Z, un-ID ship in USB at 1431 c/q un-ID share to see replacing patch. Commms sounded like Greek language. Loc was Gulf of Mexico (Ed.).
16375: 4THN, ship Crusader Venture in CW at 1393 c/q NMO O’Connor, CA in USB.
16670: DSKY, ship Co-Op Grain in CW at 1421 c/q KH (O'Connor, NH).
16728: IRZ, ship Sukokuson Maru w/patch ETA in CW at 1421 (J.M., KY).
16797: D9XS, ROY vessel Hoi Soa w/kg HLO in CW at 2227 (Klai, WA).
18624: BOPE in CW at 2238 c/q BOZC, both PRC vessels (Kirk, CT).
18661: P4X, Jakarta R., Indonesia c/q CW in QSL at 1331 (Kneitel, NY).
17081: JPA, Chuy Groguro (Matsuro), Japan in CW at 2121 w/marker (Kirk, CT).
17079: WMRT, Baltimore Radio, MD w/w in CW at 2111 (Kirk, CT).
17975: Cardboard at 2330 w/alphanumeric 3c, fall by Mama Bear w/marker on 2235. Was USB on SAC’s Tong channel (Sabo, CA).
18027: SAM 26000 w/patch thru Andrews AFB, MD to SAM/CP in USB, from 2014-2026. This is Footr 17 freq in Mystic Star Net (Sabo, CA).
18029: 02 sls 01 3 03 relaying net freq in USB at 1659 (Kirk). Chameleon c/q Category Trending sig of 2047, also USB (L.M., KY).
18464: Aisle of USB at 2277 receiving msg from "10450 that the party is on." Anti-smuggling ops (Krammer, CA).
18797: 02 sls 01 3 03 relaying net freq in USB at 1659 (Kirk). Chameleon c/q Category Trending sig of 2047, also USB (L.M., KY).
19285: Fax w/kg Echo 21 in CW at 2155. Echo 21 stated he was in Lima (Peru); needs next C130 a/c to pick up mail last on mission (Corrin, CA).
20685: Fax 4 w/kg Echo 21 in CW at 2155. Echo 21 stated he was in Lima (Peru); needs next C130 a/c to pick up mail last on mission (Corrin, CA).
21292: 3F1H, Remember two back calator MVS Seion w/CJS in CW at 0121 (McDonald, BC).
The good news we announced last month about the coming to shortwave of Radio Caroline has since been offset a bit by the bad news regarding the station’s QSL policy. Apparently verifications for reception of Radio Caroline are pretty hard to come by. The address in Lynbrook, NY mentioned last month (which was taken from the 1988 WRTH) is no longer correct. Caroline’s US representative, RSL Communications, has moved and is now supposedly located at 54 Plainfield Avenue, East Rockaway, NY 11518–1230. But so far there have been no replies from this address either. The station announces an address of “Radio Caroline, New York, NY 11518” which, based on the zip code used, is surely the East Rockaway address.

Alexander Durant of Albany, NY hears the station with its rock format and an ID of “Caroline 558” on 6210 from 0130 tune in. “558” is, of course, the medium wave channel which has been duplicated on shortwave much of the time, although more recently there has been some separate programming on the shortwave frequency. I’m told. L. Klersok in Goteborg, Sweden says that the new transmitters of Radio Finland are blocking reception there of the 963 frequency.

The Voice of Free Long Island was heard by Steven L. Sachs in Highland Park, IL, with a test broadcast at 0101 on 7475. The broadcast lasted only a couple of minutes before the station left the air. Steve’s QSL for that reception indicates the station was back on that night from 0400 to 0500. In Michigan, Tim Trompe heard the station from 0430 to 0520 on 7415. The program was all Led Zeppelin and Billy Joel music and included a commentary about Reagan, phone calls and a DX tips feature with “DX Darren.” Tim says he called in and was put on the air. He also heard a call from fellow Pirate’s Den reporter, Steve Sachs and, in all, four or five calls were aired that evening. Bradley G. Lucken of Cincinnati was tuned in at about the same time and notes most of the announcing was by “The General.” According to the QSL, the station uses 100 watts to a dipole 65 feet high.

Dave Bornstein in Centereach, NY spotted all Y-L station WYMN on 7411.7 from 0138 to 0220. The station played country music and announced “Hello, this is WYMN. Get in touch with us frequently, we usually respond.” See the QSL illustration this month.

W. Nelson Chisholm is an engineer in Miami who spotted a station calling itself “The Big 1620” on 1620 kHz operating from sunset that evening to sunrise the next day and repeating that schedule for the next couple of days. Program was music via satellite VH-1 and the Music Channel, with a comedy sketch also aired. Mr. Chisholm estimates at least 100 watts of power and says his radio direction finding equipment indicates a location may be Hibiscus Island on the Interoastal Waterway system between Palm Beach and Miami Beach. He wonders if anyone else has noted this station.

Michael Zahn, Entertainment Reporter for the Milwaukee (WI) Journal sends one of his columns in which he covers a pirate station being run by “Commander Todd”. The station operates on 107.1 FM and announces as “The nation’s music source—modern rock 107 for the best in new music.” It even airs a local mailing address—P.O. Box 92871, Milwaukee, 53202. Zahn checked this out and learned the box is rented by a person apparently representing something called WTPS, Cable FM 107, located in a duplex on the city’s east side. A visit to that address by Zahn brought a denial of any knowledge by the fellow who answered the door. Zahn suspects that Commander Todd may, in fact, be Todd Ciske, who formerly worked at WMSE-FM (the station of the Milwaukee School of Engineering) who put pirate WTPS on the air at 104.5 back in 1983 and was eventually closed down by the FCC. WTPS was later established as an over-cable FM station but that arrangement ceased in 1984.

An unidentified pirate was found by Wes Munro of Seattle. He heard the station while at a cabin on Lake Quinault in Washington’s Olympic Mountains. The station operated around 92 MHz on the FM band and simply aired the same album all day long! On Monday, it was Mark Isham’s “Vapor Drawings” for the full day. Another new age type album was played all day Tuesday, though Wes doesn’t know which it was, but would like to. No announcements were heard on this station.
If you live next to the water, and if you are looking for some excitement with the United States Coast Guard, you may wish to join the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary.

The United States Coast Guard Auxiliary is the civilian component of the U.S. Coast Guard. You don't need a boat to join, and there is plenty that you can do with a local U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary flotilla from your home base.

The purpose of the Auxiliary is to assist the United States Coast Guard in the following areas:
1. To promote safety and to effect rescues on and over the high seas and on navigable waters;
2. To promote efficiency in the operation of motor boats and yachts;
3. To foster a wider knowledge of, and better compliance with, the laws, rules, and regulations governing the operation of motor boats and yachts; and,
4. To facilitate other operations of the Coast Guard.

With large cutbacks in the United States Coast Guard’s operating budget, Coast Guard Auxiliary members may have plenty to do both on the water as well as on shore. One of those shore-side positions might be a radio operator. Or possibly a local emergency communications coordinator, with a sophisticated VHF automatic direction finder on shore to assist the Coast Guard locating vessels in distress.

Joining the Coast Guard Auxiliary is not a military assignment. You have no military responsibilities by joining your local Coast Guard Auxiliary flotilla, nor are you permitted to take direct action in chasing down drug smugglers, or enforcing local speed violations.

Here are some of the primary programs of the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary (known as the four cornerstones):
- Courtesy marine examinations
- Public education
- Operations
- Fellowship

As a radio communicator, it’s the “operations” that should be of keen interest to you. This could include actual patrols in a boat, aircraft, or vehicle along the water’s edge; search and rescue missions; and communications to a local Coast Guard unit regarding discrepancies in local aids to navigation.

In Newport Beach, California, one popular radio post is the VHF automatic direction finder station high atop a big bank building overlooking the Pacific Ocean. This radio facility and the automatic direction finder equipment has provided a valuable source of vessel location information that is then relayed to a local Coast Guard unit.

The following channels in the VHF spectrum are found in most Coast Guard and Coast Guard Auxiliary radio stations:
- Channel 16 156.800 MHz
- International distress and calling channel
- Channel 22A 157.100 MHz
- Coast Guard liaison channel between commercial and recreational boaters and local Coast Guard and Coast Guard Auxiliary units
- Channel 83A 157.175 MHz
- U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary channel
- Channel 81A 157.075 MHz
- U.S. Coast Guard (only) working channel
- Channel 82 157.125 MHz
- U.S. Coast Guard (only) working channel
- Channel 23 157.150 MHz
- U.S. Coast Guard (only) working channel

Coast Guard Auxiliary members that may also possess an amateur radio operator’s permit may be allowed on the following government repeater frequencies, just outside of their local 2-meter repeater band limits:
- 148.305 input
- 143.875 output
- 143.280 simplex

One of the most popular VHF handheld transceivers among Coast Guard Auxiliarists, who also hold an Amateur Radio license, is the ICOM H-16. This 16-channel, programmable, handheld transceiver has unlimited transceiver capabilities between 140 MHz to 173 MHz. This allows the Coast Guard Auxiliarist to key enter marine channels, Coast Guard channels, and Amateur Radio channels all in one neat, compact unit. A priority feature allows the unit to sample VHF Channel 16, the international distress and calling channel, approximately once every second while the unit is receiving on an alternate channel. The ICOM H-16 may also scan selected channels and bypass locked out channels, such as local weather frequencies.

Coast Guard units also operate on numerous government frequencies in the 30 MHz, 41 MHz, 164 MHz, 171 MHz, and 417 MHz region. A good quality programmable scanner should have little trouble in receiving these frequencies and searching for activity. Coast Guard Auxiliary members may receive special permission to operate on certain VHF frequencies authorized by local Coast Guard units.

If you’re not located next to a large body of water, you may still tune into a hotbed of Coast Guard and Coast Guard Auxiliary activity on high frequency single sideband. The following frequencies are utilized by Coast Guard units throughout the country, upper sideband, with range depending on the frequency:
- 2.182 MHz—International distress and calling frequency
- 2.670 MHz—U.S. Coast Guard working channel
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4,428.7 MHz—500-mile Coast Guard working channel
6,506.4 MHz—Gulf Coast Guard working channel
8,765.4 MHz—Medium-range Coast Guard working channel
13,113.2 MHz—Long-range Coast Guard working channel
17,307.3 MHz—Day/evening long-range Coast Guard working channel

On these channels, you may hear the distress calls from thousands of miles out at sea. It's not uncommon to hear sinking vessels giving the Coast Guard their abandonment messages, or Coast Guard helicopters communicating down to stranded mariners in a life raft. If you have an SSB receiver with general coverage, try and tune in these channels for some real Coast Guard activity. If you would like the excitement of working with the United States Coast Guard, do consider the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary and the radio unit within your local U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary flotilla. Contact your local U.S. Coast Guard office for a list of local Coast Guard Auxiliary flotillas near you. Attend one of their monthly meetings and see how you might fit in.

Even if you've never been on the water, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary could use you with your radio expertise. If you're looking for excitement, and don't mind getting your feet wet, the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary may be just the thing for you!
A Ten-Meter Mystery

If your limited-space shortwave antenna isn’t cutting the mustard, is higher transmitter power the only alternative? The FCC Amateur Radio rules state, in part, that “amateur stations must use no more than the minimum power necessary to carry out the desired communications” (Section 97.67[a]). In English, that means “use only as much power as you need.” Joe Patten, KA8JXM, of Westland, Michigan, wonders if more power would solve his 10-meter mystery:

“I live in a condominium. Four units to a building. No outside antennas are allowed. I use a wire quad loop attached to the ceiling of my two-car garage. I have had very good luck with it on 15 meters. To date, I’ve confirmed 94 countries on 15. Hoping to get going on 10-meter SSB and CW, I put a 10-meter quad loop inside the 15-meter antenna, but the results have been very poor so far. The antenna is eight feet above the floor (I realize that is a serious drawback, but I can’t change it). The problem seems to be that my Kenwood TS-180S transceiver puts out 90 watts on 15-meter CW and 85 watts on 10-meter CW. Is there an amplifier available to increase the output to 200 W? If so, I would appreciate your sending me the name of the supplier.”

To a homeowner on “an average city lot” (whatever that is!), Joe’s situation may seem pretty tough. But Joe is not alone. Many Hams—including me—live in apartments, condominiums and planned communities in which antenna space is limited for one reason or another. Despite this, they work plenty of shortwave DX, qualify for operating awards and generally have a fine time on the air.

Joe is one such Ham. He has confirmed 94 countries on 15-meter CW—just six countries short of qualifying for the DX Century Club! All it took was a very modest indoor antenna and less than half of the 200 W maximum transmitter power allowed to Novices and Technicians using the 15-meter band. Overall, Joe’s station is doing a great job on 15.

But what’s wrong on 10 meters? Someone who can work 94 countries with 90 W and an indoor antenna on 15 has the operating skill necessary to do as well on 10 with the same transmitter power, propagation and band activity permitting. Joe’s problem can’t be “cockpit error”—and his setup doesn’t differ much between 10 and 15 meters. His 10-meter antenna is mounted inside the 15-meter loop, so both antennas are at the same height above the floor. (In terms of wavelength, the 10-meter loop is a bit higher than the 15-meter antenna, but that should help, if anything.) What gives? Should Joe increase transmitter power on 10 meters after all?

In my opinion, Joe doesn’t need more transmitter power—yet. Here’s why:

1. Joe’s rig puts out 85 watts on 10 meters—just 5 W less than it does on 15. That’s “as close as makes no difference,” as a Scotch co-worker used to say. When the band opens and stations are there to work, 85 W on 10 meters will do as well as 90 W on 15, assuming the same antenna gain. Because Joe uses the same antenna configuration on both bands, both antennas probably exhibit similar gain—if they’re working properly.

2. Amazing as it may seem, an amplifier capable of boosting 85 W to 200 W would almost certainly not be worth the money and effort spent acquiring it—unless, the amp is free! Power increases and decreases are usually enumerated in terms of decibels (dB), and most radio folk agree that an amplifier isn’t worth installing unless it increases power by a factor of at least 4 (6 dB). To stay legal, though, Joe must limit his output power to 200 W or less. Increasing 85 W to 200 is a gain of only 3.7 dB—just over half an “S unit” on many receiver and transceiver S meters. Such a small power increase should be considered only as a last resort. (The question may be academic, anyway. I don’t know of anyone who markets a 3.7-dB gain amplifier for the 28-MHz Ham band!)

3. An indoor antenna is usually much closer to stereo, TV, telephone and similar consumer electronic gear than an outdoor antenna. Keeping power down is the best way to keep from interfering with such equipment when you use an indoor antenna.

It looks like a power increase isn’t such a hot idea—yet. I suggest modifying the antenna system instead. Clue: Joe’s 10-meter loop is mounted inside of his 15-meter antenna. Hunch: The 15-meter loop is messing up the performance of the 10-meter antenna somehow. This can be proven by temporarily removing the 15-meter loop and giving the 10-meter antenna a try “all on its lonesome.”

If the 10-meter loop works well by itself, the permanent solution seems to be one antenna that can be switched between 10 and 15 meters. My apartment antenna system is similar. Each side of my half-wave, 30-meter dipole has clips that can be opened to break the wire at strategic points. I open the outer pair of clips to make a 20-meter half-wave dipole; opening the inner pair of clips further shortens the dipole legs for 15 meters. I haven’t the room to install separate dipoles far enough apart so that they don’t interact. For my money, one good multiband indoor antenna is better than several mediocre, destructively interacting indoor antennas any day!

If the lone 10-meter antenna doesn’t work, something in the garage ceiling—wiring or metal framework—may be resonant on 10 meters and absorbing 10-meter energy. Changing the antenna location or configuration may help. If antenna fiddling—including trying other antenna types, such as a dipole—doesn’t improve the situation, in-
Increasing power to 200 W is the last thing to try. But a 4.7-dB power increase won't make the difference between an antenna that works and one that doesn't.

In the worst case, Joe may be "out of luck" as far as efficient 10-meter operation from the condominium is concerned. But that's not as bad—as or as final—as it sounds: There's always VHF, UHF and portable/mobile operation—and he's got it made on 15!

**It's a Challenge**

Limited antenna space seems to offer so few shortwave antenna alternatives that even long-time Hams may opt for "radio silence" rather than experimenting to come up with a workable antenna. I fell into this trap myself: My indoor 30-meter dipole works well on 30, 20 and 15 meters, but as a dipole (a single wire, broken and fed at the center) it got nowhere fast on 40. After moaning for nearly two years that "I can't get out on 40" I tried feeding the dipole at one end—as one continuous wire. Surprise: This 40-meter antenna netted me 39 contacts in a recent QRP (low-power) CW contest. Transmitter power: 5 watts. I used the living-room baseboard heater as a ground.

Got an Amateur Radio topic you would like to read about in The Ham Column? How about sending in a picture of your shack? Write me at ARRL, Dept. N, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111.
WHAT'S HAPPENING: INTERNATIONAL SHORTWAVE BROADCASTING BANDS

You can look for still another addition to the ranks of shortwave broadcasters in the United States, WWCR (World Wide Christian Radio) in Nashville, Tennessee, with a 100 kilowatt transmitter. A time/frequency schedule issued a few months ago showed intended broadcasts at 1300 and 0000 on 15690 beamed to Europe and also at 0200 and 0600 on 7520, beamed to Canada. The station is affiliated with local outlets WMQM in Memphis, WNQM in Nashville and WITA in Knoxville, Tennessee which are all religious broadcasters. WWCR will make its mark by selling block airtime to religious groups and political organizations. The station's mailing address is 3314 West End Avenue, Nashville, TN 37203.

The Voice of Germany seems set on continuing to expand its horizons so as to make its signal received well around the world—despite (perhaps in part because of) the disastrous decision placing the Sri Lanka relay right in the middle of what was to become the center of Tamil unrest. Test usage of the transmitters of Radiobras in Brazil and Radio Veritas Asia in the Philippines have now become regular. More transmitters may be added to the Sines, Portugal and Rwanda relay sites. And more relay facilities are under consideration for an as yet unspecified site somewhere in the Americas.

Many DX years ago, Central America was an area very active with shortwave broadcasters. Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Guatemala and Costa Rica all had many active stations. After several years when activity was way down there have been improving (except for Nicaragua, down to only two stations, and Panama which has been without any for several years). The most recent Central American addition is in Guatemala with the arrival of Radio Kelchi. This is a religious/cultural station operated by the Evangelical Kelchi Church in San Cristobal Verapaz. The station is using a reported 5 kilowatts on 4845, broadcasting mostly in the Kelchi indigenous tongue. The initial schedule had a 1200 on 5000, which means that now, in mid summer, it is difficult if not impossible to hear that time. It is likely that an evening schedule may have gone into operation by now also check around 0100, but beware of the strong Brazilian station—Radio Nacional Manaus—also on this frequency.

HCJB has made some changes in its popular "DX Party Line" program. Host John Beck has left to take another position with HCJB, so Brent Allred (who did the show awhile back) has resumed host duties. Beck, among his other jobs, is hosting a new show for ham operators which is aired in place of the Wednesday time slot of DXPL which has been dropped on that day of the week, reducing the number of individual shows to two per week.

It's not often that a rare DX station returns to the air after having been silent for ten to fifteen years. But this is what has happened with Istanbul Police Radio in Turkey. Despite its name, this is a regular broadcasting station, quite similar to Turkey Police Radio, based in Ankara, which is heard by DX'ers in North America from time to time. Istanbul Police Radio, has been heard here rarely, if ever. The power isn't known, but is very likely well under 1,000 watts. The station is reported active on 6325, but so far we don't know if it is on the air around 0500, or 0600—the time Turkey Police radio on 6340 is usually received. But it's certainly worth checking!

Rumors are that Radio Norway International may, at some point in the future, make time available on its transmitters to Radio Sweden, and perhaps Radio Denmark!

The mail—Jack Linonis in West Middlesex, PA says he's gotten a friend interested in SWL'ing. They both use DX-440's. Jack wants to know if there's anyone interested in starting a regional club. Contact him at 1890 S. Hermitage Road, West Middlesex, PA 16159.

Here's the shack of Frank F. Orcutt in Alameda, CA. He's an aficionado of old radios, though his shack seems to have been invaded by at least one digital job!

The shack of Walt Schivo in Novato, CA is so extensive, it would take up to four photos to capture it all. This sample includes a number of receivers, video monitors, amateur rigs, RTTY capabilities and scanners!

Franco Probi of Spoltore, Italy sent this photo of AWR's station on Guam.

Matt Messinger found that a move into the middle of Manhattan a couple of years ago was a disaster for shortwave listening. But now he's moved to Rochester, NY and finds things much improved from the reception standpoint.

Joe Bernstein in Rhode Island is part of a father/son listening duo. Jack uses a Sony 2010, son Tom a DX-360. Joe mentions a scene in the movie "The Fourth Protocol" in which a spy, listening on a Grundig Satellit 650 receives a message over the North American service of Radio Moscow! We'll have to watch for that flik! Joe has problems with interference from a nearby broadcast station. You are probably too close to com...
ppletely eliminate the problem but it might be beneficial to talk to the station engineer about it.

Martin G. Blaise of Houston has problems with reception in his apartment. Talk to one of the experts at one of the dealers specializing in shortwave listening. Martin. They can advise you on the use of an indoor active antenna.

Does RTBF in Belgium QSL? That's the question John Miller in Georgia has. Last we heard they did; reports should go to Room 3M57, P.O. Box 202, 1040 Brussels, Belgium. As for the article on German regional SW broadcasters, check the July, 1984 issue of QST or FIM-AM.

Joe Wright is getting back into listening after a hiatus, and welcomes correspondance at 21 Boynton St., Apt. 3, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130.

OK. Now let's hear from you. We always welcome log reports (you should know the drill about double spacing and tagging each with name and state abbreviation) as well as your comments. QSL duplicates you don't need back, clippings, schedules, station info, shack photos and so on. Even though we can rarely respond directly to your letters they are nonetheless very much appreciated!

Here are this month's loggings. Language is EE unless otherwise noted.

SWBC Loggings

Afghanistan: R. Afghan (via USSR-EU); 4740 of 0225 in pass. UBAt. Time & ID on 0230 (Goodall, St. Mooren).

Czechoslovakia: R. Prague, 2245 in pass Czech on 3760/7745, also of 0307 on 6055 & 7055 (ID, GCD). 2390 in Durban.

Elect. Cambodia: R. Phnom Penh, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

Estonia: R. Tallin, 2228 w/rock music (Johnson, AZ). (tentative)

France: R. Paris, 1156 w/French (ID, IS, Mexico), 1455 in Durban, NY (non-ID), 1609 w/ID on 0650, 1770 in Durban.

Greec: R. Athens, 1609 w/Farsi (ID, IS, Mexico), 1770 in Durban.

India: R. New Delhi, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

NGO: R. Bangkok, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

Kenya: R. Nairobi, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

SWBC Loggings

Afghanistan: R. Afghan (via USSR-EU); 4740 of 0225 in pass. UBAt. Time & ID on 0230 (Goodall, St. Mooren).

Czechoslovakia: R. Prague, 2245 in pass Czech on 3760/7745, also of 0307 on 6055 & 7055 (ID, GCD). 2390 in Durban.

Elect. Cambodia: R. Phnom Penh, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

Estonia: R. Tallin, 2228 w/rock music (Johnson, AZ). (tentative)

France: R. Paris, 1156 w/French (ID, IS, Mexico), 1455 in Durban, NY (non-ID), 1609 w/ID on 0650, 1770 in Durban.

Greec: R. Athens, 1609 w/Farsi (ID, IS, Mexico), 1770 in Durban.

India: R. New Delhi, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

NGO: R. Bangkok, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

KY: R. Khartoum, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

Kenya: R. Nairobi, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

Malaysia: R. Kuala Lumpur, 1609 w/Malay (ID, IS, Mexico), 1770 in Durban.

Mozambique: R. Maputo, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

NGO: R. Brussels, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.

NGO: R. Paris, 1609 w/ID on 11940 at 0940 (Johnson, AZ), 1450 in Durban, NY; 1950 in CA. off 10515.
Dangat Multi-Mode Filter
It separates the signals you want from those you don’t want – with multi functions. Fully automatic notch filter removes heterodynes and other steady tone interference. Independent low and high pass filters stop “monkey chatter” and other off-tune interference. Tuning 200-3500 Hz. Second notch filter manually tunes 200-3500 Hz. For speech, all filters work independently for flexibility. A special mode for CW and RTTY combines the filters into a 12-pole filter with super skirt selectivity and non-interacting controls. Works with any receiver, easy to install. Features 29 ICs with latest switched capacitor filter technology.

FL3 229.95 (+ $4)

Dressler Active Antennas
Model ara 30  $159.95 (+ $8)
For HF use up to 30 MHz and more. Features low noise field effect transistor acting as an impedance transformer together with a high linear CATV transistor. A push-pull amplifier with noiseless negative feedback produces high linearity for low noise. Installs vertically, outdoors or in. Includes 26' cable, interface, and AC adapter.

Model ara 900  $189.95 (+ $8)
For VHF-UHF and Scanners. Range 500-900 MHz and more. Has low noise high gain 2-stage amp. With 1 gHz bandwidth. Gain is 15-16dB. Mounts indoors or out. Includes 26' cable, interface, and AC adapter.
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Datong Multi-Mode Filter
It separates the signals you want from those you don’t want – with multi functions. Fully automatic notch filter removes heterodynes and other steady tone interference. Independent low and high pass filters stop “monkey chatter” and other off-tune interference. Tuning 200-3500 Hz. Second notch filter manually tunes 200-3500 Hz. For speech, all filters work independently for flexibility. A special mode for CW and RTTY combines the filters into a 12-pole filter with super skirt selectivity and non-interacting controls. Works with any receiver, easy to install. Features 29 ICs with latest switched capacitor filter technology.

FL3 229.95 (+ $4)

Dressler Active Antennas
Model ara 30  $159.95 (+ $8)
For HF use up to 30 MHz and more. Features low noise field effect transistor acting as an impedance transformer together with a high linear CATV transistor. A push-pull amplifier with noiseless negative feedback produces high linearity for low noise. Installs vertically, outdoors or in. Includes 26' cable, interface, and AC adapter.

Model ara 900  $189.95 (+ $8)
For VHF-UHF and Scanners. Range 500-900 MHz and more. Has low noise high gain 2-stage amp. With 1 gHz bandwidth. Gain is 15-16dB. Mounts indoors or out. Includes 26' cable, interface, and AC adapter.

ORDER PRICE: 1-800-GILFER-1
GILFER SHORTWAVE 52 PARK AVE. PARK RIDGE, NJ 07656 Ph 201/391-7887
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www.americanradiohistory.com
have "definite inside information" that Alice is one of several better known authors who have written extensively on radio history, including Donald deNeuf, Ed Marriner, Don Jensen, or Dr. Adrian Peterson, but nobody yet has speculated why any of these people would have decided not to use their own names for this material.

Although we have, on several occasions, run some of these letters here in the magazine, we eventually stopped. This wasn’t because of any shortage of such letters, but because most of those who write in are simply rehashing information previously announced by others. The mail remains heavy, but no new revelations have been forthcoming of late. Looks as though everybody will have to wait for further bulletins to be issued from the inner sanctums of those who are doing intensive and serious original research.

In all, it has evolved into something with a genuine aura of mystery and intrigue, with a thriving cult of Alice investigators pursuing what they view as a great quest. It’s even contributed to the language of radio, as evidenced in a recent bulletin sent to the membership of the Great Circle Shortwave Society by its president, Dr. Harold Cones. In the bulletin, Cones confided that he writes many of the articles in the club newsletter “using an Alice Brannigan type name.” Little does Dr. Cones realize what he’s probably setting himself up for with provocative admissions like that.

Of course, all who write in regarding Alice’s “true identity” aren’t quite as serious as others, there’s no shortage of lighthearted mail. One reader suggested Alice is the co-incarnation of Shirley MacLaine. Others have sent in ‘guesses’ ranging from Richard Nixon to Fr. Guido Sarducci. The clearest one from this group came from Jack Maskey, a Florida. Jack said that he had “finally cleared up the situation once and for all,” and submitted a 1910 vaudeville poster touting one Miss Alice Marconi, the Electrical Mysterious Wonder. That’s a difficult one to beat.

We here at the magazine have never extended any special efforts toheighten, perpetuate, or exploit the fervor and enigma surrounding this Alice business. If anything, in proportion to the obvious amount of reader interest, it’s pretty much been running on its own inertia. Still, I’ve never really been able to understand what all of the fuss has been about since it doesn’t have any of the classic ingredients for being especially mysterious. When we began running Alice’s writings a couple of years ago, there wasn’t any indication that such a flap about her identity would ensue.

Now that a ruckus has been kicked up, I’d be less than candid if I said that I’m in any way displeased at the interest this has created in one of our regular authors, and in the magazine itself. I’m thoroughly enjoying the entire matter, I think it’s just great!

**POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS**

Here’s what you’ve been looking for—an all new hard-hitting monthly magazine which gives a unique insider’s view of what’s really going on in the world of communications. POP’ COMM is your primary source of information—bigger and better than any communications magazine, with exciting coverage of scanners, shortwave broadcast & utility stations, spy stations, pirate and clandestine broadcasters, RTTY monitoring, survivalist communications systems, FCC news, wiretapping and bugging, voice scrambling/unscrambling, surveillance/undercover communications, satellite & cable TV, sophisticated telephones, & more. What you’ve been looking for all along! Take advantage of substantial savings over the newsstand price by subscribing now. Don’t miss out on even one single issue of POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS—order your subscription now.

**SUBSCRIBE NOW & SAVE!**

---

**SECRET FREQUENCIES!**

Turn those hours of searching for secret frequencies over to the Reese Computer Scanning System RSS runs on any Macintosh and gives you complete monitoring and automatic logging of all signal activity heard by your R-7000. You’re no longer limited by both in frequency storage, search, and detection provided by ICOM. Our built-in database also allows importing/exporting between most Mac databases.

Complete System incl. Interface, Software & Manual only $189.95 - Dealer Inquiries Invited Call or Write for More Information and Customized Versions Systems and Software International, Ltd. 4639 Timber Ridge Drive Dumfries, VA 22026 (703) 680-3559
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Advertising Rates: SCAN members and POPCOMM subscribers are entitled to one FREE 30-word, non-commercial classified ad per year. Enclose subscription name label with ad copy. For those people not in the previously mentioned groups, non-commercial ads are 30 cents per word, including abbreviations and addresses; minimum charge $6.00 per issue. Ads from firms offering commercial products or services are $1.00 per word; minimum charge $20.00 per issue. Boldface words are $1.20 each (specify which words). Leading key words set in all caps at no additional charge. All ads must be prepaid in full at time of insertion; a 5% discount is offered for prepaid 6 time insertions. All ads must be typewritten double spaced.

Approval: All ad copy is subject to Publisher's approval and may be modified to eliminate references to equipment and practices which are either illegal or otherwise not within the spirit or coverage scope of the magazine.

Closing Date: The 10th day in the third preceding month date of publication. Because the advertisers and equipment contained in Communications Shop have not been investigated, the Publisher of Popular Communications cannot vouch for the merchandise listed therein. Direct all correspondence and ad copy to: PC Communications Shop, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

How do I get more data? Use the free info card

Monitor More With the New Universal M-7000!

If you are monitoring only voice shortwave stations, you are missing half the action! Thousands of shortwave stations transmit in non-voice modes such as Morse code, various forms of radioteletype (RTTY) and facsimile (FAX). The Universal M-7000 will permit you to easily intercept and decode these transmissions. Simple connections to your shortwave receiver and video monitor will enable you to monitor with the most sophisticated surveillance decoder available. No computer is required. See the world of shortwave excitement you have been missing. Requires 115 or 230 VAC. Six month limited warranty.

* FULL CATALOG AVAILABLE * Universal offers a comprehensive shortwave catalog covering all types of shortwave monitoring equipment including receivers, antennas, RTTY and FAX equipment plus books and accessories. Send $1 (refundable) to receive your copy today.

Universal M-7000 Introductory Pricing

- Standard M-7000
- With Real Time Clock Option
- With Video FAX Option
- With Clock & Video FAX Option
- Shipping/Handling (USA)

SIDEWIND OPERATORS Join the oldest/ largest network of 27 MFS operators. Now more than 100,000 strong! Send self-addressed stamped long (10) envelope for FREE details and application (no obligation).

COMUNICATIONS PLANS, BOOKS, KITS! AM/FM broadcasting (licensed/unlicensed); 1750 Marconi transceivers. Ham/CB amplifiers, surveillance bugs, more FREE catalog. PANCOM, Box 130, P.O. Box 56, Commack, N.Y. 11725. (NY residents add sales tax.)

WORLD'S MOST UNUSUAL Communications Book! A large selection of outstanding titles covering scanners, "confidential" frequency registries, bugging, wire tapping, electronic surveillance, covert communications, computers, espionage, monitoring, and more! New titles being added constantly. Ask for our large new FREE catalog CRB Research, Box 56-GC, Commack, NY 11725.

Partical List of Modes & Features

- Morse Code (CW)
- Regular Baudot RTTY
- Variable Speed Baudot
- Bit Inverted Baudot
- ASCII Low Speed
- ASCII High Speed
- ASCII Variable Speed
- Sitor Mode A (ARQ)
- Sitor Mode B (FEC)
- Auto
- ARQ 2&4 chan. (TDMA)
- VFT Modes (FDM)
- Russian 3rd Shift Cyrillic
- Facsimile (FAX) AM
- Facsimile (FAX) FM
- Packet AX.25
- Literal Mode
- Databit Mode
- Diversity Reception
- Dual Metering
- Low Tone & High Tone
- Variable & Standard Shift
- Option: Real Time Clock
- Option: Video Display of Facsimile (FAX)
- Option: Rack Mounting Brackets (For 19")

Universal Radio

1280 Aida Dr. Dept. PC
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
Toll Free: 800 431-3939
In Ohio: 614 866-4267

Universal, Serving Radio Enthusiasts Since 1942

Please send all reader inquiries directly.
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Advertisseur's Index

AMC Sales
ARRL
Ace Communications
All Electronics
Antique Radio Classifieds
Associated Distributing Co.
Barry Electronics
CQ Buyer’s Guide
CRB Research
Capri Electronics
Clear Channel
DECO
DGM Electronics, Inc.
East Coast SWL Conference
Electron Processing
Elect. Equip. Bank
Fanon Courier
Giller Shortwave
Grove Enterprises
Ham Station
Heath Co.
JoGunn Ent.
Kenwood U.S.A. Corp.
MFJ Enterprises, Inc.
Medicine Man CB
Mission Communications
Modern Electronics Books
Monitoring Times
OPTelecoms
Pacific Cable Co.
Pipo Communications
POP’COMM Book Shop
RF Limited
Radio Sporting
Radio West
React, International
Scanner World, USA
Signal Engineering
Star Circuits
Systems + Software Ltd.
Universal SW Radio
Van Valzah Co.
Wilson Antenna
Yaesu Electronics

Reach this dynamic audience with your advertising message, contact Jim Gray at (602) 474-1348.

Free Product Information

Readers can obtain free information on products advertised by the above companies, as well as for some editorially mentioned products. Simply circle the appropriate number printed below an advertisement onto the card bound into this issue.

www.americanradiohistory.com
EASY-UP ANTENNAS FOR RADIO LISTENERS AND HAMS by Ed N. W9JQ is soon to be published. More than 220 pages to be 11 pages are chock full of practical antenna information. Send SASE for description and 16 chapter headings. Ed NoI, P.O. Box 75, Chalfont, PA 18914.

PROPOGANDA TAPES Authentic, rare recordings of WWII German and Japanese shortwave broadcasts by 'Tokyo Rose,' 'Axe Sally,' others. Cassettes $9.95. D. W. Research, 4548 Aurora Blvd., #231-B, Sacramento, CA 95841.

INTRODUCING INTERNATIONAL RADO -- by Kenneth MacHag. Non technical beginner's guide to shortwave. From broadcasters, to $1.95 plus $1 shipping from, Radio, Box 1345, Jeffereson, NY 14413.


BIG AIR-SCAN 4th Edition by Tom Kneiel. At last! A complete directory of aeros communications stations/frequencies. Now in a 12 page large size (9 x 12) format containing 40,000 listings (USA/Canada/Mexico/FI), including worldwide HF (2-30 MHz) freq. guide. In addition to 114-136 MHz VHF aeroscan listings, also covers 25-150, 174-460 MHz VHF freq. never before published. AIR-SCAN covers civilian, military airports, also "unlisted" airports not open to public. FAA freqs. FIS, NAV, Airports, Unicom, airport couriers and operations freqs. $10.95 + $1 shipping to USA/Canada/APO/FPO. Order from CRB Research, P. O. Box 56, Cammack, NY 11725. (NY residents add sales tax).

D T M F / steel keys! sealed gold contacts!

• COLOR: All keyboards come in BLACK. OPTIONAL: Specify DARK BROWN • Contacts are: WATER PROOF/DOUST PROOF • Completely self contained - NO RFI • Simple 3-wire connections • Output level adj. • Wide operating range 4 to 16 VDC • Wide temperature range -22 to + 160°F • Supplied with instructions, schematic & hardware.

P-7V 12 KEY VERT. $51 CALL OR WRITE P-7H 12 KEY HORIZ. $51 FOR FREE CATALOG P-8V 16 KEY VERT. $57 *Request quantity pricing

Mail Order To: Pipocommunications®
Emphasis is on Quality & Reliability
CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD
P.O. Box 2020
Pocolate, Pircles, California 95726
916-644-5444
FAX-916-644-PIPO

P.O. Box 6522
220 N. Fulton Ave.
Evansville, IN 47719-0522
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for new and used equipment list.

DRY WIPES/STEEL KEYS

ORDERS: 800-523-7731
INDIANA: 812-422-0231

the HAM STATION

P.O. Box 586
Land O' Lakes, FL 34699
SASE GETS FREE INFORMATION

WE HAVE IT!
- CONSUMER 90-110 W/C ELLULAR BC: 974-760 $279. TS-2 $279 BC: 880-8594 ALSO A HUGE INVENTORY OF USED EUNIPUTS' STAMP FOR LIST $10.00 FOR DETAILED CATALOG SHORTWAVES, CBs, ANTENNAS, MORE! BUY/SELL/TRADE, NEW & USED! GALAXY ELECTRONICS BOX: 1202, Akron, Ohio 44309. 216-376-2402 9:5 pm EST

EASY-UP ANTENNAS FOR RADIO LISTENERS AND HAMS! Is a practical book for shortwave broadcast, medium wave broadcast, L.W. LTE, FM, and VHF UHF scanner listeners as well as hams and prospective hams. All of the basic and some of the more advanced antennas are covered. The antennas are easy to construct, except and put into operation. Some of the common VHF/UHF types are covered. Some of the 16 chapter headings are basic antennas and their construction, antenna tests and computations, vertical antennas, dipole antennas, long antennas, v-structures, specialized HF types, medium and long wave antennas, con- fined space and indoor antennas, VHF/UHF antennas, dimension tables, novice antennas, iono antennas, commercial antennas for various ham classes and sources of information. This SAM book contains 126/89 by 111/2 pages and sells for $16.95 + $2.94 (PA 4 % tax) Order from ED NOLL W9JQ, POB 75, CHALFONT, PA 18914.

MAINE SCANNER OWNERS 304 Page Scanner Guide with 7,500 Listings $14.95 plus $2.05 shipping. OFFICIAL SCANNER GUIDE, Post Office Box 712, Londonderry, New Hampshire 03053.

LIGHTNING/STORM DETECTOR New invention warns of Lightning and Storms. $275, 900 MHz, 5000 MHz, 200 MHz, $195. Write: Louis Yedeva, 501 Church Lane, Upper Darby, PA 19082.

Microwave T. Complete Systems 1.9 GHz to 2.7. 15th Year Best Quality $195. TV Transmitters channel 15 VCR OR Satellite video audio modulator transmits 300 — 400 feet $59.95. Vonis, 100 Man, Omn, NM-892 O.S. 382-9082.

RADIO SHACK Scanners, CBs, Radar Detectors, Shortwave, powersupplies and antennas. Lowest prices. Call free on money orders over $50.00. Or write, Courtex, Inc., Radio Shack Dealer at 9100 Federal Hwy., Stunt, FL 33494. On call (800) 220-0147 or 268-3060.

WE HAVE IT!
- CONSUMER 90-110 W/C ELLULAR BC: 974-760 $279. TS-2 $279 BC: 880-8594 ALSO A HUGE INVENTORY OF USED EUNIPUTS' STAMP FOR LIST $10.00 FOR DETAILED CATALOG SHORTWAVES, CBs, ANTENNAS, MORE! BUY/SELL/TRADE, NEW & USED! GALAXY ELECTRONICS BOX: 1202, Akron, Ohio 44309. 216-376-2402 9:5 pm EST

EASY-UP ANTENNAS FOR RADIO LISTENERS AND HAMS! Is a practical book for shortwave broadcast, medium wave broadcast, L.W. LTE, FM, and VHF UHF scanner listeners as well as hams and prospective hams. All of the basic and some of the more advanced antennas are covered. The antennas are easy to construct, except and put into operation. Some of the common VHF/UHF types are covered. Some of the 16 chapter headings are basic antennas and their construction, antenna tests and computations, vertical antennas, dipole antennas, long antennas, v-structures, specialized HF types, medium and long wave antennas, confined space and indoor antennas, VHF/UHF antennas, dimension tables, novice antennas, iono antennas, commercial antennas for various ham classes and sources of information. This SAM book contains 126/89 by 111/2 pages and sells for $16.95 + $2.94 (PA 4 % tax) Order from ED NOLL W9JQ, POB 75, CHALFONT, PA 18914.

MAINE SCANNER OWNERS 304 Page Scanner Guide with 7,500 Listings $14.95 plus $2.05 shipping. OFFICIAL SCANNER GUIDE, Post Office Box 712, Londonderry, New Hampshire 03053.

WAR CYCLES/PEACE CYCLES $12.00 postpaid. This book projects the time for the next depression, war, and who the opponent will be. It’s NOT the USSR! Send $1.00 for catalog. Adams Agency, POB 946 H1, Rand, Washington, DC 20036.

USED TRANSCIEVER! WANT? That has an appreciable range of bands and freq., inc. preferably AM, FM and the 49 meter band, and is in good operating condition. SCANNERS OR K too. Send description to Dave, 563 E. Fulton St., Long Beach, NY 11561-2416.
simply to SCAN, or worse yet sending it to POP‘COMM, will cause long delays.)
6. Be patient! Remember, your inquiry will be forwarded to a volunteer who will have other mail to answer and may have family obligations that will cause a delay in the reply.

We should also note that you shouldn’t be surprised if the Technical Advisor must write to you for some additional details. There will be times, too, when the answer to your problem simply cannot be determined by “remote control”... however, the Technical Advisor may be able to suggest where to get help locally. Of course, all advice is given without charge and neither SCAN, nor the Technical Advisor, can guarantee the accuracy, or in any way be held liable for the advice given.

A few final words on what the Technical Advisor Service is not. It is not a consumer affairs bureau. We cannot help with problems you may be having with a dealer, obtaining warranty repair service, etc. (Yes, believe it or not, we sometimes receive scanners here at SCAN for warranty repair or even for a refund!) These inquiries need to go to the dealer or manufacturer and, if necessary, to the Better Business Bureau—but definitely not to SCAN. Also, we do not recommend equipment types or brands because we feel that this is a decision each person must make individually depending on their own circumstances.

As we mentioned in a previous column, the SCAN Technical Advisor Service greg out of member comments. There may be some other things that you think we should be doing—if so please write to us. Member suggestions are the key ingredients in making SCAN the growing and interesting association it is.
The Regency Z-60 is a compact, programmable 60-chan-
nel, AGC/DC programmable scanner. This unit includes a
superior heterodyne used to receive the narrow band FM
communications in the amateur, public safety and business bands. 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512
MHz *Size 10% Wx2.7" Hx3.8 D".Sophisticated microprocessor-controlled circuitry eliminates the need for crystals, instead, the frequen-
cy for each channel is programmed through the numbered keyboard similar to the one used on a tele-
phone. A deep acknowledges contact each time a key is touched. The Z60 scans approximately 15
channels per second.

Any combination of channels can be scanned automatically, or the unit can be set on manual for con-
tinuous monitoring of any one channel. In addition, the search function locates unknown frequencies
within a band.

The included cigarette pack, carry case, and accessories include glass antenna, rechargeable Ni-Cad battery pack, AC adapter, carry case, and optional cigarette lighter adapter. 

**Bearcat BC-600 XLT**

Same features as BC-600 XLT but also includes a
**Radio Shack**

1-year warranty. 

**Regency Z-60**

Compact, programmable 60-channel scanner. This unit includes a superior heterodyne used to receive the narrow band FM communications in the amateur, public safety and business bands. 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz. 

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

30 CHANNELS--MOBILE/BASE

**SCANER WORLD EXCLUSIVE**

- Features include simple programming of the following frequency ranges: 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz. Digital display, priority, search, lockout, delay, dim control, top mounted speaker, one year factory warranty. Includes AC & DC cords, mobile mounting bracket, telescopic antenna, all factory installed. 

**$70.00 shipping (optional extended warranty 3 years $39.99, 2 years $29.99)**

MX3000 Service Manual $5.00

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

100 channel pocket sized hand held scanner (FCC approved) with 12 button keypad. All channel scanning from 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz. 

**$159.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

**BC-950XL**

Same features as BC 600 XLT but also includes a

**Radio Shack**

1-year warranty.

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

30 CHANNEL HAND HELD SCANNER

Small size 5"x1"x2".  Full digital readout. Priority, search, channel lockout, 4 digital key lock. Onboard listening frequencies: 29 MHz, 136 MHz, 406 MHz.

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

**Scaner World Exclusive**

Uniden Bearcat BC205XL

**$289.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

Digital programmable 29 channel handheld scanner with memory lockout, 100 high band, 75 low band, selectable 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000 kHz. 

**$289.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

**30 CHANNELS--MOBILE/BASE**

**SCANER WORLD EXCLUSIVE**

- Features include simple programming of the following frequency ranges: 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz. Digital display, priority, search, lockout, delay, dim control, top mounted speaker, one year factory warranty. Includes AC & DC cords, mobile mounting bracket, telescopic antenna, all factory installed.

**$70.00 shipping (optional extended warranty 3 years $39.99, 2 years $29.99)**

MX3000 Service Manual $5.00

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

100 channel pocket sized hand held scanner (FCC approved) with 12 button keypad. All channel scanning from 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, and 400-512 MHz.

**$159.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

**BC-950XL**

Same features as BC 600 XLT but also includes a

**Radio Shack**

1-year warranty.

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

30 CHANNEL HAND HELD SCANNER

Small size 5"x1"x2". Full digital readout. Priority, search, channel lockout, 4 digital key lock. Onboard listening frequencies: 29 MHz, 136 MHz, 406 MHz.

**Special $169.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

**Scaner World Exclusive**

Uniden Bearcat BC205XL

**$289.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)

Digital programmable 29 channel handheld scanner with memory lockout, 100 high band, 75 low band, selectable 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000 kHz.

**$289.99**

(Plus $7.00 shipping each)
"They said I couldn't work DX with just 100 watts. Especially with a radio that has less than 1000 switches on the front panel.

But the truth is, I'm working lots of DX, more than some of these blockbuster types, thanks to my Yaesu FT-747GX.

You see, my no-nonsense FT-747GX was designed with me in mind, so I can hop around the band fast to nail those DX stations. While the other guys are warming up their amplifiers, I'm working the new country!

My FT-747GX has a super receiver, with a directly-driven mixer for great overload protection. And, Yaesu included the CW filter in the purchase price (I used the money I saved on postage for the QSL cards!).

And my FT-747GX is loaded with other features. The receiver works from 100 kHz straight through to 30 MHz, and it's a fantastic shortwave broadcast receiver. I can use all twenty memories for that alone! Plus it's got dual VFOs. A noise blanker. Split frequency operation for the pile-ups. And scanning up the band helps me check out openings as they happen.

I just put in the optional crystal oven, and next month I'm going to pick up the FM board. I can't wait to tell my buddies I worked England on a repeater!

And with the money I saved when I bought my FT-747GX, I got a second ten-meter antenna for satellite work on the high end of the band. I use my personal computer to tell me what satellites are going by, and the computer even sets the frequencies on the radio for me.

Now my friends are getting FT-747GX rigs, too. I knew they'd figure out my secret weapon sooner or later. But now I'm setting the pace!

"Thanks, Yaesu. You've made a rig that makes sense."

Yaesu USA 17210 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90701
(213) 404-2700. Repair Service: (213) 404-4884.
Parts: (213) 404-4847. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

―They laughed when they saw my radio. Then they saw my logbook.‖
Hear it All!

R-5000
High performance receiver

The high performance receiver is here from the leader in communications technology—the Kenwood R-5030. This all-band, all mode receiver has superior interference reduction circuits, and has been designed with the highest performance standards in mind. Listen to foreign music, news, and commentary. Tune in local police, fire, aircraft, weather, and other public service channels with the VC-20 VHF converter. All this excitement and more is yours with a Kenwood R-5000 receiver!

- Covers 100 kHz-30 MHz in 30 bands, with additional coverage from 108-174 MHz (with VC-20 converter installed).
- Superior dynamic range. Exclusive Kenwood DynaMix™ system ensures an honest 102 dB dynamic range. (14 MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth, 50 kHz spacing.)

- 100 memory channels. Store mode, frequency, antenna selection.
- Voice synthesizer option.
- Computer control option.
- Extremely stable, dual digital VFOs. Accurate to ±10 ppm over a wide temperature range.
- Kenwood's superb interference reduction. Optional filters further enhance selectivity. Dual noise blankers built-in.
- Direct keyboard frequency entry.
- Versatile programmable scanning, with center-stop tuning.
- Choice of either high or low impedance antenna connections.
- Kenwood non-volatile operating system. Lithium battery backs up memories all functions remain intact even after lithium cell expires.
- Power supply built-in. Optional DCK-2 allows DC operation.
- Selectable AGC, RF attenuator, record and headphone jacks, dual 24-hour clocks with timer, muting terminals

Optional Accessories:
- VC-20 VHF converter for 108-174 MHz operation • YK-86A-1 6 kHz AM filter • YK-88S 2.4 kHz SSB filter • YK-86SN 1.8 kHz narrow SSB filter • YK-88C 500 Hz CW filter • YK-88CN 270 Hz narrow filter • DCK-2 DC power cable • HS-5, HS-6, HS-7 headphones • MB-430 mobile bracket • SP-430 external speaker • VS-1 voice synthesizer IF-232C/IIC-C0 computer interface

More information on the R-5000 and R-2000 is available from Authorized Kenwood Dealers.

Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligation.

KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810
P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801-2745
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